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2

O ' za c2zrtuss-

2 (8s35 a.m.)

3 MR. RAYS The meeting will now come to order.

4 This is a meeting of the Advisory Committee on Reactor

5 Safeguards, Subcommittee on AC and DC Power Systems

6 Reliability. I am Jerry Ray, Subcommittaa C:: airman.

7 The other ACRS members present today are Jesse Ebersole

8 on my left, Mr. Mathis beside him, and the ACRS

9 consultants present are Messrs. Davis, Epler and

10 Lipinski in that order.

11 In addition, we have Mr. Stuart Beal of the

12 ACES staff, and Richard Savio, the man on my right here,

13 is the federal employee designated for the meetina.

O. 14 The purpose of this meeting is to discuss

15 matters related to cable sure111ance at the St. Lucie

16 Plant of the Florida Power & Light System, the

17 implementation of the recommendations of NUREG-0666, and
/

18 the reliability of AC/DC power systems. The meeting is'

19 being conducted in accordance with the provisions of the

j 20 Federal Advisory Committee Act and the government in the

21 Sunshine Act.

22 The rules for this mee ting tod a y , the

23 participation, have been announced as part of the notice

() 24 of this meeting previously published in the Federal

25 Register on Monday, March 15, 1982. A transcript of the

(O./
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{]} 1 open portions of the meeting is being kept'and will be

2 made available in the Federal Register notice.

3 It is requested that each speaker first

O
4 identif y himself or herself and speak with sufficient

5 clarity and volume so that he or she can be readily

6 heard. I have received no written statements or

7 requests for time to make oral statements from members

8 of the public. However, I would like to say that if

9 anyone here has something on his mind that is generated

10 as a result of the proceedings today, which would

11 contribute constructively to the purpose of the meeting,

12 he should so advise me and we will certainly give him

13 time to make a brief statement.

14 We will proceed with the meeting, and I call

15 first upon Mr. Nerses of the NRC staff.
,

16 MR. MERSES4 My name is Vic Nerses and I am
'

17 the Project Manager of the St. Lucie 2. It is our

18 purpose this morning to provide you the experience that

19 we have on very buried cables and particularly, our

20 approach was to take advantage of Florida Power E

21 Light's experience on buried cables that has to do with

22 not only the nuclear application but as well as the

23 non-nuclear application. Since the staff had felt that

() 24 the Florida Power E Light wealth of experience is worthy

25 of note, that we would like to let Florida Power and

! (Z)

!
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(]) 1 Light present to the subcommittee their information and,

2 as necessary, the staff would respond and provide

3 comments.

4 So what I would like to do is just turn this

5 over to Florida Power and Liaht and let them continue to

6 present their information.

7 NR. RAY: That is good, Mr. Nerses; however, I

8 have several questions that have been generated as a

9 result of my having examined some of the background,

10 particularly that which was in Supplement No. 1 to the

11 SER for St. Lucie Unit 2.

12 The part of the document I have is dated March

13 3, 1976, so I presume it was for the CP stage of the

14 plant. I would like to know if NRC has required a

15 program of similar cable testing f acilities and

16 procedures in any other nuclear facility.
.

17 HR. NERSES: I guess I will have to defer that

18 question to Mr. Srinivasan, Branch Chief of the Power

19 Systems Branch. ,

20 MR. RAYS Good morning.

21 HR. SRINIVASAN: My name is Srinivansan. To

22 the extent I know of, I do not think staff required any
1

23 surveillance requirement f or any other cables.

() 24 HR. RAY. Can you recall, or perhaps someone

25 else from the staff here this morning, why St. Lucie was

O
1
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(]) 1 targeted for the requirement?

2 MR. SRINIVASANs I would like to take you back

3 in time, maybe give you a little history. St. Lucie was

O
4 reviewed by more than one staff member in the branch.

5 It will take maybe 10 or.15 minutes of the

6 subcommittee 's time to give you some background why we

7 required what at that time.

8 MR. NERSES: I believe Florida Power and Light

9 has the background information to answer that question

10 and they are prepared to do that. That is part of their

11 presentation.
,

12 MR. RAY: Fine, thank you.

13 MR. EBERSOLE: I am going to antic.pate that

14 ve are going to hear a lot about good experience with

15 cables being submerged under water, buried in vet earth

16 and dry earth and so forth. If .T. remember correctly,

17 one of the issues here is -- and it is really the thrust

18 of the issue within LOCA type cabling as well as

19 external cable subjected to much videly separated

20 flooding, for instance. I think it may be from

21 hurricanes in this case.

22 The essence of the problem is not that you

23 have trouble with cable which is exposed frequently or

(]) 24 perhaps continuously to water, because if you have a

25 circumstance like that and you buy the proper cable you

| CE)
t
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() I will have random failures and they wi11 be random only.
,

2 You can pick up the cable and repair it. But a cable

3 which is lef t in a dry, perhaps warm configuration for
[

4 25 odd years or so is not the same cable that it was

5 o riginally , and it has not been wet all these years.

6 The essence, I think, of the issue is, is it

7 now a waterproof cable? Now, if it has been in water i

8 for all . those years, fine. It is just an extension of

9 ordinary time and the failures in it will be random, but

10 if it has been left in what you would call an abnormal

11 environment with respect to being inundated, is it still

12 -- has it been subjected to oxidation effects of ozone,

13 high temperature and dryout? Is it still waterproof

14 cable? |

15 MR. NERSES: I believe that that will be

16 , covered. From our previous discussions with Florida

17 Power and Light, it looks like that subject matter will-

18 also be discussed.

19 MR. RAY: Thank you very much, Mr. Nerses. Is

20 Mr. Flugger, then, the chap who will marshall the effort

21 for Florida Power and Light?

22 MR. FLUGGERs Mr. Ebersole, we have three

23 cable experts with us today that can answer any |

( 24 questions you might have and get into the technical

25 background. ,

;

O
.
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1 My name is Fred Flugger, and I am in the Power
[}

2 Plant Engineering Department, FPL, Miami, and we are

3 here to talk today about FPL experience with electrical

O
4 underground cable installations.

5 The specific concern is whether the cable will

6 adequately perform in its service environment, which may

7 be dry for a period of time, it may be wet, it may

8 alternate between vet and dry conditions. We propose a

9 th ree-pa rt presentation. I will first talk about St.

10 Lucie 1 cable installation, Class 1E underground system

11 and the technical specification that we have had in

12 effect since initial operation in 1976 to monitor the in

13 situ performance of the cable.

14 Mr. Thue, the senior staff engineer with FPEL

15 will follow me, and he will talk specifically about our

16 underground cable experience and provide an update on

17 data that we have available on why this cable is good

18 and if it is wet af ter 20 years, why it will still be

19 good. We believe the cable is qualified for the wet,

20 dry, the ultimately wet and dry environment.

21 Then what we propose to do is to open the

22 discussion up to a question and answer period whereby

23 you people can ask us your specific concerns and we can

() 24 try to respond, and I have three nationally-recognized

I
25 cable experts with me today that can respond to these'

O
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1 questions.

2 The first is our Mr. Thue from FPCL and he has

3 been with us since 1946 and has 34 years experience with

4 our cable installations. He is presently responsible

5 for all underground distribution of power plant cables

6 associated with FPCL, so he is M r. Underground Cable.

7 He has been on many of the technical society

8 committees. For example, he is past Chairman of the

9 IEEE Power Engineering Society, and he is presently

10 Chairman of the Standards Subcommittee. This is a

11 committee that has about 300 or so underground cable

12 experts on it.

13 He has also served on international cable

14 committees. He is presently a member of the U.S.

15 Nacional Committee for High Voltage Cables of the

18 International Conference of Large Electric Systems. He

17 has co-authored several technical papers on technical

18 cable design, and as far as FLP is concerned, he is our

19 Mr. Cable.

| 20 I also have with me Mr. John B. Gardner of the
,

21 Keywright Company. He st.arted with Keywright in 1946 as

22 an electrical engineer, worked his way up to assistant
.

23 chief engineer, chief engineer. He is currently Vice

O '
24 eresident.and Technice1 oitector of the xeywright

'.25 Company.

'

O
e

i
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| (]} 1 I have also Dr. John lasky. He had worked
|

| 2 with Uniroyal before joining the Okonite Company. He

3 joined the Okonite Company in 1969 as Director of

4 Polymer Research. He subsequently became Director of

5 Research, Vice President for Research. He is currently

6 Vice President of Research and Engineering for the

7 Okonite Company.

8 Between these three gentlemen, we believe we

9 can field any questions or concerns you might have as

10 f ar as the ability of these cables to perform in the

11 underground condition.

12 I would like to turn to St. Lucie Unit 1 and

13 the Class 1E underground cable system. The reason we

14 have a Class 1E underground cable system is we have

15 outlying structures like the intake structure, the

18 diesel generator building, and we have to electrically
,

17 these structures to the reactor building and the reactor

18 auxiliary building. We do that by the Class 1E

19 underground cable system.

20 Now, the cables are not directly bur.2d in the

21 earth, but they are run through PVC conduits. The duct

22 banks are located above the normal water table so that

23 we would expect the bulk of the time, the cables would

() 24 be dry. But we have made no provisions in the design to

! 25 preclude the entry of water into the duct bank system.

O
I

| |
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1 So if we had heavy rains or a hurricane or what have [()
t

2 you,. water would get into the system.
,

,

3 This meant that we had to design the cable ;

O- t

4 insulation system to accommodate an environment that at |

5 times could be wet; it could be dry, it could be

6 ultimately wet and dry. Now, as f ar as we were
,

7 concerned, this did not bother us. We have no problem

a with designing for these conditions and we saw no unique

9 or unusual problems in designing. ,

i

10 When we talk about the wet environment, the [
;

11 direct b uried cables, there has been a wealth of
:

12 experience. Some of the earlier installations go back

13 to the 1880's and 1890's where we had submarine cables,
,

14 cables buried in the earth. They have performed for 40,

15 50, 60 years. Each of the gentlemen with me can give

16 you specific examples of these types systems.

17 Cables have served so well for very many years
i

18 under adverse conditions. As far as underground cable

19 installations of buried cable, that is commonplace with :

20 the utility industry; we do it all the time. It is j

21 standard practice for us. We see nothing unusual about

22 it. j

23 Now, FPL has a cable system installed at Miami j

() 24 Beach that is very similar to the system that we have at

25 St. Lucie. It is an underground system and it can be .

,

,

>

,
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1 wet, it can be dry, it can be alternately wet and dry.{,}
2 And so, we have operated that for a number of years, and

3 based on that experience we do not have any concern with

O 4 the environment that the cables would see at St. lucie 1

5 Now to step back in time, the NRC visited our

6 site during construction in about 1973 and the staff

7 members that were present noticed that there was water

8 in the manholes at the construction site, which is to be

9 expected. The way the system is set up in actuality is

10 that the system drains the low points and there are sump

11 pumps that are automatic and they pump the water out of

12 the system. So normally, if everything works right,

13 there would not be water in the system. The manholes

14 a re lif ted periodically -- I think it is about roughly

to see indeed that the manholes are dry.15 --

16 Now, the staff people that went to the site ,

17 became concerned back in 1973 that if the cables are

18 wet, could this eventually lead to a deterioration of

19 the electrical properties of the cable due to this

20 environment that is wet, dry, alternately wet and dry.

21 We spent a year or two in 1974 to 1976 until the

22 operating license, to provide information to the NRC !

23 staff to show that the cables were adequately qualified. !

() 24 Hell, we obviously were not totally successful

25 because the NRC imposed tech specs on St. Lucie 1 to i
!

()'

|
'

;
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(}
1 monitor the in situ performance of the cable. Now, the

2 technical specification that they imposed required that

3 at least once every 18 months we make a test at 2500

4 volts, at leact.three 5000-volt Class 1E cables, and

5 that we DC-proof test at 25,000 volts the three

6 installed spare 5000-volt Class 1E cables, and that we

7 make a test, a sampling, of 600-volt and lower voltage

8 cables on a random basis.

9 Now, the bases for this technical

10 specification when it was required by the NRC staff was

11 hat the data that we had provided the staff did not

12 represent all potential surface conditions. It did not

13 totally satisfy the staff at that point in time, and

O .

14 this is going back to 1976; that is six years ago. And

15 that by providing this periodic in situ testing, we

16 would give them additional assurance that the cables

17 were performing satisfactorily in service and tha t ther

18 could issue us the operating license. So we agreed to

19 the technical specifications.

20 We understood their concern. They did not

21 have the experience that we had, but we felt that their |

22 approach was overly conservative, and so over the years

23 ve continued to supply information that we had available

() 24 to us to the NRC staff, and this has happened as

25 recently as the Unit 2 application which has just gone

O
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1 through ACRS and we are hoping to load fuel at the end(}
2 of this year.

3 We believe that we have provided the NRC staff

O
4 now with sufficient data for them to find that the

5 cables are adequately qualified for the environment, and

6 that the technical specification at St. Lucie 1 could be

7 eliminated. We see no need for it.

8 Now, I will talk about the basis for that

9 positon and then Mr. Thue will follow me and he will

10 provide the technical detail. But simply, we have a

11 system at Miami Beach and that system is an extensive

12 underground system. We have looked at the data on that

13 system since 1945 and the service conditions are very

G
(/ 14 similar to St. Lucie if not worse, and the pe rf orman ce

15 of the cable there has been remarkable. We never had an

16 electrical deteriora tion f ailure since 1945 on any cable

17 in that underground system.

18 So that tells us the cables will work in the

19 environment tha t we have at St. Lucie. We have the

20 Miami Beach experience to prove that. Now, the new

21 cable installations that are used at St. Lucie are not

22 the same insulation that we have in the Miami Beach

23 system, so to qualify the cables for use at St. Lucie,

(]) 24 we had each of the cable manufacturers independently
,

25 test their cable to demonstrate on a laborato;~ basis j

|

()
l
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1 that the newer insulations that are utilized at St.

2 Lucie are, indeed, superior to the cables that perform

3 so well at Miami Beach.

4 So the basis for our position is really

5' twofold. We have the operating experience on cables

6 that have performed well in service. We have laboratory

7 tests that show that the insulation systems used at St.

8 Lucie are superior f or these environmental conditions

9 than the cables that performed well at Miami Beach.
,

to Now additionally, I should note that we have

11 been testing the cables at St. Lucie Unit 1. We have

12 been doing this since 1976, and the cables at St. Lucie

13 1 are performing well. We have no evidence of
'

14 electrical deterioration of any kind which was to be

15 expected.
?

16 Now, that basically summarizes the history why

17 ve feel that the technical specifications are not

18 required. What I would like to do now is to turn the

19 floor over to Mr. Thue and let Mr. Thue go into the
,

20 technical detail as to the testing and our Miami Beach ,

21 experience.

22 NR. EBERSOLEs I think this problem is really
,

23 just a variation of the universal aging problem that we' .

:O 24 ere heving, you know, with cab 1es perhaps within

25 con tainm ents. This happens to be a different kind of [

O i

,

|
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1 environmental challenge, but it is a question of aging.

2 The laboratory tests that you have I presume
,

f

3 exhibit the competence of cables to stand 30 or 40 years

O 4 of dry environment and then be inundated. I hope that

5 is what you are going to tell us.

6 HR. FLUGGER: They can go through the tests,

7 but the tests are very severe tests and they are
o

8 actually performed in 90 C vater.

9 MR. EBERSOLE That is a very nice test for

'

10 this problem. This problem is different. Cable ages in
!

11 the dry environment for 25 to 40 yea rs , and then one I

12 time it gets wet. Cables dearly love to be sitting in |

13 water. As a matter of fact, I think it would be prudent

() 14 for you to keep them underwater all the time.

;

15 NR. FLUGGER: I do not think we would agree

18 with that.

17 MB. EBERSOLE: If you had a failure then, it

18 would be a randon one; it would not be one induced by an ,

19 onset of a challenge which is coincident for all

20 cables. Do you follow me?

21 NR. FLUGGER: Yes, but I do not necessarily !

22 agree with you and I am not the cable expert, but I
;

23 think there are some important differences when you look
^

() 24 at aging. The temperatures involved here are relatively

25 low. We do not have a high temperature environment that j
.

N''J }
N

!

i
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1 ve are in, and we do not have radiation, so there is an
[}

2 absence of radiation and temperature. We are only

3 talking about moisture, and moisture.we know we can

O
4 handle and we have been doing it for many years as an

5 industry and I have the people who can respond to your

6 concern. ,

|

7 MR. EBERSOLE: Well, I certainly believe

8 cables perform quite well underwa ter. Even I think some
|

9 of them may do better underwater than any other place.
,

10 MR. FLUGGER: Well, when we went back and

11 looked at some of the operating experience a number of

12 years ago, I remember that the Keywright Company back in

13 -- around 1900 -- laid a large section of cable around

14 the Panama Canal alongside the canal, and then there was

15 a 30-mile run through Gatun Lake. And that stuff down

16 there in the tropics with the heat, the rain, the water

17 and everything was in service 60 years later.

18 MR. EBERSOLEt The saving grace may be it was
;

19 underwater all the time.

20 MR. FLUGGER: It was not underwater all the

j 21- time. Some was, some was not, sir.

22 MR. EBERSOLEs It is the variation, you

23 understand, which I think is the gut issue here.

() 24 MR. FLUGGERt But the Miami Beach cable system
:

! 25 has exactly that. Some of the water is below --
|

O
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(} 1 MR. EBERSOLE: It cycles?

2 MR. FLUGGER: Some is at tide level.

3 MR. EBERSOLE: What is the frequency of

O
4 cycling? Is it 40 years?

5 MR. FLUGGER: Well, the frequency on soae

6 cable, it is totally submerged; in some cable, it is

7 predominantly dry, some cable is right at the tide

8 level, so it is on a daily basis wet and dry. So we

9 have all three environments. And then if a hurricane

10 comes through -- and we have had them at Miami Beach --

11 they are all wet.

12 MR. EBERSOLE: They are all wet.

13 MR. FLUGGERs And the work fine and we have

14 never had a failure.

15 MR. EBERSOLE: You have never had a failure in

18 thos3 cases?

17 MR. FLUGGER: No, sir.

18 MR. EBERSOLE: That is pretty good. Could you

19 maybe detail a little bit about how you, for these tests

i 20 tizat NRC made you do, how did you measure? Phase phase,

21 phae to ground, were they wet? Is somebody else going

22 to do thac?

23 MR. FLUGGER: I have my expert here, he can go
|

() 24 through it.

|
'

25 MR. RAYS Mr. Flugger, I agree that the

CE)
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C

(]) 1 technical expert should answer Mr. Ebersole's concerns.

2 Either Mr. Thue or Messrs. Gardner and Lasky.

3 MR. FLUGGERs I think I will give it to Mr.

4 Thue now.

5 MR. RAYS Before you do, I would like to

6 highlight two points that it seems to me should be

7 emphasized. One, I gather by inference from what you

8 have said that Florida Power and Light envisioned this

'

9 test facility and these test requirements as being part

10 of a qualification prograa for the cable.

11 MR. FLUGGER4 You mean the technical

12 specification?
i

13 MR. RAYS Well, that is what I want to bring

14 out. Did Florida Power and Light, or does Florida Power

15 and Light feel tha t this is a permanent requirement at

16 this plant?

17 MR. FLUGGERa We were hoping that it would be

18 a temporary requirement, that when the staff had

19 suf ficient data , that the requirement-would be dropped.

20 And we hope that they have sufficient data now.

21 MR. RAY: That is the point I want clearly

22 stated in the record. Was there any statement to that

! 23 effect inferred or otherwise stated or inferred in the

(]) 24 discussions that were held incident to the St. Lucie 1

25 installation?
|

|
!
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1 HR. FLUGGER: I was a party to that{}
2 installation; we had so many issues back at that point

3 in time, but I thought it was pretty much agreed to by

() |

4 us that the staff did not have the information ther 1

|
5 needed at that point, and that should the information ,

6 become available that the tech spec requirement would 1

I
7 either be permanent or not required at all. 1

8 MR. RAYa Yes. Well, it seems to me that from )
i

9 what I can understand and conceive, I see no reason why

10 St. Lucie is any diffbrent from the majority of the

11 other nuclear plants in the country, and I question the

12 need for a permanent surveillance program such as you

13 have outlined at this plant and not have it at others.

O
\_/ 14 MR. FLUGGER: We do not feel it is needed, and

15 ve do not feel it is needed anywhere if the cable

16 insulation system is designed properly for the

17 environment. You just cannot put any old cable in the

18 ground and expect it to work for 40 years. You have to

19 design it carefully for the environment, and we think we

20 have picked the best insulation that is available today

21 for that environment and put them in in St. Lucie. So,

22 if you design it right you do not need the tech spec

23 requirement.

() 24 3R. RAYa Thank you very much. Mr. Thue, the

25 floor is yours.

O
,
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(} 1 MR. THUE4 I am Bill Thue, Florida Power and

2 Light, and we would like to use this opportunity to

3 bring you up to date on the progress of our wet / dry

4 cable operations in Florida.

5 MR. RAYS I would like to interject a

6 suggestion that you not perceive the audio facilities

7 here as being characteristic of the technical competence

8 of the NRC staff.

9 (Laughter.)

10 MR. THUE Back to the discussion, the way we

11 have demonstrated that the cable insulations used at St.

12 Lucie or any of the other of our power plants or even

13 distribution systems is that we feel that we qualify a

14 product that has been in an environmental and other

15 service conditions that are extremely similar to, say,

16 the new location. So by looking at this field data,

17 examining it very caref ully, then we extend that

18 information with accelerated laboratory tests, and from-

19 that, we feel that we can absolutely predict the life of
,

20 the never cables.

21 Now, when I first heard of this problem in

22 1973, Miami Beach just jumped into my mind as an :

23 absolute excellent example of the same sort of concerns

() 24 that have been expressed here today. First of all, ;

|\
25 Miami Beach is, of course, an island, basically six to |;

~

?

(:)
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I

() 1 ten fee t above sea level. And before World War II we

2 had a few hotels but we did not have an interconnected,

3 underground system; we just had radial feeds to some of

O
4 the isolated hotels. Maybe some of you actually served

5 in Hiami Beach during World War II. You know we had a

6 lot of training there from all over the world.

7 And shortly after the world was over, the

8 place started jumping, really booming, so what we had to

9 do was literally design a complete underground cable

to system for Miami Beach. So starting in the years 1946,

, 11 47, we really got going good. We started putting in

12 this complete system, and I was -- I had the good

13 fortune of spending a great deal of time there, both as

14 -- first as a field engineer and then supervising

15 engineer, and I had the chance to go in and out of these

16 manholes, so I really know the area. A'nd I did not

17 select Miami Beach as the only example of the fact that

18 cables will work in a wet and dry environments just one

19 that I was very familiar with.

20 We have gone through this, but let us just be

21 sure that we have stated very strongly that we got

22 cables taht are completely submerged down in the botton

23 of the duct and manhole system. We have other cables

() 24 that are in a range where the tide literally comes in

25 and out on them twice a day, so we.have cables that are

O
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Q 1 wet and dry twice a day. And then we have cables that
,

2 are higher in the system, and these are only flooded
,

3 during unusual circumstances. Fortunately for us, for

O
4 instance, we have not had a hurricane in about 13 years, i

5 14 years, in Miaai.

6 So it is not something that happens very year,

7 but nature does not exactly allow us to have a heavy

8 rain only once every 25 years. So while I cannot answer

9 specifically the point that it will absolutely stay dry
7

to for 25 years, get wet and then nothing on Miami Beach [

11 fails, I will say that it has been through nature's test

'

12 and the cables have performed very well.

13

14

15

,'

16

17
!

18

19

20

[
21

'

22
l !

|

23

0 24

25 ,

>

O
|

-
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1 The other thing is, Miami Beach is a very{}
2 tough environment. We have decaying mangrove roots.

3 They give off hydrogen sulfide. We have our saltwater.

O
4 It is vara. All the little things that can go bad in an

5 electric system, as far as I am concerned, are there in

6 Miami Beach. But we have had a flawless performance of

7 these butyl insulated cables there.

8 Now, these cables, when we first started

9 talking, we said that we really did not have the

to absolute footage of the cables installed between 1947

11 a nd 1957, so I have only provided data in the past and
.

12 today on the cables from 1957 on, and so when we were

13 first talking about it, we had seven million cable mile

14 years of flawless performance, and it is now 14 million

15 with exactly the same story. Now, the never materials --

18 MR. RAYa Excuse me. That 14 million, is that

17 Miami Beach?

18 HR. THUEa Yes, sir. That is on Miami Beach.~

19 Florida Power and Light has, of course, more, and we

20 have the same general performance, but again, I am
.

21 trying to give an envelope that very closely fits the

22 St. lucie environment.

23 Now, the newer materials -- I say that

() 24 somewhat with tongue in cheek -- polyethylene is an

25 insulation for high voltage power cables that really

() '
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(]) I came along in 1946. The crosslink polyethylene that we

2 literally have in question for the cross 1K SkV cables

3 at St. Lucie is a 1965 addition to our repertoire, and

() i
'

4 other insulations, EPR and Kerite and all, of course,

5 have come along before and after that. That is not

6 really the point. I hope that we will always have newer

7 insulations available to us.
,

8 The question is which ones to choose and how |

9 to go about choosing them. Now, as we stated earlier,
,

i

10 what we do is go to accelerated tests, and we have shown |

11 you this data before, but we would like to go back over

12 it again as only one example of how one builds on this.

13 (Slide.)

14 HR. THUE: What we are looking at here is a
,

15 very fine small wire, Number 14, with only 47 mils of

16 insulation, and it is in 90-degree water. I hope I will

'
17 convince you that this is a very severe test, and the

18 vay I would like to do it -- b y the way, the power

19 factor is sort of a misnomer that all of us cable
r

20 engineers use. Some purists are trying to make us call

21 it 10 delta and some of those things, but most of us

22 persist in calling it power factor.

23 It is a measure of the loss through an

I() 24 insulation. The higher the power f actor, the poorer the

25 insulation. So, you see the curve of butyl cable and
!

O
i
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(]) I the power factor starts high. It got to the 30 percent

2 level in 12 months. So, I do not want to let you think

3 that this failed, but this failed the test because that

4 was the upper limit for power factor of the test. So,

5 with the same conditions, we look at ethylene propylene

6 and natural crosslink polyethylene under exactly the

7 same circumstances.

8 Now, to me, the really significant thing is

9 that those two curves are stable. They decrease and

10 stay stable over the period of the test. Now, remember

11 that butyl that you see going up and not being -- this

'

12 is constantly in water in this particular test. I would

13 like to remind everyone that that butyl that goes to pot
t .

14 in this accele rated test is performing very well in

15 service, so the point is that both natural crosslink

16 polyethylene and EPR are superior to those materials.

17 MR. RAY: Excuse me. I think you said that

18 the butyl is characteristic of a performance at Miami

19 Beach, the 14 million cable years.

20 HR. THUE: Yes, sir.

!
21 MR. RAYa Thank you.

22 HR. THUE So here we have a material that
t

23 seems to perform poorly on an accelerated test, but in

() 24 actual circumstance really does a very good job, so we

; 25 are trying to talk about how accelerated the test is.
|

()
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(]) '
1 MR. EBERSOLE: I have a little problem. You

2 pull a piece of cable out and subject it to this test,

3 but I do not hear you say anything about synthesizing a -

'

4 40-year aging process prior to putting it under the

5 water.

6 MR. THUE: No, sir. What we are trying to say

7 here is, this exact same material has been in service

8 for 40 years on Miami Beach, and has been through that |
i

9 same cycle.
!
t

10 HR. EBERSOLE: Going back to the Miami Beach

11 experience.
|

12 MR. THUEa Yes, sir, and so we are trying to

13 build on that experience where it is quite difficult in

14 a laboratory to absolutely prove to ourselves that we
,

15 have aged it for 40 years or 30 years or 25, but in

16 Miami Beach we have literally done that.

17 MR. EBERSOLE: Do you do any pre-aging before

18 you do tests like this?

19 MR. THUE: There are many, many variations, !

i20 and yes, sir, but in this particular case there was no

21 pre-aging.
,

1

22 MR. EBERSOLE Do you notice when you do

23 pre-aging tests that there is a change in the curve

() 24 shapes? |

25 HR. THUE: I think the general shape on these
!

() !
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(} 1 materials still is stable, but yes, it would change the

2 position of the curve. Yes, sir. Now, remember that

3 there are tremendous amounts of data on this subject,

O
4 and there are other types of tests with other end

5 points, some electrical, some mechanical, and we will

6 certainly attempt to go through those, and I will

7 especially ask J.B. and Jack to help me with this, but

8 let me just be sure that we have said one more time now

9 that no matter what tests we put these things through,

10 pre-aging or whatever, materials such as cross-link and

11 EPR always are superior to the butyl when they are

12 compared.

13 So, in my opinion, we have absolutely

) 14 qualified for vet and dry. Ultimately, wet and dry

15 service, the crosslink and EP as used at St. Lucie and

18 almost all of the power plants in our whole country.

17 Now, I have to say just a couple of words

18 about direct buried. Florida Power and Light direct

19 buries a great deal of cable, but this is the kind of

20 cable that we direct bury. We now have over 70 million

21 feet of this sort. This happens to be crosslink

22 polyethylene URD underground residential distribution

23 cable. Almost all of ours is directly in the earth, not

() 24 just direct buried in a conduit, but directly in the

25 earth.

O
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(} 1 MR. RAYS Now you are talking about the

2 distribution system.

3 MR. THUE: The distribution system, yes, sir.

O
4 We do not have 70 million f eet in the power plant,

5 fortunately. Now, the U.S. as a whole has over one and

6 a half billion feet of this cable in the ground. Now,

7 some of it is in a form of conduit. This happens to be
,

I

8 polyethylene. The other is PVC. When this cable is
'

9 installed in this sort of material, it is still referred

to to as direct burial. So, it is not a misnomer to call !

11 the system at St. Lucie direct burial. But there is in

12 my opinion a great deal of difference between the two. i

13 I am much more concerned about a cable that is directly

14 in the ground, and almost all of this cable in the ;

'

15 United States is directly in the ground.

16 Now, the cable that we use at St. Lucie that

17 is in the PV conduit is considerably different than that

18 cable. Of course, it is a larger conductor. It is

19 copper. The insulation system happens to be identical,

20 but this is a great deal more sophisticated, especially
'

21 because of the lead sheath and the jacket over all, but
,

22 this is the sort of cable that is installed in our 1E c

23 SkV circuits at St. Lucie.

() 24 I have been involved in designing DC test sets

25 for cable and testing cable for 34 years now for Florida
|

>

:
-
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(]) 1 Power and Light, and I think I know a little about the

2 idiosyncracies of such testing, and I -- when I was

3 asked to review our test sequecca. I read the data, and

4 then last week I actually went to St. Luale I and helped

5 our crew retest one of the circuits, and the reason that

6 I decided to do that was the fact that I could see that
_

7 the data was somewhat irregular. I am not sure it is

8 going to fit on this particular vu-graph but -- all at

9 one time.

10 (Slide.)

11 MR. THUE4 It will not, so -- well, I think

12 that this is -- well, all right, it will go a little

13 ways. I do not think I necessarily need that top,

14 because we start messing around with the focus now, and

15 -- anyway, I think you get the point. I have three

16 circuits, 886, 888, and 887. The first test is the one

17 in 1978 at the time of the first refueling, and then

18 1979, 1980, 1981. And it is the leakage in microamperes

19 sfter ten minutes, at the 25 KvDC test level, and you

20 see that first circuit varied from .4 to .1. to -- I

21 think that is .2, and then 5.5.

22 The next circuit is .2, .3, .15, .5. Then the

23 circuit 887 in question is -- that is .4, yes. There, I
,

1

() 24 read it, .4 to .9, 0.0 microamps, very accurate, 17.0

25 microamps, and at that stage of the game I said, well,

O
\>;

|
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() 1 gee, I would like to go back with the crew and repeat

2 the tests, because I suspect they do not quite

3 understand everything that you need to do testing a
i

4 piece of cable like this in the field. So, Dave Smith
.

5 and I did go there last week, and we very carefully

6 cleaned the porcelains and with solvent and with nice

7 beautif ul clean rags , and got out a self-regulating

8 transformer so that the loads going on and off on the
,

9 secondary bus would not affect the DC test set, and when

10 we repeated the test, the value there that is shown is
,

|

11 82. The far righthand part of the curve goes to .15.

12 What I am trying to illustrate is that a

13 laboratory test is one thing and a field test is quite

14 another on something such as this DC testing. It is

15 tricky. It can be done, but it really takes some time

18 and effort. It took us from 7.30 in the morning until

17 10:00 o' clock in the morning to run that one test, and a

18 five-man crew, and I do not think that I learned -

19 anything that I did not already know, which is one of

20 the things that sort of grieves me about the problem,

21 but I decided I did not want to come and chat with you

22 folks today leaving a 17 on the board that I knew was

23 really not the quality of the cable but the quality of

() 24 the cleanliness of the terminals.

25 MR. EBERSOLEs These were all dry years,

O
1
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1 right? The whole year?{}
2 MR. THUEs Yes, sir. These are the spare

3 cables. One test level is minus 5.5. The other is

O
4 above, but these are the so-called spare SkV cables.

5 MB. EBERSOLE: No difference. You do not ever

6 just vet them down, do you?

7 MR. THUE: Excuse me?

8 MR. EBERSOLEs You do not vet them down?

9 HR. THUE: No, sir, but Hurricane David went

10 though and wet the- down.

11 MR. EBERSOLE: It is a lot easier, rather than

12 to wait for Hurricane David, to put a hose on them.

13 NR. THUE: Well, sir, let me just remind you

( 14 one more time, these are lead sheath cables.

'

15 HR. EBERSOLE: Right.

16 MR. THUEs So I would not recommend that to my

17 worst enemy at the moment.

18 HR. RAYS While you are on the point, the

19 cable you just held up, as I understand it, these are

20 the St. Lucie cables, and they are special in that ther

21 have the crosslink polyethylene insulation, which was

22 not present at Miami Beach.

23 MR. THUE: Yes, that is correct.

(]) 24 MR. RAYa They have a lead sheath?

25 HR. THUE: Yes, sir, which is not the Miami

|

C)
'

|
|
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(} 1 Beach situation.

2 MR. RAYS And they have, what, a polyethylene

3 jacket, or what is the jacket I saw there?

O
4 MR. THUE This is polyethylene with a fabric

5 covering. Yes, sir.

8 MR. RAYS And --

7 MR. THUEs Neoprene. That is neoprene.

8 MR. RAYS Not polyethylene.
.

9 MR. THUEs It is a neoprene jacket.

10 MR. RAYa Again, not characteristic of Miami.

11 Beach.

12 MR. THUE: No, sir.

13 MR. RAYS And it is in PVC duct?

( 14 MR. THUE: Yes, sir.

15 MR. RAYS I am not clear. Is Miami Beach in

18 duct?

17 MR. THUEs Well, yes. It is in a fiber duct,

18 and the fiber duct is very well broken, and it is a very

19 wet system, and we do not control the water until we try

20 to put a crew in there, splicing, and when we do, we

21 have a tremendous problem, because the ducts are

22 basically vet.

23 MR. RAYa Yes.

() 24 MR. THUE: And the concrete envelope does not l
,

|
25 help us worth a darn in keeping the thing dry.

O
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() 1 MR. RAY: Another point I would like you to

2 bring out, Mr. Thue, is that the majority of the cables

3 that are installed at St. Lucie are normally energized,

4 and therefore subject to random failure.

5 MB. THUEs Yes, sir. The circuits that these

6 are the spares for, if you will, and I gueis we

!7 understand they are not really spare -- that is a

8 terminology we have used -- there are three dummy

9 cables, and they are not tr'11y spare. Everything except

10 the diesels are constantly energized. The diesels are

11 energized once a month. !
!

12 MR. RAYS But there are power cables in those
'
,

13 installations that will cycle thermally, so you do have

|
14 the --

15 MR. THUEs Yes, sir, we do have all that, and !

16 of course we have the 600-volt cables that, you know, we

17 really have not talked much about, but we do DC test the
:

18 actual working 600-volt cables at the same time, but we

'19 do that on a 5-percent basis, and then go around the
,

20 clock, so the circuit 80-H-A that was tested in 1976 was
t

21 then retested four years later. In the subsequent years }
L

22 ve tested other circuits of the same 600-volt costs with {
' 23 the mega.

() 24 Now, we only use the mega on the 600-volt

25 circuits. We do not use the DC.

(
l

,
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(]) 1 MR. RAY: Yes. Thank you.

2 MR. THUE: Well, I think that you get the

3 general idea, but I will say it one more time, that I

4 feel that further field tests are not necessary, that

5 the many years of actual experience at Miami Beach, the

6 new experience that we have reported today, the actual

7 experience at St. Lucie that we have had over the last

r; six years now have qualified these cables for every one
i

9 of these alternate wet and dry situations.
,

10 So, just as.we had predicted, the cables have

11 performed flawlessly, and I would highly recommend that

12 we cease any additional field testing of these cables.

13 If we want to try to qualif y new materials, let's do

14 them in the laboratory. Let's not do them in an actual

15 working plant situa tion.

16 I am sure there must be questions. I hope I

17 can talk J.B. and John into answering some of them.

18 Do you have questions you would like for us to

19 try to answer? i

20 MR. EBERSOLE: It seems as thongh you picked {

21 probably the best sort of cable you could ever find. It
,

i
'

'2 is lead jacketed, I understand.z ,

23 MR. THUE: Yes, sir.
I

() 24 MR. EBERSOLE: It has neoprene in addition to

25 that?

i

,
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1 MR. THUE: Yes, sir.
)

2 MR. EBERSOLE: Would it bother you if these

3 sheaths were split because of dragging them with a winch

O 4 through the raceway? You do not have steel raceways, do

5 you?

6 MR. THUEs No, sir. They are PVC's.

7 MR. EBERSOLE: PVC's.

8 MR. THUE: We do check them af ter installation

9 electrically to be sure that the jacket is intact.

10 MR. EBERSOLE: I guess the residual question

11 is, do you ever know at a point in time whether with the

12 St. Lucie cables a sudden inundation will reveal

13 anything new? You are relying on the Miami Beach

} 14 experience to say no, righ t?

15 HR. THUE: Yes, sir. I am relying on Miami

16 Beach experience plus all the other experience that I

17 know from every place in the world.

18 MR. EBERSOLEa And you have better cables, I

19 gather, at St. Lucie, by far.
|

20 MR. THUEs Yes, sir. Yes, sir. Just because
,

t

21 the industry has improved that much. !

22 MR. EBERSOLEa All right.

23 MR. THUE: But we, of course, do try to select

() 24 an extremely good cable, and I would like to just

'
25 mention to you that this is an identical type of cable

'
(:)

F

|
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1 that we would use in a fossil plant. This is not a St.

2 Lucie or nuclear power plant exclusive. We are

3 attempting to put in cable tha t will last for the life

O
4 of the plant, regardless of the location. We are not

5 trying to save a couple of pennies. We are trying to

6 get the best cable that we know how to buy, and we will

7 continue to do that. As far as we are concerned, we

8 will always look for a better cable, and we think we

9 have darned good ones now, but that does not mean we

10 could not find a better one as time goes on.

11 MR. RAYS If I could label these superior

12 cables, the Class 1E qualified as such, do they exist

13 from the viewpoint of widespread industry use and

'

14 standard practice for power plants, where, for instance,

15 in a fossil type there is no regulatory requirement for

16 1E classification?

17 HR. THUE: That is right.

18 MR. RAY: It is really a standard cable from

19 an industry viewpoint, where reliability is emphasized.

20 MR. THUE: From Florida Power and Light 's

21 view, this is standard cable for all power plants.

22 MR. RAY: Maybe Messrs. Lasky and Gardner

23 would like to respond just quickly. They are fairly

O 2. characteristic, then, of what is predominant in the

25 power industry and central plant installations?

)
|
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(]) 1 MB. LASKYa Yes, I think the cables are

2 standard.

3 MR. GARDNERa I do not believe they would

4 exhibit any properties of failure, susceptibility to

5 common mode failure. That is peculiar to them compared

6 to many other cables throughout the industry.

7 MR. RAY: So we can conclude here today that

8 in all probability the other nuclear power plants in the

9 country,' performance of cable would measure up to the

10 experience that you have had at St. Lucie, and if we
,

11 could have -- if we can be permitted technically to

12 extrapolate the Miami Beach experience, accepting per se

13 that the St. Lucie is a superior cable, it is

14 characteristic of what the industry is exposed to.

15 MR. THUE: That is correct.

16 MR. EBERSOLE: You have such a wealth of

17 experience. Have there been any incidents where after

18 severe storms -- you mentioned one hurricane -- there

19 have been any incidents of manhole viring failures of
.

20 any sort where you have had what you call type-tested

21 qualified cables, but which perhaps had never actually

22 been inundated before? Have there been --

23 MR. THUEa Of course there have, but

() 24 fortunately for us they are flooding type failures. We

25 have a tidal condition on Miami Beach, and we flood out

O
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I
1

|

(]) 1 some switch gear in a basement. We have URD cables with

2 exposed primary, and the water comes up, and we flood

3 them out. But the deterioration type failure, no, sir,

O
,

4 we have no such job.

5 One of my assignments, by the way, is just to

6 be available in case after a hurricane and the water and

i rain there is some unusual problem. Fortunately, I have j

|
8 not had much to do for 15 or 20 years. j

|

9 MR. EBERSOLEs The washing machine repairman |
|

10 type.

11 (General laughter.)

12 MR. THUE: Yes, sir.

13 MR. EBERSOLE: You understand that I am

14 getting at the qualified equipment.

15 MR. THUE: Yes, sir, but I was trying to

16 expand it to the entire Florida Power and Light system.

17 We have no problem with qualified or non-qualified or

' 18 nukes or fossils or distribution system because of this-

19 occasional flooding that we do get, and it did rain

20 seven and a half inches over the weekend.

21 MR. EBERSOLEs Right. Let me get back to -- I

22 guess your system really rests on QA at the factory,

23 because you do not actually in situ test these things.

() 24 MR. THUE: That is correct. We rely on the

25 qualification at the factory and then the quality

O
\

|
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(]) 1 assurance at the factory to make sure that that cable is

2 the same quality as the one that was qualified. Yes,

3 sir.

O
4 MR. EBESSOLE: There is in essence no in situ

5 performance tests for these except as nature dictates?

6 MR. THUE: After we instal it, we do test the

7 whole world now, including that jacket.

8 MR. EBERSOLE: Not by inundation.

9 MR. THUEs Yes, sir. We test everything to

10 make sure we -- fossils also now.

11 MR. EBERSOLE: Did you emerge the St. Lucie

12 cables?

13 MR. THUE: Yes, sir.

14 MR. EBERSOLE: I think that is an important

15 point you did not make.

16 MR. THUE: I am sorry. :

17 MR. EBERSOLE: It is unusual.

18 MR. THUEa This, I guess, is one of my little

19 idiosyncracies.

20 MR. EBERSOLEa I will buy that.

21 MR. THUE: But I want to be sure that when a

i
22 cable goes in, that no one loused it up during the

23 installation.

() 24 MR. EBERSOLEa What do you think about the

25 cable's interior to containment which are supposed to be

O
|

|
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,
,

(]) 1 vet down some day? Do you think you ought to in situ

2 give them a spray once in a while? [
!

3 MR. THUE: Well, I do not think so. The l

() ;

4 humidity is quite high in there in the first place every
,

!
4 5 time I have had to go in, and I think that because that

6 environment is not very much different, in some ways >

>

7 better than the exterior, that I think that we are

8 getting enough testing from the exterior surface.
i

9 MR. EBERSOLE: Yes. One issue which is i

i

10 related, I think, very importan t, you knew Browns Ferry

'

11 had a fire.
?

12 MR. THUE: Yes, I think I heard of that.

13 MR. EBERSOLEs And people stared at it for six

14 hours wondering precisely what we are talking about if
i

15 we spray the cables. Will we introduce volts to

16 currently good cables and thereby ruin the plant by

17 causing deactivation of circuits which are currently in
,

18 use?
|

19 MR. THUE: Yes, sir.

20 HR. EBERSOLE: I suspect you immediately would

21 have sprayed the fire and reduced the loss to a few

l 22 hundred thousand dollars instead of $150 million. Am I
,

23 right? |

() 24 MR. THUE: Fortunately, I have been through :

25 quite a bit of fire testing, and I knew what happened to
,

|

;

i
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1 these cables, and I guess I was terribly shocked at what(]}
2 happened at Browns Ferry. Yes, sir. As soon as I would

3 -- I do not happen to be an advocate of automatic water

4 spraying. I happen to favor the smoke detection and

5 then manual applica tion. But, yes, sir, we have been
;

6 through the thing. I have tried to put out a cable fire

7 with a CO extinguisher. I know how worthless that
2

8 is. I have been through it pretty good. But, yes, I

9 would have used the water very quickly once I had

to determined that we did literally have a fire, and we

11 have so instructed our folks.

12 MR. EBEBSOLE: In that connection, you are '

13 specifying cables then for dry use on your trays in the

14 power house such that they without reservation -- you

15 would not hesitate to put a fire out with water.

16 MR. THUEs I have lots of reservations about |

17 the water, not f rom the standpoint of the cables.
|

18 MR. EBERSOLE: No .
|

19 MR. THUEs.- But I do know, sir, if I get a pair

20 of very, very highly flame-retardant cables, in fact, !

21 Dr. Lasky did inform me once at his laboratory -- we had

22 a twisted pair and they were sitting in a bunsen burner,

23 and nothing went wrong, and we got out three drops of

() 24 water and the pair shorted. When you do get it hot

25 enough and you hit it with water, you get steam, you

O
i

!
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(]) 1 blnst everything apart, and you will have shorted

2 circuits in that tray, but that is one of the reasons

3 why there are redundant circuits, et cetera, et cetera.
V( 3

4 MR. EBEBSOLEs So you can say it was perhaps

5 prudent then not to inundate cable which may have been

6 overheated, but were still functional.

7 MR. THUE: Yes. I do not like putting water

8 on them. I guess I learned too long ago, you know,

9 electrical equipment and water do not necessarily mix.

10 Maybe that is why I put the lead sheath on the high

11 voltage cables.

| 12 MR. EBERSOLEa Yes.
!

13 MR. RAY: There is one remaining point in your

14 presentation which I would like to hear, Mr. Thue. Mr.

15 Ebersole earlier said that he would feel more confident

18 about cables that were permanently inundated, and Mr.

17 Flugger indicated that you corporately had reservations

18 on this. Would you explain that?

19 MR. THUEs Well, yes, sir. The first and

20 foremost is that we do not have many cable splicers that

21 vill work below water, and so -- I heard that suggestion

22 many years ago, and it is impractical because you would

23 ultimately have to drain the water from the manhole to

() 24 work in it, to inspect it, and then you have created, as

25 far as I am concerned, a worse situation than we have

O
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1 ope ra ting the cables in a dry condition in its normal{}
2 mode.

3 I would -- I always favor the dry operation of

O 4 cable, and I am not at all concerned about an occcsional

5 submersion.

6 MR. RAY: So your reservations are from the

7 viewpoint of practicality of operations rather than the

8 performance of the cable.

9 HR. THUE: Yes, sir. There is just no way

to that we could keep the water in, and I can see the

11 makeup of the water, the tech spec to how we have to get
,

12 the water qualified to put in the manhole. No, sir, I

13 am too old to want to do that.

14 HR. RAYS Well, I think even we can understand
!

15 that. |,

t

16 (General laughter.)

17 MR. EBERSOLE: Actually, that thesis is

18 advanced because it is -- I am not sure of that. |

19 MR. THUE: I have seen a great deal of data, [

20 and as I say, I am not concerned about the occasional |

|
I

21 submersion.
i |
| 22 HR. RAY: Well, reference was made earlier in ;

i
23 yours or Mr. Flugger's presentation, I am not sure !

() 24 which, about laboratory tests required of the

25 manufacturers to indicate the superiority of the St. ,

!

(

!
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(~3 1 Lucie cables to the Miami Beach cables. Did your curve
U

2 on powgr f actors represent the result of that research?
3 MR. THUE: I think actually the curve I used

O
4 was a port!.on of the presentation. Yes, si r. I did not

5 show that one to say that only Okonite knew to test

6 cable, but I did not want to confuse the issue by going I

7 through a whole different set of --

8 MR. RAY: I understand.

9 MR. THUEs Yes, sir, that is a portion of the

10 data.

11 MR. EBERSOLEs You are the expert on tests.

12 These leakage -- is that f rom phase to ground?

13 MR. THUEs Yes, sir, phase to ground. We

14 ground the lead sheath.

15 MR. EBERSOLEs All right. Would you forego

18 the lead sheath if you -- I think we may have a good

17 many installations with the same problem which do not

18 have the lead sheaths.

19 MR. THUEa Yes, sir, I would forego the lead

20 sheaths. I simply want these cables shielded so that I

21 can feel that I can send a man down to work on one cable

22 where the others are energized. This may be more

23 applicable to a fossil unit where one must work around

() 24 energized cable, and our distribution cables, we must

25 work around energized cables. Yes, I would give it up.
!

()
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|

/"T 1 In most cases, though, I would want a metallic shield, |

U
2 and so this costs us a little bit extra, but I think it l

3 is a little bit better. Most of the cables in the power

O
4 plants are either non-shielded or shielded with a

5 metallic tape. They are doing an adequate job. I tried

6 to show you this URD. There is no lead. There is no

7 tape. There is just concentric wires, and 1.5 billion

8 f eet in the country, but for a power plant you can

9 afford to spend a few extra bucks to make sure that it

10 works.

11 HR. RAYS Okay. If Okonite and the Kerite

12 representatives have any appendages to make to this

13 presentation, I would like to give them the opportunity.

() 14 NR. GARDNER: I am J.B.-Gardner, Kerite

15 Company. Yes, I thought of addressing your particular

16 question, Mr. Ebersole, on the common mode failure. I

17 think it is a very challenging one, and it warms my

18 heart to have you ask it, because that is the one that

19 ve try to address all the time.

20 I think to be exposed to a common mode

21 failure, you have to postulate either that the

22 insulation syntes is always sensitive to moisture, and

23 that you use a water barrier that you thought you had

() 24 built in, or it degrades, or the insulation degrades to

25 be susceptible, and then you have your common exposure

CZ) |
l

I
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() I to water.

2 The dry cables in my experience, both with our |

3 own materials and evaluating many other manufactured

4 materials of a solid diaelectric type are that ther

5 degrade physically with age but not in a dry situation

6 electrically. The mode of failure that you are

7 susceptible -- there is not a gradual deterioration

8 electrically. It gets moist, all of a sudden it is

9 gone, but there will be a physical degradation which !

10 vill totally compromise the insulation by cracking ,

11 thermal ekposure and that sort of thing, and that that
,

12 adds a scenario for compromising insulation is possible. i

13 However, physical aging is no worse in a wet

14 environment than a dry, It is no worse in a dry than a

15 wet. Either exposure represents what is going to happen

16 to the cable, so whether it happens to be wet or dry

17 ree tly does not change the situation in terms of the

18 aging susceptibility to that compromising of the

19 insulation system.

20 Ny experience in some 30-odd years in the

21 cable industry involving many different kinds of cables

22 installed is that physical -- that there is no

23 correlation between flooding and failure with a couple

() 24 of exceptions. If the terminals are not properly cared

|

| 25 for, you then could have a problem. This is where you
I

O
-

F
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1 interrupt the system of both insulation and shield,()
2 subway cables that are normally run dry, and all of a

3 sudden the town floods, may be subject to this kind of |

O
4 failure because in the terminal areas that have never

5 been examined they are subject to flooding, and that can

6 give you a common mode failure. We have seen this

7 happen.

8 Another comuon mode f ailure we have seen is:

9 laminar insulation not properly sheathed either because

10 there was no sheath on it because of improper furnishing

11 of cables or because the cable has been compromised

12 through thermal cycling or something like that, and it

13 is always run dry, and then suddenly the whole town goes

14 vet, and you find it, but I think neither of these modes

15 o,f failure are at all pertinent to this situation which

16 you have at St. Lucie, and those are the only ones which

17 following the line of logic I first presented we have

18 ever seen in the many years of our being in the cable

19 field and talking with others as a common mode failure

20 due to flooding.

21 And so, I think that because the situation

l 22 here is very, very different, we see no hazard whatever

23 from that kind of exposure.

() 24 HR. EBERSOLE: The physical cracking that you

25 mentioned, which is an aging phenomenon, that opens up

C)
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1 and makes cables subject to moisture introduction, right?
(}

2 MR. CARDNER4 Right.

3 MR. EBERSOLE: I guess all of this is lead

O
4 jacketed. If it were not, would you see that as a

5 deteriorative influence that would ultimately after 30

6 or 40 years let water into these things?

7 MR. GARDNERs It is a potential one, but it is

8 proven as to not be the case because of all the cables

9 that are either vet all the time or occasionally wet.

10 They would be deteriorating at the same rate, you see.

11 We see no difference in the rate of deterioration.

12 MR. EBERSOLE The ones that are occasionally

13 vet, I guess, on long cycles would be the ones that

O .

14 should show if any do.

15 MR. GARDNERs It would accumulate and then be

16 more catastrophic.

17 MR. EBERSOLEs Right. When you finally

18 introduce the last element of failure -- -

19 MR. GARDNERs Correct.

20 MR. EBERSOLE: Could you extrapolate what you

21 say about the existing problem of environmental

22 qualification of cable in containment? They have a

23 similar problem. They are in a different environment,

() 24 never vet, hopefully, and then all at once they have a

25 loss of coolant accident or something and they are all

O
,
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i () I wet down by high temperature water with chemicals in it.

2 Are your remarks pertinent to that cabling

3 there? Is it from your experience -- are the designers

4 putting in cabling of suitable character in the

5 containments? They do get a little irradiation.

6 MR. GARDNER: Yes, there are aging mechanisms

7 that can take place there. Our experience has been, and

8 my opinion is that the qualification demands that we now

9 have on the cables puts them so far above a

10 susceptibility to cracking during the normal aging, that

11 that should not be a means of subjecting yourself to

12 common mode failure.

13 MR. EBERSOLE: Probably be in the accessories

14 and instruments and other things where the problems will

15 be focused.

16 MR. GARDNER4 Where the human being comes into

17 play in the field is where we would focus our attention.

18 MR. EBERSOLEa Right. Thank you.

19 MR. RAY: I would like to commend the
i

20 performance here this morning on the part of Florida

21 Power and Light and the manufacturers' representativos.
.

22 You have kept within the schedule very nicely, and we

23 are a little bit tight today. It was a very interesting

() !24 and, I think , a very significant presentation.

| 25 We have scheduled five minutes for ICE
,

O
V
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(]) I represen tatives to make a remark or two, if you wish.

2 MR. THOMAS: My name is Vince Thomas from ICE,

3 electrical and instrumentation controls engineer. The

O
4 only comment I had, I was unaware of this interest by

5 Mr. Ebersole. The only comment I have to make is, in ,

6 the 12 years I have been with the ICE people, and I am

7 the lead man at headquarters here reviewing all problems

8 in the electrical and instrumentation fields of all
(

9 operating plants and plants under construction, I have

10 not run into any problem with faulty cable, buried

11 faulty cable. That is the only comment I have.

12 MR. RAY: Thank you, Mr. Thomas. <

13 Before we take the break,. I would like to ,

( 14 caucus a little bit with the ACRS representatives here,

15 and offer them an opportunity -- and consultants, offer

18 them an opportunity as they might feel they should

17 comment in view of the presentation we have heard. Are |

18 there any comments? ,

19 Yes, Pete. ;

20 MR. DAVIS: I have one question. I am not

21 sure who is the best person to respond. A few years ago

22 I had an opportunity to do some work on the floating

23 nuclear plant, and of course one of the unique features
,

t

(]) 24 of that plant is substantial underground cables, both

25 under the sea and on land, and the concern came up, as

}
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(]) 1 it usually does, regarding the loss of off-site power,

2 and the probability that cables could fail under ground,

3 and we found that by far the most likely cause for

4 f ailures is the so-called dig-in f ailure, not related to

5 any deterioration of the cable or any aging effect.

6 This was a far greater probability than any other kind.

7 I guess my question is, I presume that Florida

8 Power and Light controls all the land that the cable

9 goes under, and that you made adequate provisions to

10 prevent dig-ins of the unauthorized type.

11 MR. FLUGGERs Yes, there is a reinforced

12 concrete slab that is laid in above the duct bank, and

13 it about, oh, two, two and a half feet of compacted

14 earth and fill between the top of the duct bank and the

15 bottom of the reinforced concrete slab. Typically the

16 slab is about nine inches thick, and on the roadways it

17 is about one foot, three inches thick, and it is also

18 died red so anybody excavating any area vill see red

19 concrete, and they know, hold it.

l 20 And we also control all digging where these
|

| 21 cable runs are in the plant, because within the boundary

22 in the site people, the site organization know exactly
1

23 where the duct runs are, so it is very unlikely that

() 24 somebody could accidentally go and dig up a duct bank,

25 and if they actually dug in the area they would hit the .

I

O
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1 concrete slab first.{}
2 MR. DAVIS: Thank you.

,

i

3 MR. THUE: In the URD aystem you had better.,

O
4 believe that is the most common method of failure, and

5 no, we do not put red concrete over it.

6 MR. EBERSOLE: Mr. Thue, before you sit down,

7 you must have a _ loyal managerial following to let you
.

8 test these things. You know, NRC does not make you test

9 them, I do not think.

10 MR. THUE: That is correct.

11 MR. EBERSOLE: But you tested them anyway as a

12 matter of good judgment. Would it bother you if you had

13 not tested them? You see, there are cases where

14 managerial support is not all that good, and they say,

15 if I do not have to, I do not want to and I will not. I

16 think your test was the essence of your confidence.

17 That is, it had a lot of support in QA and so forth, but
;

18 ultimately in situ testing convinced you that you had

19 the right job.

20 MR. THUE: I think that if I could be very [
t

21 careful of all the installations, and wa tch them myself,

22 I would not have tests, but I cannot be there, and so

23 the test is my way to make sure that excellent '

,

I

() 24 workmanship was used. ;

25 MR. EBERSOLE: Yes. I might mention the same'

O)| \_ ,
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1 sort of problem is coming up on the matter of so-called
(}

2 type testing of apparatus in containment.

| 3 MR. TH"Es Yes, sir.

(2)
'

r
4 MR. EBERSOLE: Yes. Thank you. |

5 MB. RAYS Any other questions? |
!

6 Yes, Walt? :
l

7 MR. LIPINSKI We have been discussing Class !

8 1E systems, and there is probably a very small i

9 probability we could be wrong. All the test data
i

10 indicates that probably with 100 percent assurance we {
;

11 will never see the event over the lifetime of a plant,
|

12 but what is the consequence if these cables do short and

13 you do have a common mode failure? There is the broader

O i
'

14 class event called station blackout where none of these ,

15 cables are going to have power on them, and I do not

f16 know what the analysis is for St. Lucie with respect to
i

17 station blackout, but that would be more severe because !

:

18 you could still have your diesels operational within the |.

>.

;3 plant and still have AC power within the plant, but not !
!
,

20 have it on these peripheral systems that are at the end j

21 of the underground cable.
| t

| 22 One that comes to mind is coolant seals on the ;
~

!

j 23 pump as to whether eventually you get a LOCA because ;

f() 24 these systems are not powered.

25 MR. FLUGGER: We just happen to have looked at ,

:
f

I |

*
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(]) 1 that. We are talking about the reactor coolant pumps

2 here, and in the condition that you have, the pump is

r- 3 static, it is sitting there. Okay. Th e se als
|

\)s 1

4 themselves are basically carbon and steel components. |

5 All right. There are some U-cups that are elastimers,

6 and there are some elastimer 0-rings, and the only thing

7 the seals will see is an elevated temperature from about

8 the normal condition of 180 degrees to 500 and some odd

9 degrees that eventually will come with time.

10 The only thing we would expect is that those

11 elastimers would take on a permanent set. I can go

12 through the seal design with you and tell you why we

13 will not have a LOCA, and we did tha t with the staff but

14 it did not work. So we went to Byron Jackson and we

15 tested a full steel cartridge assembly. We ran it under

16 loss of coolant conditions for about 70 hours and the

17 seal performed well.

18 We had a permanent set of the ela stimers, but

19 no leakage. The maximum leakage during the test was 1.6

20 gallons per hour, which is hardly a LOCA. So, as far as

21 the seal on the St. Lucie II reactor coolant pump is

22 concerned -- and that is one seal design. You must

I
! 23 recognize that other pump manufacturers and even the

() 24 same pump manufacturer used different seal designs, but

25 that seal design has been qualified for the station

|
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(]) I blackout event at St. Lucie, and the staff witnessed the

2 test. I did not understand your question with

3 peripheral cable.

4 MR. LIPINSKIs Well, as you pointed out, these

5 cables that are buried are leading away from the plant

6 itself, and the station blackout event. You assume that

7 the diesels are not available. f

8 MR. FLUGGER: No -- yes, maybe you
,

9 misunderstood what I said. The power house complex, if

10 you will, consists of several structures. We have the

11 reactor building, the reactor auxiliary building, and

12 they are contiguous. They are attached. We have a

13 component cooling water area that is 40 or 50 feet

O 14 away. We have a diesel generator building that is

15 another 40 or 50 feet away, and then the turbine
i

16 structure is next to the reactor building, and then

17 across the road is the intake cooling wa ter structure,

!18 so we are really talking about interties within the
|

19 plant complex, not lines outside the plant complex.

20 MR. LIPINSKI: You are including the diesel P

21 generator connection as carrying underground cable? i

22 MR. FLUGGER: Yes.
1

,

'

h 23 MR. LIPINSKIa Okay, so I as wrong, then, in

|() 24 assuming your diesels are within your building and not

25 subject to the --
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(} 1 MR. FLUGGER: No, the diesels on our side are

2 a separate diesel building structure.

3 MR. LIPINSKI: They are subject to underground

O
4 c'able failure.
5 MR. FLUGGER: Yes, sir.

6 MR. LIPINSKI: I was wrong in my assumption.

7 MR. FLUGGERS The lead-sheathed cable is the

8 SkV. That is from the diesels.

9 MR. LIPINSKI But the ultimate question is,

10 what happens to your plant in the event of a station

11 blackout as to how serious this event is?

12 MR. FLUGGER: We have also looked at that. It

13 is not the subject of this.

14 MR. LIPINSKI No, I know it is not.

15 MR. FLUGGER: But I can tell you what

18 happens. We did a probabilistic evaluation, and we

17 looked at the diesel generator experience that we had.

18 We looked at the f requency of off-site power on our

19 system, and we basically determined the probability of

20 not having AC power for some period of time, and the
-5 -6

21 number is like 10 or 10 for a blackout of about

22 an hour or so. We analyzed the plant and showed that-

23 the plant can acceptably accommodate a station blackout

() 24 for well in excess of four hours, so on a probabilistic

25 basis, we feel that an hour or 1 is the right number

O
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O ' cor ae= tea b 1= 9"roa - === thi= 91 at a the

2 capability of riding it out for four plus hours, and the

3 four hours was determined because that is the point

4 where the reactor coolant system will lose natural

5 circulation, which does not mean that the core vill be

6 damaged.

7 So, we have analyzed this event at St. Lucie.

8 MR. LIPINSKI: But if you did lose your cables

9 from the diesel building to the reactor building, I do

10 not think you could restring cable in for ours.

11 NR. FLUGGER: We also looked at, if we lose

12 the diesel generators and we lose off-site power, what

13 is the mean time to return units to service, and the

14 sean time to restore the diesels is 388 minutes. The

15 sean time to restore off-site power is 30 minutes. We

16 have emergency procedures that will give nuclear plants

17 priority, so we will energize the nuclear plants. That

18 will be the first thing. And our operating history

19 tells us we will do it within 30 minutes, and so the

20 cables in question will not be the cables of concern,

'

21 because we will come in through the start-up

22 tra nsf orme rs .

23 MR. LIPINSKIa But it will be service water

O 24 cab 1e= out to the outtrine oumo nouse-

25 MR. FLUGGER: From the reactor auxiliary

O
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(]) 1 building to the intake cooling water structure. Those

2 cables will be re-energized when we get AC power back.

3 MR. LIPINSKI: Okay, but I am talking about a l

O
4 auch broader question, to look at the failure in these

5 Class 1E cables, what their contribution is to the,

6 system and how long you can lave without them, as to

7 what the consequences are.

8 MR. FLUGGER: Well, if you take all the

9 cooling apparatus in the plant -- what we are saying, we

10 put the best cables in that are available. We will not

11 get a common mode failure. And we tried to convince you

12 of that today, and.we feel that that is the case. There

13 is nothing to cause a common mode failure that we can

( 14 see in those cables. The only environmental condition

15 is moisture, and that is no t a concern to us. We do not

16 have heat. We do not have radiation.

17 And the other thing we did do is, we had

18 chemically analyzed all the soils that were used to fill

19 around the duct banks to make sure that there were no

20 leach rates in the soils that would either affect the

21 PVC duct bank or the insulating system on the cables.

22 We try to haild good power houses in Florida. We really
.

| 23 do.

() 24 MR. LIPINSKI Yes, but the point is, you

25 presented some sta tistical data based on your Miami
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(} 1 Beach experience. If you tried to treat this

1

2 information statistically, I do not think you can put a

3 so-called confidence limit on there and say you are 100

0
4 percent confident that this would never happen. There

5 may be a chance of one in a million that you are wrong,

6 and the question is, what happens if you are wrong.

7 MR. FLUGGERs You say that there is some

8 probability. Whatever that probability is, and if you

9 choose one in a million, I will say that is acceptably

10 low, that there is a mechanism for common mode failure.

11 There is also a probability that two 747's will crash

12 and fall into Shay Stadium during the Superbowl. Okay.

13 You are talking about probabilities that are probably

( 14 lower than that sort of event, and I do not think that

15 they are consistent with the guidance the Commission

16 gave us in the safety ioals.

17 MR. LIPINSKIs I just use one in a million as

18 an example. It may be one in 10,000. Now, your data

19 does not give us a conclusion as to what the probability

20 is that this data is true for your plant over its entire

|
21 life.

1
'

22 MR. FLUGGER: Wha t Bill said is, we have cable

23 that has been operating for 40 years in similar service

() 24 conditions.- We have 14 million cable feet years, and we

25 have never had an electrical deterioration failure. I

O
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1 an an er_gineer. That to me tells me that is a damn good

.

)
'

2 system, and I put a new system in with better insulating

3 materials, and I expect it to last longer. We see

O 4 nothing there that will cause a common mode failure, and I
l

| 5 the only thing tha t can cause the thing you are talking
|

6 about is common mode failure.

7 Now, there have been cables that have operated )

8 for 60 years and 80 years in vet environments. Some of

9 the Kerite cable has been installed forever.

10 (General laughter.)

11 MR. FLUGGER: And I am sure Okonite has some

12 other cable.

13 MR. EBERSOLE: That is a long time. Before
|

() 14 you sit down, I had a tvinge when you said you lost

15 natural convection at four hours. Most people say they

16 lose their batteries. How did you lose natural

17 convection?

18 MR. FLUGGER: It depends on natural

19 circulation.

20 MR. EBERSOLE: That is what I meant.

21 MR. FLUGGERs It depends on the amount of

22 leakage you want to assume from the primary system, and

23 I think to do that analysis we assumed a 16 GPM, so it

(~) 24 -is very sensitive to the amount of leakage.
us

25 MR. EBERSOLE: You lost inventory.

(

,
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.

(]) 1 MR. FLUGGER: Yes. It was inventory loss, and

2 ve assumed 16, which is a high leak rate, from the |

3 primary system.

4 MR. EBERSOLE: Is that from the pump seals? ;

5 MR. FLUGGER: Pump seals. The way they are !

6 set up is, they have a bypass. There are four seals in

7 series, and they have a labyrinth arrangement around
'

8 each seal, and if all seals are functioning, the maximum

9 leakage is one GPM per pump seal. If one of the seals

10 fails, then you only.have two of the pressure breakdown

11 devices, and it goes up to 1.2. If three f ail, it goes

12 up to 1.7 per pump. But what you can do is close the
F

13 bleed line from the pump and then you get no basically

O !14 leakage via the seals.

15 MR. EBERSOLE: What causes you to lose all [

16 that water in four hours?

17 MR. FLUGGER: You have to go back and look at

18 the tech specs and what they allow. They allow a

19 certain amount of unidentified leakage and what have !

20 you. We just assumed -- it was a very conservative {

21 assumption, and it gave us an answer that was fine, so ;

22 there was no need to justify our lower leak rate.

'

23 As far as the batteries are concerned, we have

() 24 lifted the batteries. We have eight-hour batteries.

25 They are 1800 hour ampere batteries. They are very j
i

l '
,

;

|
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1 large batteries at this pump, because initially we had
(}

2 the turbine or the non-essential loads on them. The

3 manuf acturer of the load requirements at the point where

O
4 we thought the batteries were marginal -- we put a third

.

5 set of batteries in for the non-safety systems, so we
.

6 have two large batteries. We can go out 20 hours or so

7 with DC.

8 MR. EBERSOLEs You were riding in this :

9 intermediate period of time on your turbine pump. |

10 MR. FLUGGER Yes, pump. i

,

11 MR. EBERSOLE: Is there any chance it is !

12 environmentally cooled by AC blower fans?

13 MR. FLUGGERs No, in Florida we build onto our

() 14 power houses. We do not votry about that. It is in an

15 essentially open area.

16 MR. EBERSOLE: What about the steam supply ;

17 pipes? Are they in a chase, by any chance?

18 MR. FLUGGER: No, sir, they come from the

19 steam trestle righ t above the pump, and we did look at i
,

20 ambient conditions, heatup in various areas of the

21 plant. We went through all that way before we used it.
,

22 MR. RAYS Mr. Flugger, in my notes I find tha t
,

23 I was inaccurate. You referred to the ace 2mulated .

24 experience at Miami Beach as 14 million f ee t years. [()
25 MR. THUE: Mies.

() !

|
!
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1 NR. RAYS I had miles. I wanted to make sure.

2 MR. FLUGGER: That is what happens when a

3 non-expert speaks.

O 4 HR. RAY That is all right. I just want to

'

5 be accurate. Any other comments or questions for the

6 panel?

7 (No response.)

8 MR. RAY: The reason this subject came up was

9 because in the revi9v f or the OL for St. Lucie II,

10 members of the ACRS felt.that there should be a

11 provision, and members raised a question as to the cable

12 testing facilities and so on, having remembered that in

13 conjunction with Unit 1, this installation and test

() 14 procedure and so on had been made. This Subcommittee

15 was then charged with running this question down and

18 reporting back to the full Committee, and that is

17 certainly one thing we must do at the meeting later in

18 the week.

19 I would like to get the reaction and support,

'

20 if possible, of the members of this panel as to whether
,

|
i'

21 or not I should say -- and I will make the suggestion

22 that the report indicate that we see no reason why an

23 additional installation of this nature should be made in
,

| (]) 24 conjunction with Unit II. Is there any demurral or

25 question, discussion of that which you wish?i

()|

h

[
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1 (No response.)

2 MR. RAYS Any reservations, Jesse? '

3 MR. EBERSOLE: No. I

O 4 MR. RAYS The second point I would like to

5 make, and I was not charged with this, but it seems to

6 me we should not run away from it. The Florida Power

7 and Light today has indicated they have no compunction.

8 In fact they feel that it is time to discontinue the

9 testing in conjunction with Unit I. I would like the

10 NRC representative to tell me whether or not this is a

11 requirement, that is, continuation of this is a

12 requirement in the eyes of the NRC staff at this time,

13 that is, con tinuing th e te s ts. Or is the option up to |

O(_/ 14 Florida Power and Light?
|

15 MR. SRINIVASAN4 At the present time, it is a

18 tech spec requirement on Unit 1 to perform this test

17 every 18 months. It does not mean it will be there

18 forever. If there are any adequate data that comes from

19 the licensee to substantiate that no more additional

20 testing is required, the staff will be villing to look

21 into those operating specs again.

22 MR. RAYS So then the initiative -- the runs

23 with Florida Power and Light to initiate a change in

(]) 24 tech specs to remove this requirement.

25 MR. SRINIVASANs That is right.

O
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(} 1 MR. RAY: I would like a reaction from the

2 panel as to whether or not they feel an expression of

3 opinion from the Subcommittee should be made as to

-( ) !
4 whether or not there is any merit in continuing the

5 tests in conjunction with Unit I.

6 MR. EBERSOLE: How would FPL be struck by a

7 proposition to do it every ten years?

8 (General laughter.)

9 MR. THUEs I would hope to be retired by then.

10 (General laughter.)

11 MR. RAY: Well, let me put it another way. If

12 I make in my report as a consensus of this Committee a

13 statement that we saw no disadvantage in a change in

14 tech specs, I know we do not pass on changes in the tech

15 specs, but we have been authorized to review the

16 situation with respect to Unit 2, and what I would like

17 to know from you is whether or not you would demur with

18 my feeling or my expression of a consensus to the effect

19 tha t it not being required with respect to Unit 2 and in

20 view of the experience that was cited, it would seem

21 like a change in tech specs was worthy of consideration,

22 and I stop there?

23 MR. MATHISs I don't have any problem with

O 24 ** t-

25 MR. RAYS Thank you, Bill.

()'

;

|
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O i 3e==e2

2 MR. EBERSOLE: No.

3 MR. RAYa Gentlemen?

4 (No response.)

5 MR. RAYa Thank you very much, both the NRC

6 staff and Florida Power and Light and the cable

7 representatives. We will take a 15-minute break, and we

8 are right on schedule. Thank you.

9 (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)

10

11

12

13

14

15 ,

16

17

18

19

20

21
,

22
'

,

23

O u
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| O
i

|
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| (]} 1 HR. RAY: The meeting vill resume. At this

2 time, we will get a status report on Task Action Plan

3 A44, station blackout. A presen tation by M r. Ba ranovsky

O
4 of the NRC staff.

5 (Slide.)

6 HR. BARANOWSKY I am Pat Baranowsky, the task

7 manager for NRC unresolved safety issue A44 known as

8 station blackout. I am going to give an update on the

9 status of where we stand on that program today, provide

10 you with some preliminary results and give you a little

11 bit of discussion on where I think we might be going in

12 the next few months on this issue. Some of the

13 information I am going to be providing today you have

14 probably seen in some previous presentations, but in

15 order to have a smooth flow, I will quickly go over some

16 of the items that I have mentioned before.

17 (Slide.)

, 18 The issue of station blackout involves an
l

19 analysis of the complete loss of AC power to the'

20 essential and non-essential switchgear buses in a

| 21 nuclear power plant. And the question we are addressing

22 is, are the likelihood and potential accident risks of a

|
23 station blackout high enough that additional preventive

() 24 or mitigative measures should be required; that is to

25 say, additional beyond what is currently required in

O
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l
i

|

() I today's licensing, and for plants that are currently

2 o pe ra ting .

3 (Slide.)
O

'

4 The technical program involves three parts.

5 The first one is to determine the reliability of AC 4

6 power supplies and here we are talking about the

7 probability of a station blackout occurring. That work

8 is being conducted primarily by Oak Ridge National

9 Laboratories with their consultants, JBF Associates and

10 an emergency diesel generator consultant, Mr. Hanners.

11 Accident sequences and risks associated with

12 station blackout accidents are being analyzed at Sandia

13 National Laboratories, and the plant response to station

14 blackout accidents has been analyzed as part of the

15 NRC's severe accident sequence analysis program. Work

16 has been done at EGEG in Idaho, Oak Ridge National,

17 Idaho, and Los Alamos.

18 Today I will be talking about the AC power

I
' 19 reliability part of our program, and the station

20 blackout accident sequence analysis part of our

21 program. I will not be discussing the station blackout

22 response part; I will save that for a future

23 presentation.

() 24 (Slide.)

25 MR. RAY: If I may interrupt, you said in

,
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() 1 reciting these statements "has been analyzed." Does

2 this mean it is a completed action?
,

3 MR. BARAN0WSKY: Yes. All the sequences that

4 ve asked to be analyzed have been analyzed, so that we

j5 know the plant response on the timing of key events to

6 the best that the computer codes available today can

7 tell us.

8 HR. RAY: So, --

9 MR. BARANOWSKY: And just recently, I received

10 a letter report on the last BWR calculations. This

11 needs to be pulled together into one document, and I do

i
12 not know whether in the future you would want to have

13 someone from the labs that performed these anlyses

14 available, or if it would be okay if I just summarize it

15 myself. I would not want to get into the details of the

16 codes if those kinds of questions were broucht up.
!

17 MR. RAY: I do not think we would have that

18 kind of question, but I just wondered if there is

19 available, and if it is would receive copies of, any

20 reports on the sequence analysis and the response to

21 blackout.

22 HR. BARAN0WSKY Okay, I will have to talk to ,

23 Dick Savio and see what kind of information he gets that

() 24 I routinely get. I do not really know the distribution

25 on that. I basically assumed that the ACRS receives

O
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() 1 copies of everything I receive, but that may not be true.

2 MR. RAYS I will charge Dick with the burden

3 to talk to you about this.

4 NR. BARANOWSKY Okay. I can give copies of

5 the reports, though, and make them available.

6 MR. RAY: Thank you.

7 MR. BARAN0WSKY I would like to give you a

8 little status on what the schedule is for this work. We

9 completed a preliminary assessment of station risk

10 several months ago, and I reported on that the last time

11 I was here. The plant response analyses are complete,

| 12 as I just indicated. The AC power reliability and

13 accident sequence probability analyses are due to have

O 14 draft reports available about the end of April. I do

15 not know if we will be able to make that date. That is

16 the time when I would like to provide a report to the

17 ACRS Subcommittee on those actions.

18 Final reports are due in July, of course.

19 That is pending -- the review that would take place on

.

20 the draf t reports both by the NRC staff, any consultants
1

21 we may wish to talk to, as well as the ACRS. The NRC's

22 position on station blackout has been rescheduled for

23 December of 1982; a position meaning a NUREG, a draft

() 24 NUREG, and the reason for that late date in apparent

25 reference to the earlier dates for the draf t and final

| 2

O
.
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1 reports.

2 We now have in place, as you may be aware, the

3 CRGR, the committee to review the generic requirements,

O
4 and we would have to go through that committee and that

5 take would a few months worth of time before we could

6 really see a draft report. There will be a draft report

7 for comment in December. After draft report comments

8 are received, again, we have to go to the CRGR as we

G formulate our final report.

10 (Slide.),

11 I will talk about the loss of offsite power

12 first. I just have a brief presentation on this topic,

13 a little bit more detail on the onsite power reliability

14 information to follow. What we were interested in in

15 the loss of offsite power part of our program is to

16 determine the cause, the frequency and the duration of

,17 losses of offsite power. We would like to be able to

18 have at our disposal a probability estimate method or

19 model, and using insights from the cause and frequency

20 and duration data as well as our probability estimation

21 model, we would like to be able to identify design

22 operational factors which affect the loss of offsite

l' 23 power frequency and duration at power plants.

O 24 (s114 >

25 Several month ago we presented this --

O
|
|
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(]) 1 MR. RAYS Question, please, the last item on

2 the previous slide, design and operational factors.

3 Wha t will be the limits in scope of your considerations

4 of operational factors? Would it be total system

5 operation, meaning the bulk power system of the company?

6 MR. BARAN0WSKY: Well, I do not think we can

7 do that.

8 MR. RAY: You will not go that far? It will

9 be plant operational factors?

10 MR. BARANOWSKY: Well, we would recommend, for

11 instance, -- and I have this I think on a later slide --

12 that things like some preferential procedures for

13 restoring power to nuclear plants be considered, and I

14 think a lot of utilities have already done that kind of

15 thing. As a minimum, we would like to see that the

16 plants have done a fairly thorough thought process in

17 determining what types of actions are necessary to

18 restore offsite power, given a spectrum of possible loss

19 scanarios.

20 What can be done in terms of the bulk system I

21 really do not know.

22 MR. RAY: Well, I think the requirement of a

23 first priority for restoration of loads assigned to the

() 24 nuclear offsite power supply is essential.

25 HR. BARANOWSKY: Well, I was just down at St.
,

O
|
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1 Lucie not too long ago, and I guess you talked to them

2 this morning, and they have basically number one

3 priority for restoring power to their nuclear power

4 plants above everything, even if all diesel generators

5 are f unctioning and everything looks good, it is still

6 number one, power to the plant.

7 MR. RAY: Yes. It se'as to me that is a

8 cardinal requirement that should be incorporated in the

9 NRC document.

10 MR. BARANOWSKYa I really do not at this time

11 know how well we can impose that requirement.

12 MR. EBERSOLEs ra t, is the loss of DC power

13 acknowledged as a failure of all AC power?

14 MR. BARAN0WSKYs Yes. I will get to that a

15 little bit later on.

16 MR. EBERSOLEa Okay.

17 MR. DAVISs A question, Mr. Chairman. I am
.

18 vondering if you are going to try to establish an

19 offsite power loss probability that can-be applied

20 across the board. The reason I ask that is that we have

21 recently seen, or I have recently seen, rather wide
,

l 22 numbers in offsite power loss probability, and the most

23 recent and probaby the most optimistic is in the Zion

24 rRA, aad that is the sub3ect of some question now. ;O
25 I guess I am wondering are you finding wide

O
!
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({) 1 variations from plant to plant, and how are you going to

2 handle that in your evaluation?

3 MR. BARANOWSKYa Yes, there are wide
C,1

4 variations from plant to plant and what we are trying to

5 do -- if I can get a little further into the

6 presentation -- is to break out some factors that can be
,

7 handled on a plant-by-plant basis. But with regard to

8 the Zion PRA, you also have to keep in mind that their

9 methodology involved the use of Hazian statistical

10 analysis and we are not at this time proposing to use

11 that method.

12 I think there is a possibility that that ;

13 technique gives overly optimistic restoration likelihood

( 14 predictions. I do not know that the frequency estimates

r

15 are necessarily very far off from what we would estimate

16 using the more classical approach.

17 NR. LIPINSKIs On the Bazian method, which was
r

18 what the Zion PRA used, where a number was in their

'

19 favor they decided to use their number, and loss of

20 offsite power was in their favor so they did not mix it

I
21 in with Bazian and come up with a generic a verage.

22 Their scram breakers were worse than average, so ther

23 decided to mix their numbers in with the Bazian method

() 24 and use a more optimistic number.

25 And really, the question you are asking when
.

%)
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1 you are doing a plant-specific analysis, if you know the(]}
'

2 numbers for your plant use the numbers for your plant !

3 and do not six them in with the generic numbers and tell

O
4 se your plant is better than the average plant.

5 MR. BARANOWSKYa Yes, that is right. That is

6 a good argument for developing a fairly scrutable

7 report. When you are developing arguments based on

8 sta tistics like that you can basically generate any

9 number you want, and I hope that our final reports will

10 be fairly clear as to how we came across making the

11 analyses and developed the results.

12 While I do not want to go through this slide

13 in any detail, I just wanted to refresh your memories

14 that we had looked at the data that we have on loss of

15 offsite power and we broke it down into several classes

16 and locations throughout the plant, and this data is the

17 basis upon which we are going forward in developing our

18 loss of offsite power estimates. And, of course, we are

19 using information on the restoration time for these

20 events, also.

21 MR. RAYS Pat, what do the numbers mean

22 underneath the --

23 MR. BARAN0WSKYa There were something like 69

() 24 or 70 events, and there is a table in the report which

25 we provided to the committee previously, and each one of-
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P) 1 these things like number 9, you look up event number 9
V

2 and you will see that is --

3 MR. RAY: That is identification.

4 HR. BARAN0WSKY: Yes. So you can follow where

5 our data is coming from and it is not a mystery of why

6 we have six cases under switching error maybe and four

7 under something else. You will be able to determine

8 exactly what was done.

9 (Slide.)

10 What we have seen from looking at the data is

11 that we might come up with a simple reliability

12 statement involving three probabilities. Of course, the

13 development of each one of those probabilities is not
,

v 14 necessarily simple, but it seems like things break down

15 as you see on this slide. Losses of offsite power due

16 to events or faults at the plant -- seems to be one

17 group that a person might consider.

18 Losses of offsite power due to grid-re1ated

19 problems would be anther area. And thirdly, losses of

|
20 offsite power due to severe storms affecting a fairlyl

I
' 21 large area, not lightening but let us say hurricanes or

22 severe tornadoes would be the third area that we feel

23 there is an appropriate breakpoint in considering the

O 24 data and factors that go into deve1oping these

25 probabilistic estimates on a plant-by-plant basis. .

.

O
;
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(} 1 Each one of these probabilities would not only

2 involve the likelihood-of a loss of offsite power, but

3 the likelihood of restoring it in some period of time so

O
4 that the fu11 blown probabilistic equation would be a

5 function of plant design and time.

6 MR. EBERSOLE: Is this kind of a national

7 average, or you have not broken this down yet?

8 MR. BARANOWSKY There is nothing here yet.

9 This is just sort of the three groups of offsite power !

10 loss categories that we think it makes sense.to have. I

11 guess it is possible to have many, many mor?, but from a

12 look at the data it seems like you have one group that

13 is involved with events that occur at the plant. The

O
;

14 plant personnel have control over the restoration of

15 power, and so you do not worry about the grid, for

16 instance, on that. But if they lose the grid, there is I

17 not that much they can do at the plant. |

18 And of course, lastly is the storm which is
t

19 beyond the utility's ability to do much about it except |

20 prepare for it.

21 (Slide.)

22 Okay, this is a generic perspective on

23 frequency and duration relationship for loss of all .

(]) 24 offsite power. I would say you can call this something

25 like average of what you would expect for plants in the

O
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(]) 1 United Sta tes. You will have some better, some worse, 1

2 but I have broken down the curve into its parts. It

3 just happens that the areavide grid and severe storm

4 probabilities and restoration factors are equivalent in

5 this case. You could actually break them down and have |

6 a change f rom plant to plan t.

7 You could imagine that the slopes or -- if you
i

8 vant to call it -- the intercept points on either of
'

9 those curves would change as you go from plant to plant,

10 and would be a function of the design and location.
i

11 HR. RAYa Do I assume tha t the bottom curve, |

|
l 12 the areavide grid and severe storms, is a composite of

i
13 the two? It is the sum of the two?

14 MR. BARAN0WSKY: Yes, they just happen to be

15 approximately equal and so, I just summed them.

16 HR. DAVIS: I think there is a problem there
|

17 with the .5. That looks awfully high. Is that .05 on

18 the --

19 MR. BARANOWSKYa Yes. My technician; namely, [

20 myself, made a mistake. ,

21 MR. DAVIS: I was about to ask you why your

22 numbers are so much higher than WASH-1400.

23 MR. BARAN0WSKYa Yes, okay. As you see, it

() 24 goes from 0 to .5 to .1. Rather trickly.

25 (Laughter.)

O
\J

.

>
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1 MR. RAYS What is this data based on? What

2 are these characteristics based on? Is it systemwide

3 experience?

4 MR. BARANOWSKYa It is systenwide, but it does

5 not include some rather severe situations. It includes

6 what might be expected on the average from pl a n ts . Not

7 plants that have very strong tendencies to be the

8 outlyers, let us say, in the industry.

9 MR. RAYS You say it is average f or the

10 industry, but what is the source of the data?

11 MR. BARANOWSKYs It is the offsite power data ;

12 that you saw in a previous slide that presented some 69

13 or 7 cases in which they were so rted through. Some

O .

14 cases were thrown out because of their non-application !

!

15 in general, and consideration f or the plant design and
1

16 so forth.
1

17 MR. RAYS Well, refresh my memory a little

18 bit, Pat- Was it based on experience at nuclear.
,

19 facilities only?
!

20 MR. BARANOWSXYa Yes, nuclear facilities only. |

21 MR. RAYS Only.
,

I

! 22 MR. EBERSOLE: It did not include the general

23 stations? -

O 24 nR. 8 ARA *0WSxY: no.

25 MR. EBERSOLE: WASH-1400 was a general
.

O
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1 survey. It was a great deal higher, is that correct? i()
2 MR. BARANOWSKYs No. In fact, this is higher

3 than WASH-1400.-

4 HR. EBERSOLE: One out of every ten years --

5 MR. BARAN0WSKY. You have to remember I am

6 putting restoration time in there. If I was to -- }

7 okay. Just for the frequency of occurrence of the loss [
|8 of offsite power, the frequency is a slight bit lower

|9 than WASH-1400, that is correct. But in terms of

10 plo tting up frequency versus duration, I think you will

11 find tha t W ASH-1400 falls below this curve, and it falls

12 below this curve in the important area beyond like one
!

13 hour, which as you will see later, is an important

14 timeframe from the station blackout point of view.

15 At any rate, what needs to be done is to

16 develop the proper set of f actors for modifying those ,

17 curves as a function of each plant.

18 (Slide.)
r

19 And some of the things that we are looking

20 into that will give us what you might call curve-shaping

21 f actors would be, for instance, the design
,

22 considerations. Tae switchyard interconnections are

23 important primarily for the plant-centered types of

() 24 losses of offsite power and alternate power source

25 a va ilability , given that you had a loss of offsite ,
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() 1 power. That can be effective in both the plant-centered

2 and the areawide disturbances.

3 For instance, you might have a small line that

4 is kept in reserve and not energized,and if there was

5 some sort of a f ault in the switchyard you could then

6 energize this reserve power supply. Or, you might have

7 peaking units nearby or onsite, and with appropriate

8 procedures that would allow for the restoration of power

9 in both plant-centered events as well as areavide

10 problems.
.

11 The operations factors that should be

12 considered involve consideration of the availability and

13 quality of procedures available for restoration of power

14 at plant for the given set of scenarios, as well as the,

15 ability to coordinate with the offsite dispatch system.

16 I think there was an example mentioned at our

17 last meeting in which during the northeast blackout, I

18 believe it was Vermont Yankee had power being supplied

, 19 to it by a fossile unit within something like 30

20 minutes, even though the blackout lasted over a day. So

21 obviously, they must be doing something right if they

22 can get power to that plant that quickly.

23 There are things that we really do not have

() 24 auch control over, and of course, that is the location

25 type of considerations. And in the location f actors one

O
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(]} 1 would consider the grid stability as well as the impact
,

2 that weather has on the possibility of losing offsite

3 power.

4 I would say that for that last consideration,

S the location, you are talking primarily about developing

6 a probabilistic estimate based on historical

7 experience. There is not much more you can do, and then

8 you can update it in time as the factors change.

9 MR. DAVIS: A question.

10 MR. BARAN0WSKY: Yes?

11 MR. DAVIS: Some of the BCW plants used to

12 have an automatic turbine runback feature where an

13 offsite power loss would automatically trigger a runback'

( 14 to 10% to 157 and pick up the house loads. Is that

15 still reing used? Is that a viable way to protect

16 against --

17 MR. BARAN0WSKYa No, I do not think that

18 works. It has never worked that I know of. And I think

19 that with some of the post-THI trip considerations, that

20 that system is probably totally out of use in terms of

21 any possibility for help here.

22 MR. DAVIS: Thank you.

23 MR. BARANOWSKY: I can tell you that from what

(]) 24 we know about fossile plants, they have a lot of trouble

25 in running back -- the bigger ones -- given a loss of

()
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[]} 1 station power.

2 HR. EBERSOLE: Yes, but they have a trip
.

i
I 3 problem with the heat source which would not be present
I ()

4 with the reactors.

5 MR. BARAN0WSKY: Well, at any rate, they tried

6 to design some of those plants to be able to run back,

7 and from what I have been able to tell from talking to

8 people at utilities, you are talking about a 15% chance

9 even with the plant being designed to run back. So tha t

to is probably not a really viable option.

11 (Slide.)

12 I did not plan to say anymore about the (

13 offsite power part right now. I think it is a little ;

!

14 bit.too premature in our model development to go any

15 further. But if there are any questions, I would be

16 glad to try to answer them.

17 I will discuss the onsite AC power reliability
|

18 next, including what we have done in looking at designs, |
|

19 operating experience and system reliability analysis.

20 (Slide.)

21 At our last meeting, we went through a fairly
.

!

22 extensive discussion of the onsite AC power design i

23 review. I thought I would just mention the areas that
,

() 24 have been covered in our design review. The kinds of

25 things that have been taken into consideration in the
.

[

i I

|
>

~
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(]) I reliability analyses.,

2 We looked at the switchyard, the distribution

|
3 systems, the DC power systems and the emergency diesel

4 generator systems including the fuel oil, lube oil,

5 cooling, trip and alara, start, combustion air and

6 exhaust gas, the governor and exciter. We looked at the '

;

7 electrical interfaces between the onsite and offsite

8 systems, and since our last meeting we have taken a look

9 at test maintenance and operating procedures and are

to factoring those considerations into the reliability

11 calculations.

12 MR. DAVIS: Pat, where would the automatic

13 load sequencer appear in that list, or is that part of

O .

14 the electrical interface?

15 MR. BARANOWSKY: Load sequencer?

16 MR. DAVISs Some plants have them, some do not. i

17 MR. BARANOWSKYs I might have left that off.

18 It is in the report. If it is not in -- I must have

19 left it off.

20 MR. DAVIS: Okay.

21 MR. BARANOWSKY: But it is definitely in there.

22 MR. EBERSOLE: Pat, did you look at the diesel

23 engine fire protection systems? The first one I ever

() 24 looked at had a common mode failure with that system.

| 25 It happened to be mercury switches which were

I
'
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I seismically operated, but it could be smoke or gas'

2 detectors.

3 HR. BARANOWSKY: No.

4 NR. EBERSOLEs What they do, they close off

5 the ventilation systems for CO2 and mercury, and tha t

6 can, by a variety of tracks, coincidentally occur to the

7 entire diesel plant.

8 MR. BARANOWSKYs I would have to see if the

9 people at Oak Ridge have looked at that. I do not have

10 any information to indicate that they have. On the

11 other hJnd, as you see at the bottom of this chart, we

12 are looking at something like 18 specific plants or

13 units, and the way we define plants and units is if they

14 have some sort of a shared system between two units,

15 that is called a plant. We do not divide the system in

18 half; we have to look at the whole system, so there is

17 like 18 configurations.

18 I suspect that in those 18 config urations, if

19 the fire protection system hac an interf ace with the

20 reliability of the onsite AC power supply, it is

21 included.

22 We have also taken four site visits and

23 observed the testing of diesel generators, talked to

O 24 =e==1e nout the araceaute n t ther oute ao ia c e

25 of various incidents, took walks around the plant

n/%.

.
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O 1 lookin<1 for the kinds of things that you can only see on

2 a site visit that might represent in particular common

3 cause types of failure considerations.

4 MR. LIPINSKIa I have a question on combustion

5 air. Some of the o1 der plants took combustion air f. rom

6 inside the diesel room. They opened the louvres to the

7 outside. The never plants I have seen I have ducted

8 combustion air to the diesels. What is the majority on

9 existing plants?

10 MR. BARANOWSKY: I could not tell you. I

11 would have to go to the chart that is in our report.

12 MR. LIPINSKI Okay. Well, one of the

13 questions that arises is a common mode failure with

14 respect to the ability of a diesel to function if you

15 have 17 degrees to 20 degrees below zero air that is

16 being drawn into that diesel room. The diesel may be

17 happy with respect to the intake air, but the auxiliary

18 systems that are in that room could fail if that room

19 temperature drops to 20 below zero. Are you looking at

20 that?

21 MR. BARAN0WSKY: I believe room temperature is

22 one of the common mode failures that we have 11sted.

23 MR. LIPINSKI: You have it listed? Okay.

O 24 nR. BARA*0WSxr. Ies. A1so, high temperature

25 in addition -- we have seen some high temperature
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({} 1 problems in addition to low temperature.

2 (Slide.)

3 MR. EBERSOLE: Pat, many diesels have

4 crankcase over-pressure trips. They are quite

5 sensitive. I think they are sensitive to detect what

6 exactii you do not want them to detect -- a traverse of

7 a tornadic depressurization mode across the plant. I

8 think you can get them started again if this is the case

9 in not too great a time. Do you look at things like

10 this?

11 MB. BARAN0WSKYa We are looking a t which trips

12 either can be overridden or you can disable, and of

13 course, if you cannot, then that is a candidate to take

14 a further look at to see if there are common modes

is associated with its, you know, malfunction.

16 MR. EBERSOLE: It is a curious coincidence
.

17 that the f ailure mode is introduced at the precise time

18 that we do not want it. But --

19 MR. BARAN0WSKYa I suspect tha t -- well, I do

20 not know exactly how sensitive they are. I do not know ,

,

i

| 21 where the tornado would have to be in terms of -- I

22 imagine it would do a heck of a lot of damage to the

23 plant if it were that close.

() 24 MR. EBERSOLE: The plant is supposed to be

25 invulnerable to tornado damage.
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(]) 1 NR. BARANOWSKY Yes.

2 (Slide.)

3 At any rate, in talking about failure modes,

4 you have to keep in mind their contribution to diesel

5 generator unreliability. And of course, what we have

6 done is look at how things break down by subsystem and

7 by cause. And what we see is that there is not any one

8 really big dominant subsystem in terms of causing diesel

9 generator problems.

10 Of course, there are a lot of differences in

11 the specifics of design, so it is not unanticipated that

12 you would not have a consistent set of dominant failure

13 modes at any given plant. In fact, if you look at

14 plant-specific data you will see that each plant has

15 failures that are maybe in its own group that is typical

16 for its design and operational considerations. So

17 therefore, we are talking about a spectrum of problems

18 for a spectrum of designs.

19 We have looked at how important human error

i 20 is, and I would like to point out that the human error
.

21 contribution being something like 20% is a very soft

22 number because of the way that LER's are written. It is

23 not always easy to tell if human error was the

() 24 underlying cause to the problem. When I put the 20%

1
25 down there, those are the cases we are sure of where the

1 ,

I

I
i
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() I humans were at fault. It may be that that number could

2 be twice as large as that.

3 I noticed in several of our plant visits a

4 f airly large variation in the quality of procedures --

5 the thoroughness, the way people follow procedures. It

6 would not surprise me one bit to see the bad actors

7 being dominated by, let us say, human problems, maybe

8 poor maintenance. I do not know if you would call that

9 human error.

10 MR. EBERSOLE: Pat, the question has been

11 raised before, and Bill just raised 4.t a while ago --

12 one of the largest contributors up there is the governor

13 failure. Some fraction of that contribution is due to

14 the peculiar mode that they ask not only the diesel to

15 start, but also the aux feedvater, the turbines. That

16 is a mode which is not really necessary. When a trip

17 signal is sent to these machines, they are thrown to the

18 full open proper position; they do not need to be but

19 they are. Then invariably, they receive an overspeed

20 trip challenge and it has to work, and a number of these

21 are due to overspeed trips.

22 Why do we have to stick to the crash start,

|
23 crash terminal speed and then a crash stopping of that

() 24 when we could more easily and without loss of function

25 simply drag these things up on a program schedule?
I
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1

(]) 1 NR. BARAN0WSKY: Well, I think the answer is

2 really simple. These plants were designed for the LOCA

! 3 consideration with loss of offsite power, and we what we

4 know today is that consideration may not be as

5 comparably risky as other accicent scenarios, and

6 therefore, our design basis perhaps should be revised a

7 little bit.

8 NR. EBERSOLE: Even for the LOCA's --

9 MB. BARANOWSKYa I do not think so. But of

10 course, you have the concern with the Appendix K

11 requirements, and if you cannot get your cooling systems

12 in operation rather quickly with plants calculating

13 temperatures one degree off of the Appendix A limit, it

14 probably would not take too much to go over that limit

15 and then what we would have is situation for derating.

16 It would be a phony situation, but I do not think you

17 will see that recommendation come out of this work.

18 If it is possible, I would like to take a look

i

19 at scenarios other than blackout, like LOCA with loss of

I
20 offsite power, to see if a proper perspective can be

21 placed on those things, and maybe that is one area where

22 instead of coming up with new and more stringent

23 requirements we can find a more reasonable requirement

() 24 that also improves safety at the same time.

25 MR. EBERSOLE: Right,

,
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1 MB. DAVISs Question, Pat. I presume tha t
(])

2 this data is from testing rather than genuine challenges

3 to the units , is tha t righ t? Or a t least --

O
4 MR. BARANOWSKY: I have a breakdown later on,

5 but most of it is f rom testing.

6 HR. DAVIS: I am not sure what the current

7 requirement is, but when they run these tests is it an

8 end-to-end test? Do they actually load them up to the

9 full extent they will be loaded and then if they survive

to that it is called a successful test? You see, I am

11 vondering if your data is somewhat biased because in

12 some of these tests they may not be doing that, so that

13 you would never have any sequencing type failures for

14 those kind of tests.
,

15 MR. BARANOWSKY: I am just dying to show you

18 some of the da ta. Yes, the testing varies tremendously

17 from plant to plant. We did look at all the tech specs

18 and you will cee the tech specs differ, the procedures>

19 differ, everything is different.

20 There are probably not enough consistent

21 factors from plant to plant to make some easy

22 generalized conclusions. I think we have some ideas on

23 doing some data analyses in the near future to try and

() 24 look for correlations by separating out factors like

25 that, but it is not that easy to do.

O
;

f
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1 MR. RAY: I am a little confused on the |(])
2 positiveness of your statement on maintenance practices.

3 I an extending it too conslusively if I say that poor

4 maintenance practices are a prevalent cause for f ailure ?

5 MR. BARANOWSKY No, I said that might be. I

6 do not know that that is the case.

7 MR. RAY: Are you going to be in a position to

8 determine that?

9 MR. BARANOWSKYa I think we vill be able to

10 say something about maintenance.

11 MR. RAY: Thank you. And did you say that

12 maintenance is reflected in the 20% preliminary

13 attribution?

14 MR. BARANOWSKYa Yes, it is, but there may be,

15 like I said, other subtle human error problems that

16 overicok the underlying cause that were missed. Other

17 people have broken that down and come up with higher

18 human error contributions.

19 We spent a f air amount of time going through

20 some 500 or so reactor years of diesel generator data,

21 and that is what it came out to.

22 MR. EBERSOLE: Pat, of all the numbers you

23 have out there, the one that flies out and hits you in

() 24 the face is fuel. All the rest of them are

25 individualistic aspects of the diesel generator, but
.

|

O
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() 1 fuel can be a common mode.

2 MR. BARANOWSKY: Yes.

3 MR. EBERSOLE: Do I deduce from that that I

4 have a 10% contribution of common mode failure due to'

5 fuel problems?

6 NR. BARANOWSKY No, I do not think so. You

7 can deduce, because of your knowledge of the plant's

8 design and usage of f uel, that fuel is a potential

9 common mode failure. But most of the fuel oil types of

10 things that we have seen, although they cause

11 degradation to the system, they do not cause a

12 coincident loss of the diesels. They are not so

13 spectacular and not of such a nature that it is an

(:)
-

14 instantaneous loss of system operation.

15 In fact, in talking about common cause

18 failures, which I will get to in my next slide, in fact,

17 let me just show you what we have found there.

18 (Slide.)

19 Okay. In looking through the data as well as

20 our design reviews, we were trying to identify the areas

21 in which common cause failure could be a problem, and we

22 have divided it up into three categories; the first one,

23 operations and maintenance, would involve your human

() errors, inadequate procedures, errors of omission or24
-

;

! 25 . commission -- there is not much you can do about that.
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() 1 Humans are only so reliable, I do not care how much you

2 train them. Sometimes they use the wrong procedures, |

3 sometimes they work on the wrong equipment. It

4 happens. You see LER's come in.

5 Well, what does all this mean? We have gone

6 through this stuff in the LER's as well as questionnaire

7 responses that we have received from licensees, and all

8 the spectacular talk about diesel generator common mode

9 failure breaks down like this. We think we have seen

to one actual common cause failure in a demand situation,

11 whether it is a test or an actual demand, due to

i

12 operations and maintenance problems. |

13 We have seen eight cases in which two or more

14 diesel generators were made unavailable because of thoso [

15 same problems. Now typically, people take those eight

16 cases and add them to the ones and say I have nine

17 common cause failures. In fact, some people might even

18 go as f ar as picking up the 36 cases in which we found
.

19 there was a fairly good potential for the type of event

20 observed in being a common cause failure, given that it ;

!

21 would happen a few times.

22 We have a total there of about 45, so in sum,

23 45 significant events with common cause potential

() 24 involving operations and maintenance. We have seen like

25 27, result in actual failures. If you put the 8 in which I

!

()
t
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() I they were unavailable, then the fraction is looking

7 larger, you are looking like 20% to 25%. I think those

3 are the kinds of figures that people have been quotino

4 in various diesel generator reliability studies that you

5 have seen published. 4

6 People talk about beta factors. High ones for

7 diesel generators -- .15. Well, you can generate that

8 kind of beta factor out of thi s . It tends to be a

9 little bit conservative. On the other hand, the data is

10 a little bit sparse, so the treatment has to be done

11 appropriately.

12 MR. RAYa I am interested in how you define

13 unavailability. Does this mean that you had to have

14 additional restart tries?

15 MR. BARANOWSKYa No, let me define this. The

16 actual failure is the diesel was called on to start and

17 would not. The unavailable means -- let me give you an

18 example. An operator was told to take one diesel

19 generator out of service and he took two diesel

20 generators out of service. Within four hours, they

21 realized the mistake and put both diesel generators back

22 in service. There was no demand.

f

23 You cannot throw that case out. That was a i
'

() 24 case in which both diesels were unavailable for four
25 hours, and so you have to look at the coincident ;

1
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() 1 likelihood of having an event which requires diesel

2 operation at the time that it was unavailable.

3 MR. DAVIS: And a related question, is the

4 four hours a typical time period that they were

5 unavailable, or did you have some that were unavailable

6 until the ne xt test period?

7 MR. BARAN0WSKY: If they are unavailable to

8 the next test period, I believe they were called

9 failures.

10 MR. DAVIS Well then, where did you cut off

11 the --

12 MR. BARAN0WSKY: Things that were found within

13 a few hours.

14 MR. DAVIS: Were considered unavailable?

15 MR. BARAN0WSKY: Yes. At any rate, the

to unavailable -- the time that they were unavailable is

17 considered in computing the common cause failure

18 likelihood.

19 MR. LIPINSKIa What is you total data base?

20 These are numerator teras; what is your denominator?

: 21 MR. BARANOWSKY: The total number of tests or,

l
'

22 let us say, demands on diesels was something like 14,000

23 or a little less than that.

() 24 MR. LIPINSKIa Okay, so it is a small f raction

25 in terms of potential common mode on this.!

O
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(]) 1 MR. BARANOWSKYa Yes. It is an apparently

2 small fraction. I think you have to take into

3 consideration the nature of things that go on in

4 testing, the pretest work and so forth. The common

6 cause failure probability, although it is small, is not

6 insignificant. I will show you some calculations.

7 MR. EBERSOLE: You said the one actual failure*

8 was a ,;ilure to start. Does that mean that it was

9 recoverable in a short int'erval?
10 MR. BARANOWSKYa I do not recall how short the

11 interval was. I would have to look those cases up.

12 MR. EBERSOLE: But this is in how many

13 challenges now? Can you give a percentage feel for this?

14 MR. BARANOWSKYa About 14,000, I believe, are

15 covered.

16 MR. RAY: Well you know, we hear at least on a

'

17 hearsay basis of so many incidents of no response that

18 one out of 14,000 is almost incredible.

19 MR. BARANOWSKYa Yes, b ut I think you see, a
!

20 lot of the things that we have under-potential showing

21 up. Let me give you an example of potential.

22 Sludge is found in a cooling system and the

23 diesel' overheats. It still works but it overheats.

() 24 Four day later, while deciding that they had better

| 25 check the other diesel they find sludge th e re , too. It
|
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C 1 still could.have worked, it might have run a little

2 hot. I mean, it worked the last month. So they report

3 two LER's, so I had to clean out my cooling system. I

4 think people call those common cause failures. We call

5 them potential common cause failures. They need to be

6 coincident.

7 I do not throw out the potentials; they go

8 into our calculation. So in reality, you are talking

9 about -- what are we talking about? 70 or 75 incidents

10 that go into our common cause f ailure data base. In

11 fact, there are several others of lower potential that I

12 did not put in there. These are ones of highest

13 potential that I am showing in my potential column.

14 There is a third category of low potential

15 tha t we still use. Now, that is just data. That does

16 not mean that we ignore things like the design , the

17 quality of procedures. We will use this data to tell us

18 something about the quality of procedures or the design

19 considerations, so more goes into it than just a purely

20 numerator / denominator type of calculation.

21 MR. EBER5iOLE: Every diesel tested I ever saw !
1

22 was really just a dress rehearsal. There were half a

23 dozen tests run in front of it so it would turn out

24 right. Are these tests -- are they tripped at a time

25 when people might least suspect they are going to have a

O'
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() I test or do operators and maintenance men go down and rig

2 the machine to be sure it passes the test properly?

3 MR. BARANOWSKY: I would not cay they rigged-

4 the machine. What they do is they go down and make some

5 preoperational checks for the safety of their machine.

6 If I had a diesel generator, I would do the same thing.

7 Typically, for instance, they will look for water in

8 cylinders, they will bar the diesel over, they will make

9 sure that the air start system is free of moisture by

10 blowing it down. They will check the valves on the fuel

11 supply and various other items that they think are

12 necessary in order to have not only a successful test,
I

13 but to be sure that the diesel is not damaged.

14 Now theoretically, they should report cases in

15 which fuel supply valves were left closed, air start

16 valves were left closed. I cannot really say whe the r

17 they do or do not. We have asked in our questions to

18 them, to supply that kind of information, to go back to

19 their records. I do not recall of one utility supplying

20 a piece of inf ormation that was f airly important like
e

21 th'at.

22 MR. BAYS Well even if they do not, there is a

23 beneficial effect in that they require tests that force

() 24 the surveillance that you would want for day in and day

|
25 out operation anyway.
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() 1 MR. BARAN0WSKY: Yes. I mean the testing

2 keeps them on their toes to some extent.

3 Now, there is a question of how frequent the
,

4 testing should be, but it gives you that situation. You

5 just have to keep in mind that af ter the test is done,

6 you want to be sure that the system is restored back to

7 a ready state. And some people have very good

8 procedures for thst; others do not.

9 I would like to point out also that we are

to looking for common modes of failure in this search

11 through operating experience that are not apparent from

12 the kind of generic review that we are doing of plants,

13 design and procedures. We are learning by experience,

14 so therefore, we see a common mode f ailure, a poor

15 procedure led to closing of both air start supply

te valves. We would not say just because that happened

17 once, that is going to happen only once in 14,000 trials.

18 We would then go look at the procedures of the

19 plants, and if they had the similar qualities, we would

20 say the likelihood is about the same at each plant. We

21 would take a look at the human considerations that go

22 into it.

23 MR. EBERSOLE: On a generic basis, and in

() 24 particular in this connection, why can't it be written

.25 into the test procedures as a formal legal requirement

i

I

|
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() I that any disturbances or alterations or examinations on

2 which there was a finding made of a significant reason

3 for not properly functioning, that when they go -- for

4 instance, I have heard it takes ten hours to prepare a

5 containment for a containment test.

6 But here it is diesels. Wouldn't it be

7 entirely appropriate that those steps taken by the

8 pre-testers be documented as an integral part of the .

9 test findings? If they found the valves were not open

to or if there was sludge in something or something, then

11 it is a legitimate part of the test. Front -- it is the

12 front end of the test.

13 YOICE: That is written in Regulatory Guide

14 1.108, if they follow that, which the staff is supposed

15 to use. It is a requirement.

16 MR. EBERSOLEa It is a requirement already,

17 but one is not sure it is followed.

18 MR. BARANOWSKYa 1.108 ic being applied to
<

19 like what? Three or four plants? We are talking 72

20 here.

21 MR. EBERSOLE: We do not heve the statistics

22 yet.
,

23 MR. BARANOWSKY: I son just tell you I am

() 24 amazed at the difference in the procedures and recording

25 of information that goes on from plant to plant. Some
|

O
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() 1 people have one sheet of paper with lines on it and no

2 check off, and thst is their procedure for doing the

3 diesel test. Other people have page after page after

4 page of double-checked items, and I have also seen

5 people go do their tests and then at the end of five

6 operations, go back and check off the five things. And,

7 of course, the procedure says you will do one and then

8 check off one, and I am standing right there watching

9 them do this.

10 The last item under the common cause failure
.

11 category involves the interface or dependency |

12 considerations of the onsite AC power system, and here

13 we are talking about things like the control power that

14 comes from DC power systems, diesel generator cooling

15 that might be supplied by servi e water systems, room

16 ventilation and air conditioning, which would involve

17 the environment in the diesel generator rooms and the |

18 electrical interface with the offsite system.

19 We do not really have data per se on how these

20 items affect the onsite AC power system, although from
.l

21 looking at designs and then looking at past experiences -

|
22 with those interf ace systems, we are able to construct

23 an estimate for what their impact is.

() '

24 MR. EBERSOLEs Pat, since you have got all

25 this experience with these things there, it raises the

!
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O i <=e tion of sei 1c co oetence. rn the o1d dar ther
.

2 qualified diesels back in 1966 or so because they were

| 3 fairly small sized and they had been identical to those

4 generators which had been used on railroads which get a

5 seismic event every time a train goes by. The never

6 ones are big machines in which you do not get that

7 experience, and so you have to do it analytically.

8 I do not know of anybody putting diesel

j 9 engines on shake tables, and so the whole business has

10 swung to the analytical side of testing for seismic

11 c om pe te nce.

12 Have you noticed anything in the area of

13 diesel accessories, the material, the hardware, the

14 components, and various attachments to the diesels which

15 you could perhaps detect by observation is not likely to

16 survive the severe shaking of a seismic event? The

17 point is are ve, in fact, analyzing the vulernable parts

18 of the diesel complex? ,

19 MR. BARANOWSKY: I do not know what they are
-

20 analyzing in their seismic analysis, but I think that

21 just by going to a plant that is already built you can

22 look at the things that you would identify as being

j 23 somewhat fragile and possibly prone to seismic damage.

O 24 In fact, 1 have asked that question to a few peo.1 and
.

25 they pointed out, you know, this little oil supply line

| O .
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() 1 or something like that is kind of the weak point here;

2 it shakes loose every once in a while. I mean, the

* 3 diesel is essentially giving itself its own seismic
)

4 event every time it starts up.

5 (Laughter.)

6 So that is a possibility. I do not think that

7 the machine itself really has any problems seismically.

8 They are really fairly sturdy machines.

9 MR. EBERSOLE: It furnishes its own shake

10 table, you tell me.

11 MR. BARANOWSKYa I think so.

12 (Slide.)

13 You heard me refer to the data questionnaires

14 that we sent out. We sent these out to all utilities

15 and asked for information over a five-year period on
l

'

18 diesel generator, or actually called it on-site AC power

17 reliability. One plant had a gas turbine. We got

18 information back on 45 units covering 253 reactor years,

19 450 diesel generator years, 13,885 demands, and there

20 were 271 failures.

21 MR. LIPINSKI4 If I take the diesel generator
i

22 ' years and divide it by the reactor years, I come out

23 with 1.7 diesels per plant on the average. Do some

(') 24 plants have less than two diesels?

25 MR. BARANOWSKY Okay, let us see, that is --

a
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|

(]) 1 no. There is the possibility that I used -- when I say

2 reactor years I probably used plant years there. There

3 was some Unit 1 and Unit 2 situations where I might have

4 just used an average age.

5 MR. LIPINSKI4 And then multiplied by the

6 number of units?

7 MR. BARAN0WSKYa Just by the number of diesel

8 generator units.

9 MR. LIPINSKIs Because those ought to be. a
;

to consistent set if I divide them, and if you have a

11 minimum of two diesels per plant.

12 MR. BARAN0WSKY: You are right, the number

13 should be more than two, in f act.

O 14 MR. LIPINSKIt All right.

15 MR. BARAN0WSKYa I would have to look. That

18 is another technical technician's error. At any rate, I

17 think the 450 diesel generator years is correct. I know

18 that 13,885 demands are correct, and the number of

19 failures are correct.

20 So what does this work out to in terms of some

21 gross statistical data? We are seeing that on a demand

|
22 basis, diesel generators have a likelihood of f ailing of

23 about .02. We have a sparse amount of failure to run

() 24 data, but based on that data it looks like we have a
-3

25 failure rate por hour running of about 2.4 times 10 ,

O
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({} 1 which is possibly a little high. I think we are going

2 to have to do a little stronger look at that data.

3 HR. EPLER: A question. Referring back to

O1

4 your earlier curve of generic f requency and duration for

5 loss of offsite power, I gather that once every 50 years

6 you can experience a ten-hour outage of offsite power.

7 Now, when you have 50 plants -- and tha t is assumed --

8 tha t means once a year somewhere you are going to have a

9 ten-hour outage. That means you should have some pretty

to reliable diesels.

11 I look at diesels, I wonder if this

12 reliability is consistent with that situation.

13 MR. BARANOWSKY: Okay. I would hope that that

O ,

14 figure is not used too seriously and that it was ;

15 hand-drawn. That may be correct. I mean, that is what

'
16 the experience is telling us. And if that is correct,

!

17 then I see your point of highly reliable diesels, and in ,

18 particular, their reliability in terms of running

19 reliability would be important.

20 And that is why I did want to mention if

21 anything is preliminary of these statistical

'

22 considerations I have provided for you, tha t one is.
!
'

23 The data base there was very small and we need to take a

() 24 little bit closer look at the failure modes and

25 determine whether or not we are not just seeing some

O
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() 1 outliers dominating the situation.

2 If that is not the case, that is to say, if

3 tha t is the real running rate, then the accident nalyses
| fs
' (

4 and reliability analyses will indicate the importance of

5 that particular parameter.

6 MR. RAYS Have you included in these failures

7 the unavailable that you showed on the earlier slide

8 where you had only one f ailure listed?

9 MR. BARANOWSKYa In the 271 f ailures?

10 MR. RAYS Yes.

11 MR. BARAN0WSKY Yes.

12 MR. RAY: How about the potentials?

13 MR. BARANOWSKY The potentials means

14 potential common cause failure. Some of them were bona

15 fide failures, some of them were not. If they were bona

16 fide failures, then they are innluded in there. One of

17 these days I am going to .av a rather large data book

18 on this, but it is not 44;s re t.

19 The test and maintenance on availability for

20 the data that we have collected on that indicates that

21 on the average, plants have a .006 unavailability due to

22 down time for primarily maintenance. That happens to be

23 just about exactly the number that WASH-1400 had,

() 24 although as you will see later, there is somewhat of a

25 spread around that. We found that the mean time to
,

,
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(]) 1 restore a diesel generator, given that it has f ailed, is

2 about 24 hours. That is information provided again from

~ 3 the questionnaire from the utilities.gg
U

4 (Slide.)

5 , I think someone asked about how good are tests

6 as indicators of actual demands. let me just now move

7 this over here. In our data base, we had actually

8 13,268 valid tests. We had 78 losses of offsite power,

9 and our total for all actual demands including partial

10 losses of off site power and other safety injections was

11 539 demands.

12 From this, we had two diesel generator

13 failures during loss of offsite power and 14 for all

14 actual demands combined. The probability of failure is

15 computed for the three cases, test, loss of offsite

16 power and actual demands, and you can see that the loss

17 of offsite power and actual demands are slightly higher

18 than what the tests would indicate.

19 I cannot say right yet whether that is !

20 statistically significant or not. At any rate, it is
,

21 not so large that it will dominate the probabilistic

22 considerations on this issue. It will have a small

23 effect.

() 24 Auto start failures are indicated up there,

'

25 and for the most part, the auto start failures are

CE) ;

;
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O ' correcte4- ra e is to r the oa r tor aoe= aa =t et-

2 the diesel if it does not start automatically, or makes
|

3 a fix to correct the condition that was not allowing the

4 diesel to start in the first place. They are a smaller
,

5 part of the problem.

6 The last column, the number of -- the last two

7 columns, the number of diesel generators unavailable --

8 that indicates the number that were down for maintenance

9 and could not be used at the time that the incidents

10 occurred.

11

12

13

O 14

15

16

17

18i

l

19

20

21

22

23

O u

25

O
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() 1 I know that at least one of the loss of

2 off site power events occurred when a plant was down for

3 refueling. I think maybe two of them did. So it is not

4 too surprising to see a fairly high likelihood for those

5 cases. Most people will schedule their long maintenance'

6 outages during their refueling outage.

7 MR. RAY: The time interval over which this

8 data applies is the whole history of operation of

9 nuclear poder plants?

10 MR. BARANOWSKYs No. This applies to the

11 questionnaire data that we sent out to all utilities

12 covering 1976 through 1980.

13 MR. RAY: Thank you.

14 MR. BARANOWSKYa You will notice that the

15 actual demands, unavailability during actual demands is

16 .006, which happens to be the average that we obtained

17 anyhow.

18 (Slide.)

19 MR. EBERSOLEa What do you mean by primary and
.

20 secondary failures?

21 MR. BARANOWSKYa Those are failures in which

22 the diesel could not perform even if the auto start

23 worked. The primary failures are ones that you might

() 24 consider inherent to the diesel generator, somewhat

25 random. The secondary failures are ones that are caused

O
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() 1 by something that could theoretically involve a common

2 mode failure. And we take a look at all secondaries to

3 see what their common mode failure potential is.

4 This histogram will give you a feeling for

5 what the data showed in terms of the failures per demand

6 for all the plants included, and you can see that for
.

7 the most part there are quite a few plants that are able

8 to obtain a fairly high reliability in terms of

9 operation on demand, and there are some stragglers there

to in the high unreliability area.

11 Some of these, the problems involved include

12 things like recurring failure problems. They just have

13 not worked the bugs out or --

O 14 MR. RAYS Is your scale of abscissi there also

15 off? !

16 MR. BARANOWSKY: I do not think so.

17 MR. RAY: You go through .5 to reach .17

l
' 18 MR. BARANOWSKY: You are right.

19 MR. EBERSOLEs I wonder if you could throw the

20 power slide up there just a second, please.

21 (Slide.)

22 The tests on LOSP out on the probability of
,

23 auto start failure on demand you have .00u for the test i

() 24 cases, and .026 for the LOSP. This is the one with the -

25 numbers on it. j-

O

i
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2 The slide in front of the --

3 MR. BARANOWSKYa Yes. I have it.

4 MR. EBERSOLE: The difference between .004 and

5 .026 looks like it might be the difference between

6 proper preparation of diesels before you put an amount

7 on them and not proper preparation, and it is a

8 substantial difference. Do you see?

9 MR. BARANOWSKY Yes, I do. The only problem

10 is when you are talking about a small data base like

11 that, I really would have a lot of trouble drawing a

12 conclusion on two auto start failures.

13 HR. EBERSOLEs Yes. !

14 MR. BARANOWSKY: But that is a possibility.

15 HR. EBERSOLE: Well, it certainly looks that
I
!18 the actual needs may show poorer performance than the

'

17 test need, the test performance.

!

18 MR. BARANOWSKY: Right. We are aware of that.
!

19 HR. EBERSOLE: All right.
,

1

20 (Slide.)
,

t

21 HR. BARANOWSKY: Did you want to --

| '
' 22 MR. EBERSOLE: No.

23 MR. BARANOWSKY: I have always wanted to know

() 24 how many tests people do per year on their diesels so we j

i 25 could compute their failure rate per demand. And there
I

'

,

9
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|

() 1 is a fairly large variation as indicated by this
|

I

| 2 histogram. You can see that most plants are doing --

3 not most but a large number of plants are doing

4 essentially what the tech specs call for. There are

5 also quite a few plants that are doing many. times what

6 the tech spei;s call for.

7 Now, there has been a lot of complaint about

8 the hardships of imposing Reg Guide 1.108 because you

9 are going to test your diesels every week. I see people

10 testing their diesels every few days, and these are not

11 Reg Guide 1.108 plants.

I 12 HR. DAVISa Why would they be doing that, Pat?
!

13 MR. BARAN0WSKY: I do not know.

14 NR. RAYa Lack of confidence?

15 MR. DAVIS: Yes.

16 MR. BARANOWSKY4 I do know of one instance in

17 which a utility had a problem at their plant, and he

18 immediately sta rted testing the diesels like every six

19 or eight hours even though they were not required to,

20 and they just kept on doing that for a period of time to

21 develop confidence that the diesel would come up to

22 speed if it was necessary.

23 Now, I do not know if that is the case, but

| () 24 people that are testing, you know, diesels 75 times a

25 year, that is quite a few tests.

A
b
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2 I mentioned that the mean restoration time was

3 like 24 hours. This gives you a picture of what the

4 actual restoration times have looked like based on the,

i

5 data. I believe this covers about 80 percent of all the

6 data. There are some points that go out many, many
[
| 7 hours, and in those instances, of course, the plants

8 were shut down.

9 I think what is important for our purposes is

10 to look at this early part of the curve which is

11 primarily dominated by those situations where a plant is

12 or could be operating, and most of the station lack of

13 concerns tend to fade when you get beyond 10 to 15

14 hours. And so that gives you a fairly good picture of

15 what we would be using for restoration considerations.

16 MR. LIPINSKIs How do I interpret the last box

17 there, from 15 to 20 hours? That indicates the group

18 for the average is about a six or seven hour percent
i

19 repair or six to seven percent repaired. That is the

20 total average for the interval, I presume.

21 MB. BARANOWSKY: Yes, that is right.

22 HR. LIPINSKIs So that means that interval has

23 a husky weight in terms of that total histogram if I

24 want to draw that line across and look at where the
25 other parts average.

O
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4

() 1 MR. BARAN0WSKY4 That is right. I think what
1

2 you are seeing there is some cases in which plants were
'

3 shut down, and they probably had no reason to rush into

4 fixing their diesels, because some repair considerations

5 go out like hundreds of hours. You know the plant is

6 shut down sometime after about 72 hours for sure.

7 What.ve hope to de is get into this area a

8 little bit more closely to make sure that we are not

9 biasing our estimate of the mean time to repair

10 (Indicating).

11 MR. EBERSOLEs After the plant is shut down

12 there is less need for urgency in getting diesels back

13 if they go out, but it is not zero.

14 MR. BARANOWSKYa Hight.

15 MR. EBERSOLEs Do the operators uniformly

16 calculate the bias in favor of them as the shutdown is

17 prolonged and say well, if I am out two weeks, I can in

i 18 essence take a power outage of a great deal longer than

19 o th e rwise .
i

|

20 Do they have some kind of charter guideline?

21 MR. BARANOWSKY: No, not that I know of. It

|

| 22 is just based on their feelings. They will do what is

23 necessary within the tech specs.

() 24 MR. EBERSOLE: Yes. Except they cannot shut

| 25 down any more because they are already shut down.

O
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Q 1 (Slide.)

2 HR. BARANOWSKY: Well, here is a histogram of

3 the unavailability of diesel generators, and this is for

4 when the reactor is operating. We were able to separate

5 tha t da ta out. I think you will recall the average was

6 .006. And as you can see, there are still several
i
'

7 plants that have f airly high unavailability while the
|

8 reactor is operating. Some are ten times higher than
|

9 the average. Of course, you know, the tech specs only
|

10 require a utility to bring a diesel on line within 72 !
!

11 hours or when it is taken out of service, and then the !
:

12 next day they could go and take it out again if they

13 wanted to.

O .

14 So our tech specs do not really address

15 unavailibility in a way that is truly meaningful to

16 people doing probabilistic analysis anyhow. So I

17 suspect that gives the opportunity for people to have

18 their diesels out for quite a substantial amount of time
,

19 while the reactor is operating, and tha t is possibly why

20 you are seeing some of these plants out on the tail of
,

i !

| 21 the distribution.

22 MR. EBERSOLE: Isn't that situation a hangover
.

23 fro. the pre-statistical and pre-PRA days, and isn't it

() 24 something that ought to be fixed.

25 MR. BARANOWSKY. Yes. I think LCOs and tech

'

CE)
:
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() 1 specs are excellent candidates for PRA fixes. If there

2 is one area that we can probably do something with PRA

3 both to relieve and tighten upon, that is it.

4 We wanted to see if there were some
1

5 correlations we could develop on this data, so we

6 plotted it up in some cases. ,

1

I 7 (Slide.)

8 I do not know how we are going to correlate
4

9 this, but here you have the diesel generator f ailure on

10 demand versus test interval. Now, some people say the

11 more you test the more unreliable the diesel gets.
1

12 Other people swear it gets more reliable.

13 I just thought I would put that up there, and

i C)'

14 we could take turns drawing lines through it.

15 (Laughter.)

16 Believe it or not, we really did do a best bid

*

17 for that set of data. I will show you that later.

18 (Laughter.)

19 It can be all things to anybody.

2; (Slide.)
,

21 Another thing is people talk about the

22 learning curve, so we said let 's see how well they have

23 learned. Well, some have not learned, some have. These

() are individual plants plotted up, averaged over five24

25 years, and we have taken their age at the end of the
|
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() 1 five-year interval.

2 MR. LIPINSKIs An urgent sloping to the right.

3 MR. BARANOWSKY: Well, I wanted to have one

4 curve that we could put a line curve -- I should say one

5 set of data -- so I took that last data , and I did

0 something with it. I said instead of plotting

7 individual plants let me go through each year of our

8 questionnaire information and take all the plants that

9 are one-year old and compute an average failure per

10 demand and march that calculation through. And lo and

11 behold, we have something that looks closer to a

12 correlation. -

,

!

l
13 I should caution you, though, that if I was to

O
14 plot all the plants with say one, two, three, four, five

15 or whatever years of data, you would see again a dot

16 chart that fills the page. I just happened to condense

17 it here.

18 MR. EBERSOLEs It looks like the front end of

19 a bathtub curve.

20 MR. BARANOWSKYs I would expect to see that.

21 Some people have suggested that there are more

22 distinctive learning trends in the operation of diesel

23 generators. I think what we need to do is develop a

i 24 little bit more subtle analysis of the data by not
i

25 lumping all plants together. We will have to look for

\
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()'

I the kinds of common factors that make proper

2 subpopulations, and then I will be able to tell you

3 better whether or not there really is a trend.
)

4 HR. DAVIS: Excuse me, Pat. Have you looked

5 at the manufacturer data, cut of the data versus

6 manufacturer's data?

7 MR. BARANOWSKY: No. What we are trying to do

8 now is make up a fairly large matrix of correlation

9 factors like manufacturer, size, the kinds of subsystems

10 they have, the test interval, you name it. We want to

11 try to put it together and then do a fairly

i 12 sophisticated statistical analysis to determine if there

13 are correlations.

14 (Slide.)

15 I just thought I would still show you what the

16 correlation equations would look like for that data that

17 you just saw. All this says is that for failures on

18 demand, as the plant gets old it gets a little bit more

19 reliable in terms of its diesel, but the overall trend

20 just when you lump all plants together is not so

21 significant that I can draw a large conclusion f rom it.

|
22 The uncertainties are just huge about this as,

23 you could tell by the data. On the other hand, there is |

-() 24 a very slight improvement in diesel generator
1

| 25 unavailability or failure on demand, I should say a

!

|

|
|
|
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|

() 1 slight degradation in diesel generator unreliability as

2 the test interval gets longer, indicating shorter test

3 intervals would be a little bit better. But the slope'

4 of the curve, that really does not make any much

S difference. And of course these have tremendous

6 uncertainties in them, so I would not propose to do

7 anything with them.

8 (Slide.)

9 This is one of my favorite curves. It shows

10 you what happens on a year-by-year basis if you just

11 plot the failure on demand rate year by yea r. Well,

12 what this tells me is there is some sort of cycling

13 going on here. And the plants that have the circles are

14 about .05 on the average, and the ones that have the

15 squares, if you can tell that, are about .02 on the

16 average. And there is a tremendous swing in the

17 year-by-year calculation.

18 MR. DAVIS I am not sure I understand the

19 curve. Does each symbol represent a plant?

20 MR. BARANOWSKYa Yes. A plant, one plant. I

21 just arbitrarily picked four units, two at .05 and two

22 at .02, and I plotted the year-by-year performance.

23 This is something that we would look at as the NRC and

() 24 we would say hey, that plant is not so good in '79, but

25 it looks pretty good in '78.

|
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(]) 1 HR. EBERSOLE: Isn't that just alternating

2 vigilance and relaxation on the part of the maintenance

! 3 teams?

4 MR. BABANOWSKY4 I am wondering about that.

5 If I put all this data into a statistical analysis I

6 wonder if I can show there is a cyclical trend. I do

7 not know if we will ever find out why.

8 I also should point out we did not just put

9 tech spec violations in here. If we put tech spec

to violations in here I think you would find that every one

! 11 of those units probably had a bigger swing on some of

12 the off-years. Maybe we vill try and correlate tech

13 spec violations with actual unreliability. That might

14 be worth looking at.

15 But that gives you a picture of the problem

18 that you can have with this data.

17 (Slide.)

| 18 Well, at any rate we have used this data now

19 to compute on a generic basis the unreliability of AC

20 power supplies, the on site AC power. And in those

21 calculations we have taken five what we call generic

22 configurations. Having looked at the 18 specific plants

23 we broke it down into five generic ones, and we are

() 24 going to do the 18 also, but that still has to be

25 finished. And here is what we are seeing right now.

O
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|

(]) 1 Of course, I have stressed that this is

2 preliminary, but I want to give you a picture of what j
i

3 the results are looking like.

4 For your two out of three diesel generator

5 requirement that would be typically a two-unit plant

6 with one diesel dedica ted to each unit and a swing

7 diesel. What we found there is that the human error,

8 common cause and independent diesel generator failures

9 dominate the unavailability of that system on demand

10 basis. When you go to one out of two, the independent

11 f ailures tend to be the dominant consideration, but

12 human error still comes up fairly high, as does test and

13 maintenance outages. When you go to two out of four

14 diesels -- and this could be for a two-unit site; I do

15 not knov if there is any one-unit sites with a two out

16 of four diesel requirement -- again, human error is up

17 there, and hardware-related common cause has to show up

18 as being important.

19 In a one out of three plant, one out of three

20 diesel generators, the human error and hardware common

21 cause are again the most dominant contributors. The

?2 other two I listed are f airly far behind , but since I'

23 saw DC power coming up I thought some people on this

() 24 subcommittee might be interested in seeing where that

25 fits in. It starts to show right about there. The

O
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() 1 reason it does not show sooner is you are dominated by

2 failure modes that are just so high compared to DC power.

3 And two out of five, there are a few plants

4 lik e th a t. That is also a twin unit situation. The

5 human error, hardware and DC power common cause are the

6 main failure modes for that -- the dominant failure
*

7 modes for that generic consideration. And let me tell

S you a little bit what I think this generic means.

9 I think generic here means, based on what we

10 know, that would be a reasonable expectation value for

11 the unavailability per demand, the kind of goals that a ;
!

12 plant should shoot for realistically and be able to

13 attain in terms of unreliability.

O- I
14 Now, I am not going to say the numbers might

15 not change over the next couple of months, but that is

18 the way I would interpret what that generic means. I

17 think you will find the plant specific calculations fall

18 on both sides of it, and we have to ask ourselves why do
t

19 ve have people 10, 50 or 100 times more unreliable with

20 a similar set of machinery and configuration. That is

21 what we will be doing as we wrap up this work.

22 MR. EBERSOLE: Before you put that away, I

23 wisn there were another column up there where you had !

() 24 also included off site power failures and a summation

25 then on the probability of both failures.

I

(
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O 1 Can you recall what they were that we can come

2 up with !
--

3 MR. BARANOWSKYa I think you can just put

O ,

4 about .05 times any of those numbers to get a generic

| 5 estimate. i
i

l
i

6 MR. EBERSOLEs What were they? i

, 7 MR. BARAN0WSKYa Pardon? I

|i .

8 MR. EBERSOLE: What was the off site power r

9 failure number that we might commonly use for that?

10 MR. BARANOWSKY I think it was .05. You can

11 pull it off of that curve.
I !

|
1

-

12 MR. EBERSOLEa .05 times what? i
i
'

13 MR. BARANOWSKY: Times that number tr 2re, if

o- :
14 you want the total loss of AC.

,

i

15 MR. EBERSOLE: The total loss of AC power is |

16 what we are trying to drive toward. I do not have it in
F

17 sy hand yet.

!

18 MR. BARANOWSKY: All right.

19 MR. EBERSOLE: That is the problem,-isn't it? !

i

20 MR. BARANOWSKYa Yes. Okay. Well, for a half |
!

21 hour or so you could just multiply by .1, up to one-half
|

22 hour. !
:

23 MR. EBERSOLEs About a tenth of that. I

iO 24 MR. BARAx0WSxY, Yes. And for one hour it
.

|25 would be about .05. The actual number, as I recall, for

O ;
!
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|

() 1 an hour is .0525.

2 MR. EBERSOLE: Yes.

3 MR. BARAN0WSKY Well, station blackout is not

4 an extremely high in probability for this generic

5 considera tion . Remember, I said plants in operation, it

6 will be around those numbers, some higher, some lower;
!

7 so if you had a plant that was ten times higher than say

8 the two out of three case, you could have a station
-2 -3

I am
| 9 blackout probability of about 4 x.10 -- ,

! -2
! 10 sorry. The on site would be 4 x 10 and about .1 on

11 the off site.

12 MR. EBERSOLE: That would make it the largest

13 contributor from all causes for core melt, wouldn't it?

14 MP. BARAN0WSKY It would make it a major

15 challenge to the plant's ability to cope. Whether it is

16 a major contributor I think we would have to go through

17 the accident sequences for that plant.

18 Now, it is interesting to note that with

19 plants, multiple units at one site, from what I have

20 seen almost all of the off site power outages affect

21 both units. So in this two out of three case or the two

22 out of four or the two out of five, you probably are

23 talking about challenging two power plants at the same

24 time.

25 NR. EBERSOLE: Yes.

O
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() 1 MR. BARANOWSKY: Of courso, what I have
;

2 assumed, or the minimum requirement has been developed

3 assuming that we are only looking at the blackout at one

| 4 plant. Probably wha t we really need to ask is suppose I

5 had on those multiple sites all AC power lost. I guess

6 we have not done that. I am not sure if we have the
.

7 fault tree models for that amount.

8 Yes, we were primarily looking for the

9 challenge of one unit. I think the probability would

10 drop down enough that just multiplying the accident

11 sequence part by say a factor of two would not cause

12 great risk for the two-unit case because you would have

13 essentially doubled the accident sequence probability.

14 (Slide.)

15 If there are no questions I would just like to

16 present a couple of slides on the station blackout

17 accident seq uences. I do not plan on going through
i

!

18 those event trees at all that I provided in the

19 handout. I just put them in there for your reference,

20 because the slide that follows this event tree uses a

21 symbology that you might forget the meaning of if you do

22 not have those in front of you. You would not know

23 where the accident sequences are.

()|
24 What I will ce talking about are the accident

25 sequence probabilities that we have obtained that seemed

()
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() I to be dominating this issue at this time, and I will'

2 talk a little bit about what we are seeing on

3 containment failure in a blackout situation.{)
4 (Slide.)

5 So if we go to the slide on accident sequences

6 I think this vill give you a fair picture of what the

7 generic results are likely to show on accident

8 sequences. The probability estimates may change by

9 factors of three or so. Some of the higher ones will

10 probably take a more in depth look at recovery options

11 -- not that they necessarily exist, but if they did

12 exist they could be useful.

13 But what we are seeing is, for instance, on

14 the PWR -- and most of them do not have more than one

15 steam-driven train of auxiliary feedwater systems --

16 problems of reactor coolant seal leakage, pump seal

17 leakage looks like they could be the most important if

18 the plant was prone to a leak developing as a result of

19 a loss of of fsite power. '

| 20 The sequence we have identified there at the
! -5
'

21 top, THQ B with a probability estimated at 10, ,

22

,

22 involves loss of off site power for a sustained period
|

23 of time like eight to ten hours. It involves -

() 24 degradation of pump seals and leakage beyond tech spec. ;

25 And since there is no way to make up coolant to the

O
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() i primary side, eventually the reactor core is uncovered,
|

| 2 natural circulation is lost, and melting begins.

3 The way to get out of that is to recover AC

4 power to your makeup systems. We have not found the

5 reliability of the AC-powered makeup systems or

6 auxiliary feedwater side to have any effect whatsoever

7 on the station blackout accident sequence

8 probabilities. The only thing that seems to be

9 important is what fails as a result of the station

i 10 blackout and when do you get your AC power back.

11 Whether you have two, three, five or ten AC-driven

12 trains af ter that is not that important because you are

13 tniking orders of magnitude reduction in probability.

14 There is also a possibility that a leak could

15 occur through a stuck open relief valve or non-iselated

16 letdown liness and because that likelihood is so high,

| 17 the second set of sequences on the PWR we have combined

18 together. They are the case in which you lose off site

19 power. Your auxiliary feedwater system does not work

20 initially, and you ei her do or you do not have a leak.

21 Well, it does not make too much difference
i

22 because if the auxiliary feedwater system does not work

23 you are going to lift either a PORV or a safety valve

() 24 and blow down that way and uncover the reactor core. So

25 if you recover AC power to your electrically-driven |

O
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(]) 1 feedvater system and your makeup systems, you can

2 recover from that accident sequence.

3 The BWR -- let's go to one more. The

4 TNL B is a case in which there was DC interaction,

5 AC recovery to makeup, and DC power systems. What is

6 needed there is to restore AC power to makeup systems

7 and to the DC power system.

8 Kow, the thing can get a little tricky here

9 because if your DC power supply is used for switchyard

10 control or to allow you to energize your safety buses,

11 you could be in a bit of a problem in that you would not

12 have the control power to make such an operation. So

13 for that reason whenever DC power is depleted and we do

O -

14 not have the switchyard battery, or probably whenever DC

15 power is depleted we just say that is the end of it.

16 There is not much you can do about it.

17 For BWRs with an isolation condenser design --

18 and although I show only the one isolation condenser

19 here, the results are almost identical fcr two isolation

20 condensers -- they have problems in. handling leakage

. 21 during a blackout even because they do not have any
1

22 makeup capability, just like the PWRs do not. Whereas

23 for the BWRs with a high pressure coolant injection

() 24 system or the reactor core isolation cooling system,

i 25 they do not have the same problem as the PWRs with the
!
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O ' 1 o1tioa uaiteor =1 at reora1== e11ex ee,

2 because those systems make up to the ;cimary coolant

3 system in addition to cooling the reactor core.

4 What seems to get you on the BWRs or the HPCI

5 and RCIC are the longer term transients that go into

6 what we have called the B phase, something like 3 to
2

7 10 hours where either your DC power system is being

8 depleted or the fact that you do not have ventilation

9 has an impact on systems that would be used to cool the

10 reactor. So what you need to get back, of course, is AC

11 power to your DC power systems or your ventilation

12 systems.

13 You will notice that the BWRs with the high

O 14 pressure core spray and reactor core isolation cooling

15 system design, the never ones look like they are in

16 fairly good shape, and the reason is they have

17 essentially a third, independent cooling system with its

18 own power supply essentially. It has its own diesel; it

19 has its own battery; and not surprisingly, it is not as

20 prone to some of the problems associated with station

21 blackout as the plants which are typically of two
i

22 electrical division design. !

23

24

25
|

!O
,
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() 1 MR. EBERSOLE: At another subcommittee not

2 long ago I thought more or less inappropriately they had

3 considered that a loss of AC power, and I hear now that
)

4 you are not considering that as integral to the loss of

5 AC power, and somewhere you all ought to get together

6 and converge on this matter.

7 MR. BARAN0WSKY: Who is this?

8 MR. EBERSOLEs Who remembers? What

9 subcommittee we were talking about which considered all

to AC power to include the BWR diesel-driven pump.

11 MR. BARAN0WSKY4 This sequence, TMU B
22

12 with HPC as unavailable, that is one of the failure
I

13 modes. It is down for some reason, the diesel is down

O 14 or some component in there is unavailable, and there is

15 a loss of all AC power. But I'm not just going to say

16 because I fail my two normal station diesels so that

17 everything in the world goes down.

18 MR. EBERSOLE: All right.

19 HR. BARANOWSKY In fact, I was told one time

20 by a person they would not give any credit for a fire

21 water pump because it was diesel driven, and we are

22 talking about failures of diesels. The mentality there

I 23 is unbelievable.
| () 24 MR. EBERSOLE: That is right. The same thing

25 applies to this. If this is designed not to be an

)
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() 1 interfacing system with AC power supplies, then it is

2 independent unless you have a fuel common mode problem

3 or something like that.

4 MR. BARAN0WSKY: We are looking anywhere we

5 can to try and find dependencies, and the site visits

6 that I mentioned earlier. Cf course we went over the

7 cooling systems with the operations and engineering

8 personnel at the plants also, asked them every question

9 we could think of, tried to find what kind of

10 dependencies or interactions might be expected given a

11 loss of all AC power, the normal AC power system.

12 A t any rate, we have not found anything to

13 indicate that the HPCS is dependent on the normal

14 station emergency AC power.

15 (Slide.)

16 We are just getting into the consequence end,

17 and I thought I would sitow you some of the

18 characteristics of the containments that we are looking

19 at. I do not think this is really too new, but we are

20 taking these kinds of containment failure modes into

l 21 consideration-in developing the risk perspective.

22 Basically we will be trying to de cernine the fission L

23 product release fractions, and then we can run some site

| () 24 risk calculations to get a risk perspective.

25 The containment types we look at are the large

f'Jl| \-
7
,
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(]) 1 d ry and then smaller dry containments. There seems to

2 be perhaps two groups in the PWRsa the ice condensers

3 and Mark I's, II's, III's. And for the large dry

4 containment we are talking about something of 2 to 3

5 million cubic feet and about a 60 psi design pressure;

6 and it is a fairly good containment. It can go a long

7 time with a core-melt. It is not prone to some of the

8 problems that the smaller containments have in terms of

9 coping with the early phenomena such as hydrogen burn or

to steam spikes due to molten fuel dropping into a pool of

11 water, for instance.

12 MR. DAVIS: Do you take credit for -- well, do

13 you assume f ailure at the design point or do you take

14 credit for much stronger --

15 HR. BARANOWSKYa I was going to put a more

16 complicated slide up in which we have design pressures

17 and probability distributions around it, but I decided

18 not to. We are trying to look at the point in which we

19 would actually expect the containment to fail.

20 Now, typically that is two to three times

21 design pressure. The small dry containments, though,

22 are smaller. They are like a million cubic feet maybe,

23 maybe a million and a half, 45-50 psi design pressure.

() 24 They could fail early after a core-melt due to hydrogen

25 burn or steam spikes. I would not call that stAan spike

| ()
'
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( )' 1 a steam explosion in the traditional sense in which you

2 are lofting missiles through the air, but it is a fairly

3 rapid transfer of energy from the molten fuel into the
)

4 water that could be collected below the vessel. And
1

5 those considerations have to go into your probabilistic

6 calculation.

7 At any rate, even if you get by the hydrogen

8 burn or the steam spike, shortly thereafter the small

9 dry containment would go by overpressure.

10 The isolation condenser plants we are

11 estimating would last about an hour. I have heard

12 Westinghouse thinks they will last a lot longer. I

13 suspect we will take a look at their arguments, but

(:) -

14 right now the analyses that are available and PRAs do

15 not indicate that they would be able to last much longer

16 than one hour, and they would be prone to rather early

17 hydrogen burn or steam spike problems.

18 The Mark I containments and Mark II -

19 containments are somewhat similar in terms of our

20 analysis of the consequences. There is a possibility

21 that some electrical penetrations could f ail before the

22 overpressure point is reached on these plants.
!

23 Now, we have assumed they are inerted. If

( 24 they are not inerted then you have earlier f ailure due

25 to hydrogen burn, but for now we are looking at inerted

O
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() I containments. I do not know if the electrical
,

2 penetration failure is real or not. If it is not, that

3 failure mode would be by overpressure, not very long{)
4 af ter the time at which the electrical penetrations

5 would be degraded.

6 In terms of probability it does not make much

7 difference. You are talking a factor of two or so on

8 the unlikelihood of getting back some AC power and doing

9 some. I am not even sure you could do something at this

10 point. Pretty much we think once you have statted down

11 the road -- once you have gotten core-melt going on the

12 Mark I's and II's there is not much chance for recovery

13 because you do not have containment sprays, for

O 14 ins tance, to cut down the fission products.

15 The Mark III's appear to have a better

16 capability. Their main failure mode appears to be by

17 overpressure, but we ought to point out that on the Mark

18 III's and on the ice condenser people are talking about

19 putting in hydrogen igniters, and in a loss of AC power

20 accident there is a chance that there will be no sources

21 to ignite hydrogen until you get power back to the
,

22 igniters". And if the igniters are on an AC power system

23 or come on when AC power is brought back, you get

() 24 yourself a big bang pretty quickly, and so someone might

25 vant to take that into consideration.
1

m/

l

|
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(]) 1 I do not know the details of the igniters

2 designs. We will find out. If they are on the AC power

, 3 system, well, I will be able to tell you in the future

4 shat the risk is on th a t , but I cannot right now.

5 MR. EBERSOLE: Pat, at the front end of these

o times is a missing interval. Prior to this you were at

7 the end of AC power failure, and the interval of time

8 between the beginning of these and that loss of power is

9 the loss of time for loss of coolant and core-melt.

10 What hours do I add to these hours?

11 MR. BARAN0WSKY: Okay. You would have to take

12 those sequences that I had in the previous pages --

13 well, let's pick one out. let's take the one right on

( 14 top, whatever that is, the TMQ B You would put.

2 2
,

15 something like two to eight hours onto these numbers.

16 MR. EBERSOLEa In front of these?

17 MR. BARANOWSKY Yes.

18 MR. EBERSOLE: At the end of two to eight

19 hours I might have damaged core, but I have not lost

20 containment. '

21 MR. BARANOWSKY: Right. On the large dry
,

|

22 containment if you can get back AC power back it looks

23 like even with a melted core you have a chance of not

(]) 24 f ailing con tainment or at least not f ailing it by

25 overpressure. You may melt through the base mat, but

|

C^)
.
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(]} 1 the fission product releases are a night and day

2 difference. So the restora tion of AC power for let's

3 say the large dry, the small dry, the ice condenser and

O
4 the Mark III, if you can take care of the igniter

5 problem, would apparently have a large impact on the

6 consequences.

7 Well, wha t we need to do is develop a set of

8 fission product releases that we can compute for some

9 average sites, what this means, because we are going to

10 compare results of this work with the safety goal. I am

11 not sure how we are going to use the safety goal, but we

12 are going to compare with it, and we are going to

13 compare with other risks from other accident sequences.

14 (Slide.)
.

15 The way things are shaping up, even though

16 this stuff, a lot of it is generic and preliminary, I

17 think th e se four itean keep coming up. The ability to

18 restore off site power, that shows up in all the

19 accident sequences as the only way to get out of it.

20 There is just nothing else. You have to get power back.

21 Perhaps diesel genera tors could be brought

22 .back, but from wha t we have seen about the time to

23 repair diesel generators, they will have some effect but

() 24 not a large effect. So the restoration of AC power is a

25 fairly important issue.
.

O
|
|
t
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(]} 1 Are there alternative sources available on

2 site or nearby, and do we have procedures that we feel

3 a rE- adequate to allow us to consider those things

(ss)/ )
4 available with the high assurance. Of course they are

:

5 available within their own unavailability; that is to

6 say, if I had a fossil unit sitting nearby and it had 50

7 percent availability, that is the maximum probability of

8 having that unit able to provide power to the nuclear

9 plant, if they were good procedures and we knew they

10 worked.

11 I think another issue that is shaping up is

12 how does one go about assuring the on site power

13 supplies, and it looks like primarily the diesels are at

( 14 some acceptable level of reliability. I have seen such

15 a spread in the data that there has to be a way to bring

16 the apparent outliers more in line with the norms.
.

17 You can do it by mandating design

18 requirements, or you do can do it by mandating

to performance requirements. I do not know which approach

20 we will take. I suspect it will be a combination. But

21 we would hope that the AC power reliability

22 considerations that we finally do develop are realistic

23 ones by taking into consideration why people have

() 24 apparently less reliable diesels, for instance, than say

f
'

25 the average. -

|

| CE)
|
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() 1 DC power capacity in station blackout is going

2 to be a long-term consideration. I think the capacity

3 of DC power supplies could crop up as an important

4 issue. Most plants can probably go for hours without

5 too much trouble by utilizing two battery divisions.

6 They may be able to go eight hours because you can say

7 that -- you can cut back on senseless and useless loads

8 in this consideration.

9 I know of one plant that has three eight-hour

10 capacity batteries, and they could use those in such a
,

11 way that you could cycle them in one after the other.

12 MR. EBERSOLEs Which one is that?

13 MR. BARANOWSKY: St. Lucie.

14 MR. EBERSOLE: Oh.

15 MR. BARANOWSKY Unit 1. At least that is

16 what they told me when I was down there.

17 HR. EBERSOLE: Pat, do you regard diesel plant

18 failures as all-encompassing to include, let's say, the

19 fire pump coincident with a failure of the main AC power

20 diesels? I do not myself. I would not put it in the

21 same family of events.

22 MR. BARhMOWSKYa No. These are diesel

23 generatore, DGs, diesel generators.

() 24 MR. EBERSOLE4 In its own class.

25 MR. BARANOWSKY: Yes. It is a self-contained

()
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() 1 system essentially for power supply,
i

2 HR. EBERSOLE: So I could argue that a fire

3 system diesel can still pump water if I use their output.

4 HR. BARAN0WSKY: Right.

5 MR. EBERSOLEs I could, by minor

6 extrapolation, put small diesel or for that matter

7 gasoline c:targes on the batteries and run their time out

8 to infinity.

9 MR. BARANOWSKYa Yes.

10 NR. EBERSOLE: And it would not be big money.

11 I do not know whether it would be cost effective or not

12 in the light-of need, but it is an easy way to do things.

|
13 MR. BARAN0WSKY4 Right. What we are going to

14 do, even though these are shaping up as the issues, that

15 does not mean that the resolution, for instance, on DC

16 power is going to be three eight-hour batteries. It

17 seans we want to be sure that we will have the

18 appropriate and the necessary DC power available for the

19 high risk, high probability sequences. And that could

20 be by charger or by some other consideration.

21 I do not think we have the sequences quite

22 finalized yet to the point where we want to say exactly

23 which concerns go in there. I do not think we are going

| () 24 to come up witn some highly specialized design

25 requirement.

O
.
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(]) 1 The reactor coolant system integrity is one

2 that troubles me a little bit in that there is not a lot

3 of information or data available on things like pump

4 seals and how they leak.

5 MR. EBERSOLEs You could get to those with the

6 fire pumps. You could cool them. You can cool them by

7 piping interties.

8 MB. BARANOWSKYs I think the resolution of

9 that issue could cover several things, incitling

10 qualification of the seals to withstand the temperature

11 history associated with a blackout of an appropriate

12 duration. And I think St. Lucie has done that to some

13 extent. There may be alternate ways of cooling them.

14 There may be makeup considerations that I do not know

15 of. At any rate, that item is a large unknown, and

is those really are the issues that will drive the

17 resolution of this issue. The containment part will

18 give us the risk perspective, but I would be focusing in

19 on these things in terms of developing a resolution

20 within the NRC.

21 That is really all I had planned to say.

22 MR. RAYa Any questions?

23 (No response.)

() 24 Thank you, Pat. We will adjourn for lunch and

25 resume the meeting at 1s20.

p
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() 1 AFTERNOON SESSION

2 (1 20 p.m.)

3 MR. RAY: The meeting will resume, and at this

4 time we will hear from Mr. Worledge of the EPRI

5 organization who will deliver a story on the status of

6 EPRI work related to station blackout.

7 Mr. Worledge.

8 MR. WORLEDGE: Good afternoon. My name is

9 David Worledge. I am the manager of the program at EPRI

to entitled probabilistic analysis and application, and

11 that is a part of the risk assessment program managed by

12 Dr. Ian Wall.
,

|

| 13 This afternoon I have two areas of work to

14 present to you. Both of them form part of this data

15 program which is a program of work that was initiated at

to EPRI about 10 months ago, I suppose.

17 (Slide.)

18 It consists first of all of an update of the

19 NP-801 frequency of anticipated transient document, the

20 two pieces of work I'm going to talk about this

21 af ternoon -- one on diesel generators, one on loss of

22 off site power -- and two reports, one on pumps and one

23 on valves.

() 24 The first item that I will discuss will be the

25 diesel generator data. This report is not yet in final

I

f\v
!
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.O ' rar - the coate ctor i= sci ace ^9 11c tiaa rac ia

2 Palo Alto, and the data refers to diesel generator

3 performance at nuclear power plants. So once again, as

4 we heard this morning, this deals with nuclear plants,

5 ,not all plan ts.

8 (Slide.)

7 Now, the objectives of this piece of work were

8 to obtain data on the number of demands, the number of

9 instances of failure to start, of failure to continue to
,

to run, repair times and maintenance, outage times. We

11 have nominally on the 13 plants. Each of those items is

12 not represented in the data from all of the plants, so

13 we are talking in each case about subgroups apart from

14 the first two items; number of demands and failures to

15 start come from all 13 plan ts.

18 We deduced probabilities of f ailure to start

17 and probabilities of failure to run. He have some very

18 preliminary common cause information. We have a

19 breakdown of the causes of failures and have deduced

20 some repair time distributions.

21 (Slide.)

22 The sources of data for this study were four

23 plants that featured in the IEEE in plant data system

OV 24 review, records that were obtained from two other plants

' 25 as part of another project, data supplied direct by the

O
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(]) 1 utilities in answering questionnaires, and license event

2 reports that were examined to find the causes of

3 failures. The licensee event report data was not used

4 fc quantitative estimates.

5 (Slide.)

6 The criteria adopted for failures, failures to

7 start, were first of all a failure to respond to the

8 start command, a failure to reach rated speed and

9 voltage within a certain period of time, and a failure

10 to accept load. Other failures were classed as failures

11 to run.

12 (Slide.)

13 Most of the data refers to failure to start.

14 The data base for failures to run is very limited. The

15 failure to start events all seem to be demand-related,

16 so we do not treat them as random events. They are all

17 assumed to be demand-related, which is a reasonable

18 assumption. We have actual counts of start demands, not

19 estimates of the number of demands from the test

20 intervals.

21 The common cause potential identifies

! 22 potential common cause failures which I believe, broadly

23 speaking, correspond to the failures we heard about just

() 24 before lunch which were either those which had some
25 potential or those which had a low potential to be

O
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(]) 1 common.cause failures.

2 We also have a count of actual multiple

3 failure events. The repair times were represented by

4 log normal distributions. We did a goodness of fit test

5 and found that exponential distributions were remarkably

6 inferior in their representation of the data. There
,

7 will be in the report a treatment using Bayesian

8 methods, but what I'm going to talk about this morning

9 is just about entirely straightforward estimates based

10 on the hard data that we have.

11 (Slide.)

12 The data looks something like this in summary |

|
13 form. I do not think you are going to get much from

14 that vu-graph apart from the view that we have diesel

15 years for particular plants that range from just a few

16 years up to about 30, and single failures far in excess

17 of multiple failures.

18 (Slide.)

|
| 19 The counts of start demands did not correspond
|

| 20 to the estimates that we would have made if we had made
1

I estimates on the basis of the inspection intervals. You21

i
22 can see that the third column gives the demands per

|

23 diesel year for each plant on the list. They averaged

() 24 something like one per week, 56 per year.

25 Consequently, if we wanted to make comparisons
|

($) |
,
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() I with the EGEG analysis, we would choose to compare with

2 their figures on the assumption of one demand per week

3 rather than one per month. This is a list of the actual

4 probabilities of f ailure to start.

5 (Slide.)

6 I will just point out that the first column of

7 numbers shows a distinct va riability f rom plant to

8 plant. There is something like a factor of 30, I

9 believe, between the most f requent and the least

10 frequent. The composite average, grand aggregate figure
-2

11 just about at the bottom of the column is 1.7 x 10

12 per demand, which is about a factor of two lower than
,

|

! 13 the figure used in WASH-1400.

O .

14 That point I will mention a little bit later,

15 but I will say it now. Although you cannot easily see

16 it in the numbers, the variations between plants that

17 you can see in the first column is much more significant

18 than the spread that comes from the statistical

19 uncertainty associated with any particular plant.

20 The failure to run -- here we go -- the

1

21 failure to continue to run data comes from two plants.

22 I cannot quite remember what the number was this morning

23 that was presented just before lunch, but I do not think

() 24 that those numbers are very different.

25 (Slide.)
,

O("h
I

1
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1 The LER data was looked at to obtain a cause

2 breakdown. We wanted to examine as many independent

3 descriptions of the events as possible. Most of the

4 events were correlated with the utility-supplied data.

5 (Slide.)

6 The causes of failure were analyzed by the

7 NSSS vendor, although we did not expect there would be

8 any dependence there. By subsystem failure mode
1

9 correlated subsystem and failure mode and general

to failur. category. I would not really call it failure

11 cause.

12 I will talk principally about the breakdown by

13 vendor and subsystem and failure cause.

14 (Slide.)

15 There is no striking dependence upon the NSSS

16 vendor as one would suspect. You can see in the last

17 column there the numbers are within a f actor of two or

18 the average.

19 (Slide.)

20 Based on subsystem I think here we have

21 evidence of some departure from the analysis presented

22 this morning. There appear here to be quite a

23 significant proportion of events originating in the

h 24 control system and in the air starting system, rather

25 more I think than emerged from what we were shown this

O
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1 morning, but essentially quite a spread of fdilure'

2 causes over the subsystems involved.

3 ( Slide. )

4 HR. EBERSOLE: You did not look at the vendors

5 of the diesel generators, did you?

6 HR. WORLEDGE: That has not been done yet. We

7 have some information on that. We are also trying to do

G a preliminary look at the breakdown by size of diesel,
'

9 but I do not know whether the information would be

10 valuable enough to put in the report.

11 NR. EBERSOLE: There is another variable which

12 I think may be significant and that is the motor
|

| 13 starting. Some of them use air motors, and I think --

| O
14 MR. WORLEDGE: That -- yes, we could have a

|

15 look at that.

18 MR. DAVIS: I might make one other
,

!

17 suggestion. It is my understanding that the supply of

18 the diesels is not the responsibility of the NSSS vendor.

19 MR. WORLEDGE: That is quite right, yes.

20 MR. DAVISs It is rather the responsibility of

21 the architect-engineer, so I am surprised that people

22 insist on using vendors as one way to cut the data. It

23 seems to me like it should be done either on the

O 24 manufacturer of the diesel or the AE or even the utility

25 that runs the plant, would be much more valuable

O
.
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() 1 information than using the vendor.

2 Wouldn't you agree?

3 HR. WORLEDGE: I would tend to agree. We do
Os

4 have records of all of the f ailure events so that it is

5 quite easy to get hold of the information per plant. We

6 have an opportunity to look at the architect-engineer

7 before the final report comes out. That might be quite

8 an interesting thing to do in terms of independent

9 hardware failures versus human error, et cetera. Once |

10 again we find human error -- this is an almost identical

19 percent, with the11 nu7ber to one I'saw this morning --

12 balance going mainly to independent hardware failures.

13 (Slide.)

O 14 Repair time data came from six' plants. I have
L

15 not included here the details of the fits. That is

16 basically detailed information. A figure of merit that

17 you could keep in mind is that the aggregate mean time

18 to repair appears to be about 16 hours. I think we had

19 a figure of 24 hours presented this morning.

20 (Slide.)

21 The actual repair time distribution looks like

1

1 22 this. This is not a fit. This is not numbers that come
|

23 from any kind of fitted log normal. This is the actual r

() 24 data. You can seen that apart from the humpiness around

| 25 hours less than four to eight, there is a fair-sized

(
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() 1 tail extending out to beyond 24 hours.

2 (Slide.)

3 Outage data was provided by only two plants.
)

4 We have outage data. That refers to unavailibility

5 during tests, unavailability during maintenance. It

6 excludes repair af ter f ailure which is treated in the

7 repair time data, and it excludes periods of cold

8 shutdown.

9 The numbers are broadly in line with what I
-3

10 saw this morning, I think. About 6 x 10 was

11 mentioned this morning for test unavailability.

12 Maintenance unavailability is around 10 percent.

13 (Slide.)

O 14 Multiple failures will require much more

15 analysis than we have been able to do within the budget

16 provided for this project. We do have three d.uble
! *

17 failures and one triple failure in the data base. You

18 could right down a ratio that I have written there, the
,

19 number of multiple failures to the total, and that gives

20 you about two and a bit percent.

' 21 If you imagine those N's divided by the number-

| 22 of demands, each of those ratios would become a kind of

| 23 probability of failure rate, if you like, and that would

() 24 then look like a beta factor definition. From that you

25 might infer that the beta factor is on the order of .02,
,

1

()
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() 1 something in that range, but be careful because of

2 course a number of demands on multiple diesels -- in

3 other words, the number of times when multiple starts'

4 would demand it -- is not the same as the number of

5 times when single starts would demand it. And

6 consequently, that calculation, I think, gives a
.

7 misleading view. However, the fact is that in terms of

8 experience, the number of multiple failures is very

9 low. If you want to include all events which have some

10 potential for being common cause failures -- and I want

11 to use those words very carefully -- if you want to,

12 include events that have some potential, some unstated,

13 unspecific potential -- we heard this morning about

14 possible sludge in the cooling system, that kind of

15 failure -- then you can drag out cuy number you like

16 really. If you add together all of the failure causes

17 other than hardware, independent hardware failures, you

18 can get .4. That would be what.I would call the upper -

19 limit.

20 By excluding a number of the other events that
.

21 were really very unlikely to cause common cause

22 f ailures, you could bring that down perhaps to .1 or . 2.

23 But the point is that the actual experience is very much

24 less than that.

25 I do not intend that this piece of work should

| b
l
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O i oo further into these m=1tip1e fai1ure events. We have

2 a project about to begin to specifically study common

3 cause failures, and I would like this set of data to be

4 one of the sets that we have a very careful look at.

5 That would be a in different project and will not be

6 available for some time.

7 (Slide.)

8 The overall conclusions of this piece of work,

9 the mean failure to start probability is very plant

10 specific. It ranges over a factor of about 30. That

11 range is much larger than the confidence timits on any

12 particular p1 ant. I think they are in the range of

13 about a factor of three or so.

O
14 The ratios -- when I say ratios there what I

15 sean is the ratio of the probability of f ailure to start

16 for a plant to the value used in WASH-1400 -- those

17 ratios range f rom a f actor of 10 be1ow the WASH-1400

18 figure to a factor of 3 above, but there is only one

19 plant that has a number which is above the WASH-1400

20 figure, so most of them are below the WASH-1400

21 assumptions.

22 The number of demands per year averages about

23 one per we' k, not one per month. The failure to start

24 probability is independent of the NSS vendor, for what

25 tha t is worth. Most failures appear to start in faulty

O
V
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() 1 control starting systems and air starting systems.

2 (Slide.)

3 We have random hardware failures at about 60

4 percent of the total, human error at about 19 percent.

5 You can drag out a very large proportion of potential

6 common cause failures, which I think is pretty well

7 meaningless. The actual experience of multiple failures

8 was they were relatively few. Test and maintenance

9 unavailabilities are about one percent, and repair times

to have a mean of about 16 hours f rom the da ta that we have

11 from six plants.

12 And that is all I was intending to say about

13 the diesel generator work so far. I imagine the final

14 report might be available within six weeks perhaps. We

15 are quite close to the end of the study.

16 MR. MATHISs One question. This morning I

17 think the human error rate of about 19 percent was the

18 same thing or similar to what Pat had, but he was

19 suspicious that it might be twice that. -

20 Do you have that kind of feel at all?

21 MR. WORLEDGE: Yes. In the sense that I would

22 always have that question related to this topic

23 regardless of whether it was diesel generator data we

()! 24 were looking at. It is very dif ficult to be sure what

25 was the original cause of the failure that you are

)
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(]) 1 looking at. A very succinct report a long time after it

2 was made, written by somebody who prob 4bly did not want

- 3 to emphasize the human aspects of the event anyway.

4 MR. MATHISs That is usually the problem.

5 One other question. On your length of time

6 there is quite a grouping in and around one hour and
i

7 then the next grouping was between four and eight

8 hours. Does that have anything to do with the

9 bookkeeping system that the people have in their

10 maintenance department which is usually limited to at

11 least a minimum of four hours credited to any kind of

12 activity; and if you are going to do something, it

13 probably takes s shift.

14 I am being cynical, but it happens.

15 MR. WORLEDGEs Yes. I do not believe that is

18 the case because if I look at the individual event

17 reports which are going to be in the report, I find

18 numbers all over the place, you know, 6.75 hours, 3.2

19 hours. I think they wrote down what it was. Four hours

20 was taken to be one of the break points because, as we

21 hea rd this morning, it is a really significant time from

22 the point of view of backup DC supplies.

23 MR. EBERSOLE: Are you goino to look at the

() 24 dif ference between planned challenges and unplanned

25 challenges?

()
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2 actually arose from real demand events and how much from

3 tests?

4 MR. EBERSOLE: Yes.

5 MR. WORLEDGE: There is no reason why we

8 should not make a comment. As to what proportion that

7 was I cannot tell you offhand apart from the fact that --

8 MR. EBERSOLEs I remember there was a rather

9 interesting difference in the data this morning.

10 MR. WORLEDGE: We can do that. That is a

11 rather interesting additional point. One thing I would

12 like to make clear, though, is that I joined this

13 project about three-quarters of the way through it. The

14 budget has run out. We can try and do some of these

15 things, but basically it is set in concrete in terms of

18 scope.

17 MR. DAVIS: I had a question related to the

18 human error contribution. A couple of things bother me,

19 I guess. One is it has never been clear to me exactly

20 what is meant by human error. You can, I think, trace

21 every failure back to a human error of some kind, even

22 if you have to go back to the mine where the ore was

23 mined.

O 24 And the second ocobte is it see s to e 11ke

25 human errors which occur during tests maybe should not

OO
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1 be counted because they would not occur during a genuine'

2 challenge to the system in which automatic startup is

3 desired.

4 NR. WORLEDGEs I do not believe most of these

5 were human errors during tests. They were traced to

6 human actions that had taken place a while before that

7 had resulted in the unavailability of the diesel.

'

8 NR. DAVIS: Are these test maintenance

9 problems or installation problems or --

10 NR. WORLEDGEs L'e ll , I cannot answer that. I

11 do not know where the answer to that is. You can see

12 the installation and fabrication proportion )f overall

13 failures from -- I cannot remember the number. It was

.
14 about 15 percent, let's say. It was appreciable. If

i 15 you assume that any fraction of those would have been --

I 16 could be traced to a human being -- quite clearly, in

17 principle, as you say, all of them could, but that is

18 not -- you see, that kind of issue is not something

19 which is peculiar to human failures.

20 It is also a difficulty when you are talking

21 about random independent failures. What is a randon

22 independent failure? Take the case of the sludge in the

23 cooling system. Why should we give that the label of
;

O 24 common c u r 11=r 2 att < 11ure re cau a or -

25 cause. We just have an uncertainty in the time in which

|0
[
a
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(]) 1 those failures occur. And it is really quite a

2 subjective judgment as to whether you believe that the

3 time correlations could be sufficiently strong to

4 varrant a special label of common cause failure.

5 HR. DAVIS: I think you are reinforcing my

6 concern about how these things are defined.

7 MR. VORLEDGE: I would make a special plea,

8 and I think you would support it, that whenever this

9 kind of work is done that the boundary of definition
i

10 should be very clearly drawn up.

11 HR. DAVIS: Yes, I agree.

12 HR. WORLEDGEt Then at least you have a chance

13 of being able to compare one set of data with another,

14 and that is, as you know, I believe that is very

: 15 important for the common cause situation.

16 MR. EBERSOLEs I have never heard of a case in

17 this type of application where the failure of an

18 overspeed trip device locking the diesel into full povar

19 to load results in a runaway and physical destruction of

20 the entire unit.

21 I have heard that in the Lloyds of London

22 records, which perhaps you can get, ships have been sunk

23 by diesels doing this sort of thing, and if it were to

() 24 occur, then we involve the second diesel nearby unless

25 somebody designed the cells for this sort of thing. And

O
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() 1 perhaps more importantly, if someone has been so

2 imprudent as to put the subdistribution switchboards

3 within range of this where the off site and on site

4 power focus, then you get the whole caboodle.

5 Do you know whether or not these machines can

6 do that?

7 MR. WORLEDGE: I do not know whether they can

8 do it.

9 Ch. EBERSOLE: I hear they have sunk ships.

10 That is to the best of my knowledge. There have been

11 some cases documented.

12 MR. WORLEDGE: If there are no more questions

13 I will pass on to the next topic.

14 (Slide.)

15 This, too, is a piece of work done by Science

16 Applications, Inc., loss of off site power at nuclear

17 power plants. Again, we are not including any other

18 kinds of plants. It is part of the same data program

19 that I showed you a little while ago. ,

20 (Slide.)

'

21 The objectives in this study were to obtain

22 data from as many nuclear plant sites as possible

'

23 concerning complete site disconnection from transmission

() 24 feeder lines and time to restore at least partial off

25 site supply, to analyze the causes of disconnection, to

(!

|
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()I
1 deduce the frequency of loss of all off site power, to

2 deduce restoration time distributions, and to ha ve a

3 look at what regional climatic influences could be

4 discerned in the data.

5 (Slide.)

6 Now, the limitations of this analysis are

7 characteristics of the data analysis. The events were

8 considered per site year. There was no accounting for

9 multiple line connections to a site or for multiple unit

10 dependencies.

11 The data base is relatively restricted. I

12 think we have 45 e. vents all together. We pooled the

| 13 data. The data were pulled by the NERC regional

O 14 reliablity councils. Those regional divisions were the

15 vay in which we looked at the weather dependencies. The

16 restoration times in this case were assumed to be log

17 normally distributed. They have all the hallmarks of

18 that kind of distribution. And the restoration time

19 distribution parameters, at least the probability of

20 being up within a certain time, were estimated directly

;

21 from a small sample data.

22 We have not done a tolerance calculation. I

| 23 do not really want to get into that in this discussion,

() 24 but it is something that we could do to improve the

25 statistical treatmen t of th e restora tion time

O
!
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O i tarormetioa-

|
2 ( S lid e ..)

3 The data sources, here we had utility supplied

4 data, LERs. Where we found information lacking or

5 events could not be corroborated across those two

6 sources, we used letters of correspondence between NRC

7 and utilities. We also had the EPRI scram data base

8 which is the data base used in the frequency of

9 anticipated transient work.

10 ( Sli d e. )

11 I have two or three vu-graphs showing the

12 data. I do not think again you will get much from

13 looking at all these numbers. I think it is only |

O 14 interesting to observe that the numbers of events here,

15 N, for a particular site are really very restricted. If

16 you pull them according to the NERC region, then you

17 have a few more. But we do end up with rates of loss

18 per site.

19 I have more of these things, but I do not

20 think that it is valuable to look at them individually.

21 I will do an overview in a few minutes.

22 (Slide.)

23 The recovery time distribution from the data

24 looks like that. Again, there is a long tail, a tail

25 that extends out so that there is in aggregate at least

O
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() 1 about a five percent chance of not being recovered

2 within 24 hours.

'

3 (Slide.){}
4 The recovery time distributions were also

: 5 looked at on a regional basis. Okay. This is the

6 probability of recovery time exceeding X hours. I have

7 a little plot of one or two of these, and in a minute I

8 vill put them up. One thing that can be discerned

9 immediately is that there are significant variations

to from one region to another, and I think we will see

11 perhaps some causes for that in a few minutes.

12 If I choose two of those curves -- I have not

13 labeled which ones they are; I do not even know which

C)
14 ones they are -- but you can see here this is the

15 probability of being recovered within time, T.

16 (Slide.)

17 I think those two curves encompass most of --

18 they envelope most of the regional results. We have

19 this long tail out past 24 hours to get up to a 95

20 percent chance of being recovered.
,

|

l 21 (Slide.)

22 Six cause categories were investigated: bad
|
'

23 weather, storms and the like, tornadoes; errors in

24 written procedures; human error; electrical hardware

25 faults; a subdivision which I guess contains some not

O
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() 1 easily classified events -- foreign material, fire or

2 falling objects; and unknown causes.

[}
3 MR. EBERSOLE: What about the local

4 characteristics of the network ? Wouldn't that be a

5 major f actor in of f site power failure, whether that has

6 two incoming lines or ten or fifteen?

7 MR. WORLEDGE: Yes. There was no attempt made

8 in this study to look at that information, as I said on
s a

9 tha first vu-gra ph . That is one of the major

to limitations of this data.

11 MR. EBERSOLE: But doesn't this lead one

12 astray in not identifying the worst plant of the set

! 13 which has two lines and a grid which is notoriously

O
14 unreliable, that being our point source of concern?

15 MR. WORLEDGE: I do not think so, because the

16 data is analyzed on a plant specific basis. I showed

17 you all those tables. So you can look to see what the

18 behavior is for each plant.

19 Now, the problem there is that there are very

20 few events -- if we take Zion, for example, which is

21 featured recently, there are no events, so we pulled,

22 and as soon as ycu do that you start obscuring the

23 picture as to wha t you mean by -- if you want to still
,

24 retain some information from the number of lines.

| 25
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1 (Slide.) I

2 HR. WORLEDGE: Okay. And weather caused more |

3 than a quarter of these events. Human error caused

O 4 almost another third. So bad weather really does cause

5 an appreciable fraction of these events.

6 (Slide.)

7 The effect of weather on the restoration time

8 is quite clear as well. If you just look at the mean

9 recovery time, you can see that for events caused by bad

10 weather, the mean comes out at seven and a bit hours,

11 and for other causes about one and a half hours. And if

12 you look at the breakout of the probability distribution

13 for the weather-caused events as opposed to the other

() 14 causes, you can see that for other causes there is a

15 pretty high probability of being restored within four

is hours. But the weather-caused events have a much longer

17 tail to their distribution. In fact, it is not even

18 clear that it is a tail.

19 (Slide.)

20 In terms of location of failure, 78% of events

21 originated onsite. While the onsite events were called

22 switchyard problems, I cannot tell you whether they were

23 all in the switchyard or some in the plan t. Abou t --

(]) 24 well, getting on to a quarter of them were offsite grid

25 problems. The mean restoration time for events

;

|
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1 originating onsite was 2.4 hours. For those events

2 o rigina ting offsite, the restoration time was much

3 longer.

O 4 Now, there is a broad correlation between the

5 events originating offsite and bad weather. They both

6 constitute about a quarter of the da ta. The correlation

7 is not complete because bad weather causes some

8 switchyard events as well.

9 (Slide.)

10 Now, the overview of these results. We have a

11 total of 45 events in 370 site years of experience. The

12 regional pooled mean frequencies vary from about .046 to

13 .338. That is a factor of 7, depending upon the

() 14 region. The ground aggregate result from all sites

15 comes out st about 1 in 8 or 10 years, .122 per yea r.

16 And the confidence bounds on that are really quite

17 tight, as you can see.

18 Now, the EPRI SCRAM data base which looked

19 essentially at all of the categories of transients that

20 can occur in a plant has a category of loss of offsite
.

21 power, and the number that we get out of that shows 40

22 events in 315 plant years, and that comes out at .127

23 events per plant year, as a mean value.

24 Now, there are differences here. They are not()
25 strictly comparable. We have events per plant year

|

|
'
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1 rather than per site year. And the numbers of plants
)

2 and the time periods involved in the data bases are

3 rather different, but clearly, there is a large measure

O 4 of agreement.

5 (Slide.)

6 An overview of the restoration times to

7 reinforce the fact that broadly speaking, we can talk

8 about an aggregate result that has a 50% chance roughly

9 of being recovered within a half an hour, about a 5%

to chance of not being recovered within 24 hours. I think

11 tha t is the main message from the aggregate data.

12 And the regional variations, as I put it out

13 earlier, are quite considerable. You really have to

() 14 look at it region by region, and I think that is the

15 influence of the wea ther.

16 (Slide.)

17 Well, here is just a few of the final

18 conclusions. Mean loss of frequency is .122 per site

19 year; variation of a factor of 7 between regions. Long

20 tails on restoration time distributions, 80% of the

21 events caused onsite. Bad weather caused 27% and bad

22 veather seriously affects the recovery times. And tha t

23 is all I was planning to say on this subject.

(]) 24 MR. RAYS Any que stions ?

25 (No response.) j
l

'

()
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() 1 Thank you, Mr. Worledge, this is a very

2 interesting report, and we shall give it some

3 consideration. Thank you. It adds significantly to our

4 background.

5 The next item on the agenda is a report on the

6 status of the SEP assessment of AC/DC power system

7 reliability. I believe Mr. Scholl of the NBC staff --

8 Thank you. I would like to try an experiment. I think
>

,

9 the reverberations in the system are power pulses, so if

10 we hold it a little bit away or off to the side or speak
;

11 into the side of the mike, and see if you can get --

!
12 HR . SCHO LL : I can try. I usually do not need

13 a microphone when I am speaking.

i 14 NR. RAY: I can see that.
i

'

15 HR. SCHOLLs I am caught a little bit at'

to surprise being down here today. Hy understanding was

17 that we were being invited down here to speak of the
i

18 comparison of the sytematic evaluation program results

19 with regard to the recommendations in NUREG-0666. I

20 My presentation this afternoon, gentlemen, is
,

21 structured to DC systems and the results in DC systems

22 alone.

23 (Slide.) !

| ) 24 For the recora, the SEP program is structured

25 to reviewing the older plants against current licensing

O
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1 criteria. What this means then is that the SEP does not
)

2 have a specific task of reviewing these plants against

3 the recommendations in NUREG-0666; however, they are a

O 4 lot of similarities between certain aspects of the SEP

S program and the recommendations of the NUREG.

6 (Slide.)

7 This next slide presents similarities as far

8 as topics and the recommenations, although the

9 recommendations do not completely line up.

10 Recommendation number one from NUREG-0666 addresses

11 divisional independence. It also discusses the question

12 of cross-tying DC systems. When we get into the details

13 of what are involved in the various SEP topics, you will

() 14 see that topic VI-7.C.1, for instance, addresses these

15 cross-ties, but there are conditions upon which
.

16 cross-ties are permitted in current licensing criteria,

17 and I think it is important to understand that we are

18 talking about a review of these SEP plants against

19 current criteria.

20 Similarly, battery testing and maintenance is

21 addressed by SEP topic VIII-3.A, but this only has to do
|

22 with testings specifically, service tests and discharge

23 tests, and does not talk about maintenance redundancy.

() 24 Recommendations of 4..A with regard to safety shutdown is

25 discussed in topic VII-3 of the SEP prograa. And

|

|
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1 finally, recommendation 4.C on operating procedures and{}
2 instrumentation again is related in part to the question

3 of independence of onsite power and is also related to

O
4 the question of bus monitoring or, better yet, DC system

5 monitoring.

6 (Slide.)

7 We should also at this point point out what we

8 did not look at in the SEP. We did not look at human
,

9 factors. By and large, we did not look at test

10 procedures. We aspecially did not look at test

11 procedures in DC systems. We did not worry with such

12 details such as pilot cell readings and preventive

13 maintenance, nor anywhere in the SEP program did we look

() 14 at the assignaent of power sources to particular

15 isolation system loads.

16 We did look at the question of bypasses and

17 resets and the control of isolation devices which is a ;

18 generic activity, B.24, and they did a lot of looking at

19 the mechanical aspects of valving arrangements on

20 isolation valves. But we did not specifically look at

21 power supply distribution.

22 (Slide.)

'

23 This table presents a listing of the issue

(]) 24 dates of safety evaluation reports on the four topics,

25 SEP topics , that we believe are rela ted to the

O
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/~% 1 recommendations in NUREG-0666. We have for all ten of e

V
2 the SEP plants issued at least a draft safety evaluation

3 report across the docket. Licensee has a copy and ther

O
4 have been made available to the public.

5 (Slide.)

6 To better understand the comment I made about

7 draft safety evaluation reports, the SEP program is a

8 little bit unusual in that the licensees have been

9 invited to comment, as a matter of f act on SER's as they

10 are issued. The reason why we did that is there is some

11 difficulty in obtaining as-built information on some of

12 the older plants.

13 (Slide.)

( 14 To give you a brief look at what we are going

15 to discuss in a little bit more detail, this slide

16 presents a listing of the plants against the four topics

17 of interest here today, and a brief thumbnail sketch of

18 w ha t we found. The footnotes are qualifications on the

f 19 Cather cryptic okay or no for not okay. With regard to

20 recommendation one of NUREG-0666, it is important to

I
21 note, for instance, that Palisados is the only plant

22 that does not have a tie between the two buses. Ginna

23 does not meet our requirements only because we have

() 24 accepted alternative design concepts instead of it

25 meeting the requirements of the topic.

O
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1 As you can see, the bigger question of{}
2 independence and redundancy, especially for safety

3 shutdown, we do not have many problems, but as you start

O I4 gettino off into the questions of battery testing and

5 instrumentation f or DC systems, we start running into

6 some problems with regard to the older plants meeting

7 criteria.

8 (Slide.)

'

9 This is the first ~ f several slides witho

10 regard to the criteria that we used in the individual
i

11 SEP topics. Basically, what we are saying is that you
|

12 have to have an independent and redundant power source

13 to go with independent and redundant loads. We do not

() 14 want to set up a situation where through load transfers

15 and a failure of the load transfer mechanism, you could
f

16 end up paralleling two sources.

17 Therefore, we do not want to also end up with

18 a situation where you might transfer a fault fror one

19 source to the other where you provide manual

20 cross-connects for system maintenance when the plant is
,

21 shut down. We are looking for interlocks, so again,

22 operator error will not end up in paralleling the two

23 sources.

() 24 The bottom one is kind of a given. We say for

25 a DC system you have to have a battery charger and a

(
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1 battery, and you do not want battery chargers going

2 jumping around from one DC division to another.

3 (Slide.)

O 4 Okay. This is a table of results of those

6 plants which did not meet the criteria that I just

6 showed you. Our friend Ginna has automatic transfers.

7 There is a manual tie between the buses. Our basis for

8 accepting the automatic load transfers was that Ginna

9 gave us a ra ther detailed evalua tion of the protective

10 relaying and fusing that is used, and the judgment by.

B

11 our contractor, EGCG/ Idaho, that indeed this system that

12 they had proposed did meet the single-failure

13 criterion. That is to say that a single fault and a

() 14 single f ailure in f ault protection device would not

15 result in the loss of redundant DC sources. There is a

16 manual tie between the buses that is padlocked. It is a

17 maintenance shutdown.

18 Dresden, again, has a utoma tic transf ers,

"

19 manual ties. They have not described in any detail,

20 although we have asked for details, on their protective

21 relaying, and they have proposed some administrative

22 controls on bus ties where they would move disconnects

23 as well as having a breaker. But these administrative

f'l 24 requirements have not been formally submitted for staff ;

v

25 review-

|
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1 In the case of Oyster Creek, there are{)
2 automatic load transfers that present the possibility of

3 a single failure in a transfer system from parallel --

O 4 which would parallel DC sources. They do have manual

5 ties, also, between the buses. These are interties

6 which are also related to a battery charger which are

7 interlocked. They have not described a protective

8 relaying with regard to auto transfer, and although the
,

9 comment to the right says there are insufficient

10 administrative controls, they really do not meet

11 administrative controls as such with regard to the

12 interlocking that they have on their battery charger.

13 Millstone has manual transfers of loads which

()'

14 are not interlocked. They do not have manual

15 crossties. There again, our concerns with regard to

16 Millstone is you might end up transferring a fault f rom

17 one bus to the other.

18 Haddam Neck has no automatic transfers but

19 they do have manual bus ties and they are not

20 interlocked, and we have an additional concern in that

21 you could put too many inverters on one battery which

22 could create a problem for you. They have at least

23 verbally said they will come in with a tech spec change

({} 24 to take care of that problem.
L
'

(Slide.)25
i

O
i
|
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1 MR. EBERSOLE Would you say there are quite

2 numerous cases of automatic transfers?

3 MR. SCHOLL Yes, sir. In these older plants

4 we have seen quite a lot of automatic transfers.

5 HR. EBERSOLE: This is on break circuit loads

6 on th,e DC system?

7 MR. SCHOLL Yes, sir. Yes, sir.

8 MR. EBERSOLE: Doesn't that accumulate

9 substantial chance for cascading ?

10 MR. SCHOLLs It may. Let me try to explain to

11 You a little bit about what we are doing in the SEP

12 again. We are concerned that you could tra nsfer a f ault

13 from one circuit to another. Because there are old

() 14 plants, the burden for any backfit consideration is to

15 show that by causing a backfit you would create a

16 situation of significant improvement and protection to

17 health and safety of the public. And that is the reaso,n
18 why for Ginna, we accepted, based on their documentation

19 of their design, that they would mee t the single failure

20 criteria. ,

,

21 We did not consider the probabilistic approach
,

! where you could have varying degrees of multiple22

23 f ailures and therefore provide a path between two DC

(]) 24 systems.

1

25 As I said before, we are looking at current )
|
1

|
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1 criteria which are structured primarily on single

2 failure criteria and not on probabilistic analysis.

3 MR. EBERSOLE: Well, when one of these branch

O 4 circuits becomes faulty I guess the automatic result of

5 tha t is it will shoot for the second one and invite the

6 second circuit breaker or overload device to work or

7 cascade.

8 NR. SCHOLL That is a concern. I am not

9 prepared to discuss with you today what the details of

to the Ginna design, for instance, were. I did not do the

11 review. The review was done under contract. It is

12 across the docket. They have responded. If you go to

13 our SER, there is a direct reference in the text of the

() 14 SER to their letter thst supplied this information.j

15 MR. EBERSOLE: Well, we seem to go to the

*

16 statistical method or PRA when we want to show something

17 is reliable, but we stand away from it when we don't,

18 when we want to show something else. Why is that?

19 HR. SCHOLL: I cannot tell you why, sir. As I

20 said, again, in the SEP program we are reviewing the

21 plants against the criteria which are published, and

22 were used for reviewing in the licensing of such plants

23 as Zimmer, Watts Bar, ongoing licensing cases.

(]) 24 HR. EBERSOLE: Well, I guess what I am getting

25 around to is on what basis of understanding will we

O
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1 have, in a quantita tive sense, what we are faced with

2 with these old battery systems.

3 MR. SCHOLL: With there old battery systems,

O 4 by and large what you are faced with are automatic

5 transfers not only of safety loads, but you are faced

6 with transfer of non-seismically qualified, non

7 environmentally-qualified, non-safety loads. A direct

8 case in point is our friend Oyster Creek. The automatic

9 transfers are involved in emergency lighting.

10 MR. EBERSOLEs Well, isn't this a real place

11 where PRA ought to be used to get the other side of the

12 picture if it is valuable?

13 MR. SCHOLLs I am not saying that it should

() 14 not be used; I am saying that we did not use it. I

15 think it is the only answer for these old plants, is to

16 do a probabilistic study, because like going into the

17 SEP program, you know you are dealing with designs that

18 do not meet your current criteria. And the question

19 ultimately comes down to what is safe enough, and I know

20 of no other tool other than to use probabilistic

21 analysis.'

22 I have to make the point, though, as

23 rep resen tin g the SEP program, -- and you will be hearing

/~T 24 from us again next month on Palisades in particular --
%,)t

25 ve did not for these topic reviews at least in the

()|

|
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1 electrical area become involved in probabilistic
(}

2 analysis.

3 My boss thought it might be helpful if I told

O
4 you, when it comes to integrated assessment, of a

5 particular plant. Probabilistic risk assessment in an

6 a bb re via ted feem was made on the outstanding issues, and
,

7 again, you will sco an example of this next month when

8 Palisades comes down.

9 MR. EBERSOLE: Well, when we did the old

to studies on the two general DC systems, I recall

11 distinctly that the intertie, the bus intertie, was

12 called out and it was condemned as a bad thing. What

13 was not called out was there was ump teen other

() 14 transfers, all of which were automatic.

15 HR. SCHOLL That is true, they are there.

16 HR. EBERSOLE: And I think that would have

17 made a substantial effect in the answers reached in what

18 number document was that? I cannot remember.

19 MR. SCHOLL4 NUREG-0666, recommendation number

20 one very clearly comes across recommending that you not

21 have ties between buses.

22 MR. EBER50LEs But there was not a word

23 directly about auto transfers at the branch circuit

O 24 t-

25 MP. SCHOLL That is because there are

)
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1 existing reg guides today.

2 MR. EBERSOLE: Which do not let that be done,

3 but that was supposed to be an analysis of the typical

O 4 low grade, two-channel system, but it did not have this

5 aspect of low-gradedness about it.

6 HR. SCHOLL: I think I have to tell you that

7 my looking at the typical system as used in NUREG-0666

8 was a little bit too modern for some of these older

9 plants.

10 MR. EBERSOLE: I am beginning to just learn

11 tha t. Thank you.

12 NR. DAVIS: A related comment. I know of

13 systems which meet the single-failure criterion which

() 14 are not reliable, and I suspect the converse is true,

15 also. You can make reliable systems which do not meet

to the single-failure criterion. I guess my point is just

17 because it meets that does not really quarantee anything

18 with respect to reliability. And it may give you a

19 feeling of comfort, but beyond that I am not sure what

20 good it does.

21 NR. SCHOLL: There is another aspect of the
,

22 SEP program that specifically looks at the operating

23 history of the individual plants. As I said when I

() 24 started off, we looked at the recommendations of 0666,

25 which is what I understood we would be talking about
'

($)
.

'

I
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(~ I today, a nd tried to tie it down to those SEP activities
V)

2 that were rela ted to the recommendations of that
i

3 document, and that document alone. l

4 But yes, the operating history of these older

5 plants is very important, and we have a contract with

6 Oak Ridge. They have looked at Palisades and Ginna

7 already. They are looking at other plants in the SEP

8 program and part of the integrated assessment will be a

9 brief operating history of the plant.

10 Also, the Oak Ridge report that chat brief

11 operating history is based on will be, as I understand

12 it, an enclosure to the -- I believe it is an append'.x,

13 but I would hate for him to say that I said that it is,

() 14 but I believe it is an appendix to the integrated

15 assesspint.

16 Ol i v. So much for the first of f our topics.

17 (S1 de.)

18 They do not get any easier after this one.

19 Topic VII-7 is the safe shutdown review of the

20 electrical systems at the SEP plants. There are several

21 SEP topics that look at the mechanical systems, and

22 define the minimum set of equipment which was necessary

23 for the safe shutdown of the plant. These criteria that

() 24 I am showing you up here are pretty much standard

25 criteria -- 279 for protection systems, really the
j

(
|
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(J3
1 sharing of structures and systems, turns out only

2 applied to one plant in phase II of the SEP program and

3 that was Dresden 2 and 3. I do not know what else I can

O 4 tell you about that except you will notice these

4 5 criteria are also involved with cooling systems.

8 (Slide.)

7 The purpose in applying these criteria a

8 little bit more objective -- having had the safe

9 shutdown systems identified for us by our mechanical and

to systems types, our contractors were then charged with

11 reviewing the systems to assure that these criteria for

12 the systems are met.

13 Number one, to be able to shut down

() 14 automatically and initiate appropriate cooling systems

15 so that you do not exceed fuel design limits. The

16 second criteria being that the systems and equipment and

17 the controls to maintain the unit in a safe condition

18 during hot shutdown are also appropriately located

19 outside of the control room. And that the equipment

20 provided outside of the control has the capability for

21 modification in accordance with GDC-19 such that the
|

22 reactor could be brought to eventually a cold shutdown.

23 And the last criteria being that only safety equipment

() 24 11 required to bring the plant from a high pressure or

25 hot shutdown condition to a low pressure condition.

!
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1 HR. EBERS07Es Before you leave item 2, that

2 assurance of requiring systems, equipment -- that

3 requirement to assure tha t required systems, equipment

O 4 and control to maintain the unit in a safe condition

5 during hot shutdown -- if I lose the control room then I

6 lose this equipmen t.

7 MR. SCHOLL: You may.

8 HR. EBERSOLE4 Depending on the wid th and

9 breadth of a given fire or something else.
,

to MR. SCHOLLs Well, let us see. That is

11 another thing about the SEP program. We have another
6

12 SEP topic, the fire protection, and you have the ongoing

13 program of Appendix R, so we did not concern ourselves

() 14 with cable routings and the effects of fire. It was

15 merely looking at the criteria as they stand today.

18 There are a lot of things going on and we just

17 could no t cover the wa te rf ron t.

18 (Slide.)

19 The results of the program, because of its

20 limited scope, were a little bit surprising. We found

21 that with the exception of those things on the slide I

22 showed you before, that we picked up on VI-7.C.1. , the

23 independence problems, that all of che plants satisfied

() 24 our criteria except for Palisades. We had a little bit

25 of a problem with Palisades in that their batteries are

O
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1 nominally two hours for a loss of coolant accident and
)

2 it takes, by their estima tion, some 46 incurs to remove

3 the disconnect links so they can backfeed through the

O 4 main transformer, which is their delayed access source

5 from the switchyard.

6 Therefore, after reviewing what loads might be

7 needed for safe shutdown and making some assumptions as

8 to what sort of operations would take place and when,

9 the decision was made that the capacity was just a

10 little bit marginal and they have agreed to institute

11 the development of an operating procedure which calls

12 for stripping non-safety loads from the batteries in the

13 event of a loss of offsite power and simultaneous

() 14 failure of the diesel generators.

15 (Slide.)

16 They also -- this last refueling outage, I

17 think it should be noted tha t they increased the

18 capacity of their batteries from 30 minutes to this

19 nominal two hours. They originally had 30-minute

20 batteries. Surprise! Compared to Ginna , f or instance,

21 Ginna's batteries are 8-hour capacity. Most plants come

22 in at about two hours, and that is, if you look at

23 criterion number one up there for the battery service

() 24 test, why the number two shows up. The real requirement

is sh'own in the footnote. You have to test the25

!'
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I batteries f or the period of time in which you expect to
)

2 need them.

3 The second test, the discharge test, is

O
4 designed to detect incipien t f ailures by giving the

5 batteries a rela tively rough discharge. I like to

6 compare it to parking somewhere and running the radio

7 and trying to start the car.

8 (Slide.)

9 With regard to test requirements, we find that

10 there are three plants that do not have a service. test

11 requirement in their technical specifications, and two

12 of these three plants do not have discharge test

13 requirements in their technical specifications.

() 14 At this point in time, I cannot tell you if

15 the problem is one of the difference in content of

18 technical specifications for the older plants, or if we

17 do have a problem with the degree of testing that is

18 being done in the older plants. I think it is a

19 combination of both ef fects, that we are going to find

20 that the testing is inadequate.

21 This topic is one of the earliest topics to

22 have been completed. Some of these SER's date back to-

23 1978, and the licensees have not chosen to disagree and

() 24 that is a fact.

25 MR. EBERSOLE: Pardon me, wouldn't this be a

O
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1 case where one could ask the question: do the(}
2 owner / opera tors understand the self-destructive

3 capabilities of these plants, or do they not, to the

O
4 point that they let this sort of thing persist.

5 94 SCHOLL: I would not want to put myself in
.

6 their heads on tha t to answer that, sir.
,

7 HR. EBERSOLE: What I am really saying, in

8 their minds it is not cost-offective to do anything but

9 this.

10 HR. SCHOLL No, I do not think that is true.

11 We have dealt most closely with Palisades and Ginna.

| 12 HR. EBERSOLE: Well, you dig up these things

13 and they say ho-hum.

) 14 HR. SCHOLLa Well, Ginna, when Ginna decided

15 that they would institute the discharge test --

16 MR. EBERSOLE: What about the Dresden-2 and

'

17 Haddam Neck?

18 HR. SCHOLL We have not heard back from these

19 people yet. Remember, we said they have been invited to

20 comment on matters of fact. Unfortunately, part of the

21 problem is programmatic. We have sent out 30-day ,

22 letters --

23 HR. EBERSOLEa Ed, don 't you want to make a ;

24 remark about transfer technology at this point? |()
25 HR. EPLER4 I do not know what to say, Jerry.

O

l
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1 MR. SCHOLL: If I can firish my comment. One j

2 of the problems we have from the licensees and why they

3 are not responding to us as quickly as we would like is

O
4 tha t they find tha t they have a lot of other things ther

5 have had to respond to, and this to them borders, I am

6 afraid, on a paperwork exercise, and they have not been

7 as forthcoming as I personally would have liked,

8 although as you get closer to integrated assessment,

9 their rate of responding to you increases remarkably.

10 (Slide.)

11 The final topic, SEP topic, really does not

12 have criteria as such, but is addressed to the question

13 of the sufficiency of instrumentation in DC systems.

14 This is a list of DC system indications -- voltage,

15 current and breaker fuse status -- that is being

16 required on current plants. It is a long list. It

17 tends to be repetitive in that there is overlap between

18 inf orma tion that can be obtained from this list. The

19 purpose of the instrumentation, as we have been telling

20 our clients, if you wish, who have looked at the list

21 and said My God, has beens we are concerned about the

22 operator's ability to have timely and unambiguous

23 indication in the control room of the status of his DC

h 24 systems.

25 (Slide.)
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1 And we are especially concerned because of the
[}

2 ability of the battery charger to carry the load during

3 normal operation, and to ask the contribution of the

O 4 storage batteries to energy supply. Again, the analogy

5 I like to draw is getting in my car and turning on the

6 radio, and that is one thing. And you hit the starter

7 and you only get a click, click, click because of a high

8 resistance between the battery --

9 MR. EBERSOLE: With all the instruments, it is

10 interesting to note that none of them tell you what the

11 battery condition is in the context of how much charge

12 is in it.

13 HR. SCHOLL4 Well, you are right. It

() 14 certainly does not tell you what sort of charge is in

15 it. It does not tell you anything about the specific

16 gravity, it does not tell you a whole lot about

17 electrolyte level. It allows you only to. deduce if you

18 had all that instrumentation available to you and if you

19 did not have the problems with the ammeters having a

20 much different range for charge and discharge, such that

21 you could see if you are really charging the battery or

22 carrying it on a flow charge. It would give you some

23 idea of what is going on. It would also alert the

() 24 operator, since he does not spend all his time looking

25 at his DC meters, if something starts to happen in his

()
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1 DC system.
)

2 But it certainly, as you will see in the next

3 slide --

O 4 MR. MATHIS: If you give him a few more meters

5 he certainly will not ha ve . time to look at all of them.

6 (Laughter.)

7 MR. SCHOLL4 That is one of the arguments that

8 has been made. To get on with what we found, typically

9 we found that they will either indicate bus voltage or

10 battery voltage in the control room and little else.

11 And when you talk to them about installing additional

12 instrumentation, they say where are we going to put it

13 and how are we going to get it there.

() 14 MR. MATHIS: I hope they asked you why.

15 MR. SCHOLL: They have. And it is not very

16 satisfactory to tell them two things. First of all, it

17 is being required because that is the criteria for new

18 plants; tha t is to say, that is what you are being

19 reviewed against. And secondly, we go back to IEEE

20 standard 4.20, Section 4.20, and tell them why we want

21 additional instrumentation there.

22 What has happened -- and you remember the

23 chart I showed you and the results of the SEP program --

(]) 24 there was only one plant that showed up as meeting our

25 criteria and that is because they had provided an

O
|
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1 alternative design.

2 Briefly stated, for reasons in addition to the

3 SEP program, Consumers Power ins talled local meters,

O .4 local instrumentation panels for their batteries and
.

5 provided alarms when the indications deviated from the

6 expected noras, with a general alara for these panels in

7 the control room.

8 I have discussed the situation as late as

9 yesterday at 11:30 with our friends from Rochester Gas C

to Electric. RGCE is looking at several battery monitoring

11 packages for electrical substations which they feel

12 would provide adequate indication to the operator in the

13 control room. Again, a similar sort of principle.

() 14 MR. EBERSOLE: It would be no big deal to get

15 an NPR discharging meter, would it?

16 MR. SCHOLL What would that do for you?

17 MR. EBERSOLEs It would tell you when yo,ur
'

18 battery starts to discharge, and af ter it has discharged

19 in X minutes.

20 MR. SCHOLL: But the battery charger --

21 MR. EBERSOLEs It would not tell you on an

22 a verage day, but if you started running down, it would

23 tell you how much you --

() 24 MR. SCHOLLs I am reminded of the situation we

i
25 had on Labor Day several years ago, and .I am reminded

O
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1 because I ended up sitting over in the Incident Center{}
2 while everybody else was at a party at my house. I

3 understand it was a nice party. But the situation ther

O 4 had was they shut the plant down because Hurricane David

5 -- at St. Lucie. As a matter of fact, Hurricane David

6 was coming up the coast and they had shut the plant

7. down. Trees had fallen across the road coming into the

8 plant and they had been in there for about 24 hours, and

9 the eye of the hurricane -- just before the eye of the

10 hurricane came right, smack down on the site, they had

11 noticed a ground alarm on one of the DC units, one of

12 the DC trains, and decided it was just a dandy time to

13 go looking for the ground and they disconnected the

() 14 battery, looking for the battery ground.

15 About then, the hurricane came ashore. The

16 c ra ne , the construction of the other unit to get a

17 transformer. They lost one division of electrical

18 power, and wouldn 't you know, they were very lucky that

19 they lost the division that they had disconnected the

20 battery on, so they were still left with one complete

21 train.

22 That, in summary, is a very brief history of

23 what we have seen in the SEP program on those four

O 24 toa1c=-

25 MR. EBERSOLE: I take it the diesels were

O
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1 running.

2 MR. SCHOLiz They started the diesel when they

3 lost the train to make sure, because they were worried

O
| 4 about losing the transmission line. Throughout the
,

5 hurricane, the transmission lines held up; they had to

6 call out the National Guard and the state troopers with

7 chainsaws to get a relief into the plant. But offsite

8 power held up very nicely and they also juryrigged power

9 from the other division over to lift oil pumps, and they

10 were in the process of starting the other dierel by

11 creating some ad hoc interties between DC divisions.

12 MR. RAY: Well, this poses some interesting

13 problems as to what.your requirements as a result of the

() '' 14 0666 NUREG might be on SEP plants.

15 MR. SCHOLLs The way the SEP program is

16 structured, NUREG-0666 does not directly. affect us at

17 all because .t is not current licensing criteria. The

18 SEP program for phase 3 was established back about 1977

19 and we are supposed to be finished with the whole

20 shooting match by the -- I think the curren t schedule

21 calls for late 1982 or early 1983, somewhere in there.

22 Now, as far as the next phase plants, we are

23 looking at doing away with some of the SEP topics either

({) 24 because they are redundant to each other or they do not

25 appear to be terribly productive. Similarly, I would

p)
-
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1 expect that current concerns may cause some of the'

2 criteria in the existing topics to be changed.
,

3 But our present posture is, in the program

O 4 that has been approved for several years, is we are

5 dealing only with current licensing criteria.

6 MR. RAYS Well, does this imply that the SEP

7 plants will be exempt from retrofits when the provisions

8 of 0666 are implemented as requirements?

9 MR. SCHOLL: No, sir, I see no reason why the

to SEP plants should be removed from any generic activity.

11 It is just that I would not become involved -- the SEP

'

12 program would not become involved. That would be Mr.

13 Srinivasan, and I understand Srinivasan is the next one

() 14 to come on.

15 MR. EBERSOLEs Do you think the 0666 study

16 should not be reviewed for inclusion of the auto

17 transfer at the branch circuit level?

18 MR. SCHOLL: Yes, sir, I think there is

19 something else you should look at, quite personally.

20 Take a look at the design of Dresden Unit 2.

!

21 MR. EBERSOLEa All righ t.

22 MR. RAY: Any questions? Any residual

i 23 questions?

() 24 (No response.)

| 25 Thar.k you, Mr. Scholl, a very able

I

O
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2

1 presentation. We will take a fifteen-minute break and0,

2 then pick up with item 6, the NRR implementation of the !

3 recommendations of NUREG-0666.

O:
4 (A short recess was taken.)

5 :
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1 HR. RAYS Our meeting vill resume, and at this
{

2 time we will hear from Mr. Srinivasan of the NRR staff

3 on the plans of NRR to implement the recommendations of

() ,

4 NUREG-0666.

5 Srini.

6 MR. SRINIVASANs Thank you, Mr. Ray.

7 Before I turn this over to my staff member,

8 Mr. John Knox, to make a brief presentation of the

9 various proposed branch requirements to implement

10 recommendations of NUREG-0666, I want to make a few

f

11 introductory remarks with regard to this particular

12 document. I was here five months ago, to be exact,

13 October 30, indicating to this Subcommittee the plan of

() 14 action with regard to implementation of this '

15 recommendation of the particular NUREG. I am happy to

16 say we have made some progress, though not the complete

17 progress which we thought would be ready by now.

18 At this place, we are primarily f ocitsing on
t

19 implementing the four recommendations of the NUREG and
,

t

20 also it has got a couple of requirements focusing on the !

21 operational status indication system for the DC power

22 system. At the present time, we have not coordinated

23 this among the NRR peer or management people. Now we

24 are going through the procedural requirements for any |()
!25 new generic requirements, so I would request the
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1 Subcommittee to consider this a mere status report, and

2 ve ate presenting this today primarily to solicit your

3 viewpoints and comments on the content on the scope of

4 this particular branch technical position.

5 I also would like to mention I have with me my

6 predecessor. He has provided me a broad spectrum of

7 comments on this NUREG. Comments of this nature are

8 going to be helpful to all of us before we come to a

9 final recommended position. If you do not have any

to other questions, I would like to turn this over to Mr.

11 John Knox to go ahead with his brief presentation.

12 MR. RAYS Bef ore you do, Srini, will Mr. Knox

13 address himself to the concern that Mr. Ebersole

() 14 expressed earlier when Mr. Shole was speaking about the

15 fact that because of the automatic transfer of branch

16 loads you really have a tie between two divisions in the

17 case of certain of the SEP plants?

18 MR. SRINIVASAN. I believe it should be

19 covered in the course of the presentation. If it is

20 not, I or one of my staff Mill be able to supplement

21 that. With regard to implementation, whether it is a

22 forward fit, backward fit, we are not yet there. Still,

23 ve are developing the requirements, and how it will be

24 sliced is the action ahead of us.}
| 25 MR. RAYa An auxiliary question or

|

()
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1 supplementary question on the same subject is how many

2 other than the SEP existing plants have the same

3 characteristic in the design? Do you know that?

4 MR. SRINIVASANs Not offhand. There are a few

5 BWR 3 plants that used to have this automatic transfer

6 feature, and those were looked at from the ECCS review

7 point of view, and the single f ailure criterion was

8 reviewed. Either the transfer was totally eliminated or

9 they were assured that the ECCS capability is not

10 negated because of the transfer feature. Only to that

11 extent have we addressed it. 90 have to go back and

12 look at all of the earlier plants and see how well they

13 meet this guidance we develop now.

() 14 M9. BAYa Thank you.

15 MR. SRINIVASAN: Let me introduce one of my

16 staff, Mr. John Knox.

17 (Slide.)

18 MR. KNOX The first recommendation of .

'

19 NUREG-0666 is to prohibit the design and operational

20 fea tures which could compromise divisional

21 independence. Specifically, the bus tie breakers is

22 addressed so that the branch position, our first

23 position for electrical interconnections between

24 redundant divisions is to accomplish the interconnection()
25 by manual means only, and that is to eliminate all

()
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1 automatic interconnections that you have been talking

2 about. That is the intent of the recommendation.

3 Plants that have interconnections, their use

4 would be restricted only during cold shutdown. Closing

5 of the interconnecting breakers would be by strict

6 administrative control. Design for interconnection

7 would have to meet the single failure criterion.

8 Primarily, that would be two series disconnected devices

9 that would be alarmed upon closure. There are other

10 acceptable designs. The primary intent of the

11 recommendation was to assure that the interconnecting

12 breaker would be opened if there was a single breaker,

13 locking of the. breaker with a lock. Locking it open

() 14 with an alarm upon closure would be an acceptable

is alternative also.

16 And then, for interconnections between DC
.

17 systems at multi-unit plants, we would restrict their

18 use to these tech specs.

19 (Slide.)

20 MR. RAYS Before you remove that, Mr. Knox, I

21 was listening, but I was not reading. Restrict use to

22 only during cold shutdown. What about refueling?

23 HR. KNOX: To go back to my position, it also

24 says during refueling.
(

! 25 MR. RAY: This omits that.

!

!
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1 MR. KNOX: That is correct. Cold shutdown
)

2 would be the --

3 MB. RAY: Thank you. Thank you.

O 4 MR. EBERSOLE: Is cold shutdown just as soon

5 as you get the things on RHR?

6 MR. KNOX: Yes.

7 MR. EBERSOLE: And the whole thesis behind
.

8 that is, you have lots more time if you get that far

9 down to fix things up, you still need the DC.

10 MR. KNOXs That is right. You would still

11 need a DC.

12 MR. EBERSOLE: You have a time margin in there

I
13 which you did not have before to do something, right?

() 14 MR. KNOX: Right.

15 MR. EBERSOLE: All right. On Item Number 5,

16 restrict use between DC systems at multi-unit stations,

17 this is involved with sort of a ra tionale . Multi-unit

18 stations can be designed as integral stations or as two
I

19 stalls with a unit in each stall. If it has been

20 designed as an integral station, then the DC system

21 design is a station design, not a unit design, and you

22 may have far more than two channels derived from the

23 aultiple unit needs. In short, let's say if you have

[') 24 three units you may have three DC distribution systems

25 per unit, but they are tied between the units. What do
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1 you do in cases like that, and are you really producing

2 the best system when you just reduced yourself to

3 redundant systems in a stall by stall design without any
(~

4 potential for interunit assistance?

5 MR. KNOX: I do not believe that is the in ten t

6 of the position to restrict where you could not have

7 interunit dependence. In most cases where we see

8 sharing of DC systems between units, it is usually

9 shared on a short time basis for maintenance.

10 MR. EBERSOLE: It is not continuous?

11 MR. KNOXs It is not continuous. Usually the'

12 interconnection would be for maintenance or something

13 like th a t.

(/ 14 MR. EBERSOLE: If you design a two-unit

15 station or a three-unit sta tion on a plant basis you can

18 afford to have a lot more channels per unit of DC

17 supply, but it is a station system, not a unit system.

18 MR. KNOXs That is right.

19 MR. EBERSOLE4 I think it can be a continuing-

20 argument as to whether that is the best or the poorest

21 of the choices that you might muke, but you are talking

22 about just temporary use.

23 MR. KNOX: That is correct.

24 MR. EBERSOLE: Right. Thank you.
(])

! 25 MR. RAYa Before you take it away, I am not
i

O
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1 trying to be a curbstone lawyer, but I am trying to

2 understand, to be sure that I understand tha t the

3 wording of "to restrict use only during cold shutdown,"

f3
4 and you are going to add "or refueling periods," you are

5 not going to restrict the use of it only during those

6 periods. You are going to restrict the use of it under

7 periods other than those, a ren ' t you ? Restrict to use

8 only during cold shutdown is what you mean, isn't it? I

9 am not trying to split hairs, but there is a difference

10 in the meaning here. Okay. That is the intent, isn't

11 it?

12 MR. KNOXs That is correct, yes.

13 MR. RAYS Thank you.

() 14 (Slide.)

15 MR. KNOX: Okay. Our Position 2 is based on
.

16 multi-unit action item that deals with availability of

17 plant annunciators and availability of battery

18 monitoring systems so that the control room operator

19 will have the status at all times in the control room or

20 the battery and the plant systems. The first position

21 is the alarms for the battery system, which would be

22 basically a single alarm to initiate a number of

23 parameters which are listed, seven, seven items up

24 there. And also, we also have monitors that could},
25 either be located locally or in the control room, which

O
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1 would include bus voltage battery input current, battery

2 output current, and charger output current, and for the

3 annunciator systam, we would have failure of one battary

O, 4 shall not cause total loss of control room annuniciator

5 system.

6 MR. RAY: Well, in effect what you are saying

7 is, you do not have a whole multitude of alarms up

8 there, any one of which can come up. You have one, and

9 that is actuated by these elements, and therefore there

10 then becomes a problem to dispatch someone to the

11 necessary location to be able to decide what the

12 deficiency is.

13 MR. KNOX: That is correct. The main

O '4 obsective is to 1ert the coatrot roo= over tor or

15 problems in the DC system so he can go correct the

16 problem.

17 MR. RAYa Then, can I ask this question? From
;

18 a monitoring viewpoint, are these four instruments the

19 only four that would be required fer the battery, the DC

20 system?

21 MR. KNOX As far as monitors go, yes.

22 MR. RAY: Yes. Thank you.

23 MR. EBERSOLE4 Where do . you get the battery

24 discharge signal?

25 MR. KNOXs How would you get it?

O
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1 MR. EBERSOLE: Yes.
[}

1

2 MR. KNOXs An ammeter, when the battery starts

3 supplying current to the bus.

O'

4 MR. EBERSOLE: It integrates?

5 MR. KNOX: I am not sure exactly how -- you

6 could monitor the voltage on the DC battery, battery

7 terminal voltage, so if you lost your battery charger,

8 you would have a set point so the battery voltage would

9 drop down to the terminal voltage of the ba ttery, which,

10 if you have an alarm point --

11 MR. EBERSOLE: But you have bus voltage.

12 MR. KNOX: You have bus voltage. That is

13 right.

() MR. EBERSOLE4 -- already.14

15 MR. KNOX: Plus undervoltage.

16 MR. EBERSOLE That is alarm. I am talking
:

17 about the monitors.

18 MR. KNOX: You have bus voltage.

19 MR. EBERSOLE: When you say monitors, you mean

20 instruments, don't you, indicators?

f21 MR. Ki0X: That is right.

22 MR. EBERSOLE: I am just trying to determine

23 whether the battery discharge alarm has an integrated

i 24 discharge intelligence.

25 MR. KNOX: No, it does not.

O
l
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|
1 MR. EBERSOLE: It does not?

'
2 MR. KNOX: No.

3 MR. EBERSOLE: You use some parameter like

4 voltage or something like that?

5 MR. KNOXs You would have to use the voltage

6 and time.

7 MR. EBERSOLE: Is there any reason why a water

8 ammeter might not do that?

9 MR. KNOX: Once the battery starts

10 discharging, it migh t be nice to have a way to know what

11 the status of your battery is.

12 MR. EBERSOLEs If you are 50 percent down or

13 something.

14 MR. KNOX: That is right, but the main

15 objective of this is to know when your battery starts

18 going down.

17 MR. EBERSOLE: The idea, though, is, if you

18 start down at least you will know you are on the way in.

19 MR. KNOX: Right. j
|

20 MR. EBERSOLE: It seems that has not been

21 common knowledge in many cases.

22 (Slide.)

23 MR. KNOX This is another multi-unit item

24 which is Branch Technical Position 3, that deals with DC

25 system bypass indication when bat'ery system is taken

O
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1 out of service for either test or maintenance, and{}
2 basically what we have is, in addition to the alarms on

3 the annunciators on the main control board we would have

O
4 battery output breaker and charger input and output

5 breaker announce the status indicated as part of the
)

6 bypass inoperable status in the indication system of the

7 plant.

8 (Slide.)

9 MR. RAYS Refresh my memory. Does the

10 standard station have panel control of these breakers?

11 MR. KNOXs I do not know.

12 MR. RAYS Do you, Srini?

13 MR. SRINIVASANs Traditionally, in the

( 14 traditional system, the DC system is not remotely

15 controlled.

16 MR. RAY: Thank you.

17 MR. EBERSOLE: Is it a requirement that if a
1

18 battery is bypassed and taken out of the circuit, that'

19 that particular DC bus can be provided with power from

20 the charger at minimum loads without overvoltage on the

21 remaining loads? Are there regulators required to hold

22 to minimum loads without the destabilization effect on

23 the battery? You cannot do it with your car, you know.

() 24 MR. SRINIVASANs Under those conditions, there

25 is a limiting condition of operation on the plant. As
I
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1 you know, the charger cannot really carry all steady

2 state in addition to any transient loads. It needs some.

3 battery output. So it will not be able to carry all the

4 load. So there is a limiting condition on operation on

5 the plant.

6 MR. EBERSOLEa It can carry some loads, but

7 the question is, can it carry those some loads without

8 burning them up.

9 MR. SRINIVASAN I think they do have some

10 design provision on the charger itself to take care of

11 the voltage.

12 MR. EBERSOLEs Is that a standard requirement?

13 MR. SRINIVASANs It is not a requirement. We

() 14 have seen it as a standard feature on a majority of

15 cha rge rs.

16 MR. EBERSOLE: But not all.

17 MR. SRINIVASANs But not all. On the old

18 plants, I am not sure whether they have that feature.

19 MR. EBERSOLEa There are some DC systems that

20 can literally burn up the residual loads if just the

21 cha rgers are lef t connected.

22 MR. SRINIVASAN We can confirm it. I am not

23 positive of it here.

| () 24 MR. EBERSOLE: Thank-you.

25 MR. KNOXs Okay. Our Position 4 deals with
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1 Recommendation 2 and 3 of NUREG-0666. Recommendation 2

2 is administrative controls to reduce the likelihood of

3 battery damage during test and maintenance and charging

O
4 activities, and Recommendation 3 deals with staggered

5 test and maintenance to minimize the potential for human

8 error common cause failure.

7 Position 4 requires written procedures and

8 administrative controls to prevent maintenance, testing,
.

9 and operational activities on redundant divisions at the

10 same time, review of the activities to minimize human

11 error causing more than one division to be unavailable,

12 assurance that activities are done correctly by rotation

13 of personnel and verification of completed work by other

O 14. qua11fied persons.
'

15 MR. RAYS Is Branch Position Four intended to

16 encompass both Recommendation 2 and 3?

17 MR. KNOXs Recommendation 2 is only in part

18 listed under Position Four. So my next slide vill also

19 deal with Recommendation 2.

20 MR. RAYS Thank you.

21 MR. KNOXs Okay. Position 5 addresses

22 Recommendation 2.

23 (Slide.)

C 24 MR. KNOXa And that is -- Recommendation 2

25 deals with having additional operability, battery

O
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1 operability requirements to prevent maintenance on bus

2 connections, to have preventive maintenance on bus

3 connections, and procedures to demonstrate DC power

4 availability from the battery to the bus, and basically

5 for Branch Position 5 we have adopted our standard

6 technical specifications that we currently impose on

7 near-term operating license aDplications, and under

8 those requirements, we require visual inspection and

9 measured resistance on bus and battery terminal

10 connections, and battery service tests.

11 (Slide.)

12 NR. KNOX: Okay. Recommendation 4 is getting

13 out of the power systems area of review and into more of

() 14 a system-oriented approach to the problem.

15 Recommendation 4 basically says that design and

16 operational procedures shall be adequate to maintain

17 reactor core cooling given the loss of any DC bus and

18 single independent failure.

19 MR. EBERSOLE: Is there built into that the

20 possible assumption that the charger or the battery is

21 an independent source?
,

22 NR. KNOXs No. We assume that if the DC

23 system fails, it is failed.

24 HR. EBERSOLE: You fail them both. Is that
(}

25 your rationale ?

i

!
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1 MR. KNOXs That is right.

2 MR. EBERSOLEs Thank you.

3 MR. RAY: Then this single independent failure

() 4 is in some other system or some other safeguard.
.

~

5 MR. KNOI: That is right.
i

6 MR. RAY: It could be a mechanical pump or

t7 something.

8 MR. KNOX: That is correct.

9 MR. RAY: Yes.

10 MR. KNOXs Okay. Basically, our Position 6 !

11 states that given a single f ailure, or given the failure j

12 of one DC bus, we vill have redundant capability for >

13 reactor cooling. Reactor coolant system integrity and

() 14 isolation capabilities should be maintained. Adequate
i

15 opera ting procedures, instrumentation and control

18 functions should be available to initiate systems as

17 required to maintain adequate core cooling.

18 Considerations in the application of the

19 position should be the duration of the DC bus loss. It ;

20 should also consider transient conditions and

21 interactions that might be caused by the DC bus loss and

22 single failure which may affect the ability to maintain

23 core cooling. Associated systems and components that
;

({} 24 are associated with the DC system that failed should not

| 25 be considered unavailable for shutdown cooling, and

|

(2) ;
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1 should not be considered as to independent failure.

2 Failure of the redundant DC system need not be

3 considered provided the previous recommendations that we

4 talked about, basically Positions 1, 4, and 5, have been

5 met. Shutdown systems and components that can be

6 considered are safety grade components, components that

7 are used regularly during plant operation, or components

8 and systems that are subject to routine operability

9 checks, and single failure means single active failure.

10 That is all I have.

11 MR. EBERSOLEs When you say failure of

12 redundant DC system need not be considered, you mandate

13 non-consideration of a test gauge that would involve the

() 14 opposite system. You see, you still leave a design with

15 two DC buses as a valid design, right?

16 MR. KNOXs That is correct.

17 MR. EBERSOLE4 What about at the branch

18 circuit level? Do you exclude failures at that level?

19 MR. KNOXa With the branch circuit --

20 MR. EBERSOLE: That is part of the system?

21 MR. KNOX: That is part of the system. I

l 22 assume there are no interconnections between the

23 redundant systems at all electrically. If there are

24 interconnections, they are kept open during normal !
(}

25 operaticis. You have administra tive controls that would

O
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1 prevent maintenance or certain activities on bc.h
[}

2 batteries at the same time.

3 MR. EBERSOLEs Well, is the thrust of this, if

O 4 you experience a DC system loss which throws the plant

5 into an accident or transient of some sort, almost

6 invariably, that you are willing to survive that loss

7 and come out of the hole with one set of DC supplies?

8 MR. KNOX: That is correct.
'

9 MR. EBERSCLEs Which is inconsistent, you
,

10 know, with meeting accident criteria in general. In

11 this case, you will subordinate the DC system, or rather :

12 elevate it to a level of regard that you think you can

13 get out of the accident with only one train.

() 14 MB. KNOX: That is correct.

15 MP. EBERSOLE That is what it says.

18 MR. KNOXs That is right. That is what it '

17 says.

18 MB. EBERSOLEs Thank you.

19 MR. RAYS I would like to get a little bit

20 more clarification from something that Mr. Sritivasan

21 said earlier when this question of th- effect of ties
,

l
22 between systems that existed, obviously exist from the

23 report we had, when the SEP plants, because of the

24 -automatic transfer at branch levels of various loads, I() ;

25 got the impression from wha t you said, Srini, that this

(~) ;

\_/t
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1 did apply or did exist in other than the SEP plants, but

O
2 past reviews have corrected this. Am I integrating this

3 or extrapola ting this to a broader intent than you had

() 4 in mind when you made the remark?

5 NR. SRINIVASAN: The rema,rks I made wa s

6 primarily relating to BWR-3 design feature, where they

7 had an 1PCI-MOV motor control center. That was one

8 divisional system, that they have to have the system

9 under an accident, and a single failure, so the typical

10 GE design was to actuate a power source for the MCC.

11 That is why we asked the staff to take a position to-

12 intimate that kind of a feature, because we are more

13 concerned about compromising the independence of the

(]) 14 redundant divisions.

15 To my knowledge, I think we have eliminated

16 that in most of the plants through the Reg. Guide 1.6,

17 which prohibits automatic transferrence of load groups

18 uetween redundant power sources. With regard to what

19 Mr. Schole mentioned about some of the earlier SEP

20 plants having the feature, that has to be looked at in

21 the context of NUREG-0666.

22 ER. RAY: I realize that. Thank you.

23 NR. EBERSOLE: Is PSB Number 6, Position

24 Number 6, valid for new plants?

25 MR. SHINIVASANs The var it is vritten up, it

)
I
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1 is primarily to addr ss the recommendation on a

2 particular NUREG. As I told you earlier, we are not

3 cutting into slices as to which should be the forward

O 4 fit and which of the recommendations should go back to

5 the earlier plants, and we would like to seek the

6 Committee's viewpoint on this, because it is an

7 important recommendation coming out of that study. I

8 personally do not expect any great difficulty in

9 implementing Recommenda tions 1, 2, and 3.

10 With regard to 4, it brings in quite a bit of

11 analytical work,'and it might require some design

12 changes also to some of the earlier plants, and one

13 needs to go through the cost benefit analysir before we

() 14 req uire these things.

15 MR. EBERSOLE: Well, did you answer the *

16 question?

17 MR. SRINIVASAN: I tried to be as responsive

18 as possible, but as I told you, Jesse, we are not

19 concerned too much about the applicability of these,

20 especially Recommendation 4.

21 MR. EBERSOLE: Well, thank you.
.

22 MR. RAYS Do you have some apprehension on the

23 acceptability of 4 to the industry? It seems reasonable

24 enough.

I
l 25 MR. SRINIVASAN I do not have any from the

O
l
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1 branch's point of view. My colleagues from reactor

2 systems, auxiliary systems, if they have any views, I

3 would like to hear from them, but this has to go through

4 the licensing process and get the peer review, whether

5 one should go ahead and require these kind of analyses

6 at this point. The reason why I hedge on this is, there

7 is another generic study on the decay heat removal

8 system itself, A-45. What comes to mind, is this the

9 right time to look into the decay heat removal system

10 capability from one system perspective, namely, the DC

11 system degradation point of view, or should we defer

12 this until we look at the entire decay heat removal

13 system study? That study may take another two or three

14 years. This is the larger picture somebody should look

15 into. I do not have any reservation in going forward

16 with Recommendation 4.

17 HR. RAYS Well, I agree that there should be

18 coordination between studies of interrelated systems

! 19 such as you point out. However, if there is a material

1 20 gain that can be had by implementing the provisions of
|

| 21 0666 in safeguard' assurance in the meanwhile, I myself

22 would not delay implementation of it for something that

23 is two years down the road.
|

*

24 MR. SRINIVASANs There is another aspect that

25 comes to my mind. Maybe Pat could reaffirm that. If
,

O |
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.{} 1 you look at the NUREG study, by merely implementing

2 Recommendations 1,2, and 3 alone, you bring in the

3 probability of failure anywhere from 50 to 1 percent, I

O
4 believe. If you put your faith in that kind of

5 conclusion, you could differ in Recommendation 4, and

6 all the earlier points, at least for the time being.

7 NR. RAYS You say 1 through 3 reduces the

8 contribution of core melt from 50 percent probability to

9 57

10 NR. SRINIV AS AN s To 1, I believe.

11 NR. RAY From what?

12 NR. BARAN0WSKY: That is not an across the

13 board estimate for all plan ts. I do not remember the

() 14 numbers right now. If it was 50 down to 1 percent, by

15 just implementing Recommendations 1, 2, and 3, the real

16 reason for Recommendation 4 was, we took a look at some

17 sensitivity studies in which we assumed the plants were

18 even more dependent on a single DC power supply than was

19 indicated in that so-called minimum system analyzed in

20 NUREG-0666, and for those plants which have en

21 interaction in which you might get a loss of off-site
|

| 22 power, or a leak in the reactor coolant system by being

.

23 unable to isolate something, or causing a valve to stick
i

() 24 open, or by having only, say, one cooling train

25 available with the loss of one DC power supply, you put

)
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1 yourself at a big disadvantage in that any single

2 failure -- and there are hundreds and thousands

3 possible, I imagine -- would result in getting you into

4 an accident sequence in which you may not be able to

5 cool the reactor.

8 The analogy is, if I take a loss of coolant

7 accident as an initiating event, and that is a low

8 probability accident, I put a single failure on it

9 because I am concerned that I will not have a high

10 enough reliability in systems if I do not take single

11 failures into consideration, and hence the accident

12 sequence probability may be too high.

13 ~ Well, this is sort of the same thinking, or at

O 44 1 east the ana1ogr cou1d be ade. what we are ta1 king

15 about is an event which is more likely than a large loss

16 of coolant accident. It is the kind of event that

17 occurs every 100 reactor years. If a person either

18 disconnects a DC power supply or something is broken, a

19 cable is cut, or whatever, and if that is the frequency

20 of the initiating event, it would be undesirable to have

21 a plant prone to a single failure that would then cause

22 the unit to have difficulty in cooling the reactor core.

23 MR. EBERSOLE: Yes, but this is the only

24 instance that I know of where there is a prohibit on the

25 single failure being something of like kind.

1 O
|
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1 NR. BARANOWSKYa That is because we took a

2 look at the system and we asked ourselves what other

3 f ailure mod es --

O 4 MR. EBERSOLEs It is a special case.

5 MR. BARANOWSKYa The failure modes were

6 basica11y two in nature, if you might recall. One of

7 them was, if you lost off-site power, what was the

8 likelihood of the batteries being in such a state that

9 they could not perform their intended function.

10 MR. EBERSOLE: May I start on another track?

11 I just lose a DC train. It produces a whole host of

12 things in the non-safety area in particular. You are in

13 a dozen sorts of transients which are intermingled. You

O 24 have to get out. There is on1r one track to get out

15 on. This makes the probabilistic picture look pretty
<

16 dim, unless you look at the peculiar arrangement you

17 have here where you have to be specific about second

18 failure which is DC failure. It is a conditional

19 probability which you can work on and say, I am not

20 likely to have a failure in a second DC area. That is

21 what you are doing, really.

22 MR. BARANOWSKYa What I an doing is, I am

23 using probability in such a way that we do not assume

24 all failures have the same probability, and assume DC

25 power failures do not have the same probability as a

O
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1 valve or a pump. We are not treating them in that way.

|2 That is correct.

3 Certainly, there is a probability that the

("lTi

\- 4 second DC power supply could fail. The most likely way<

5 in which that would f ail would be a case in which an

6 operator did something inadvertent to the system. Well,

7 if you look at the first three recommendations, we have

'

8 bent over backwards trying to keep the system

9 independent of good procedures, staggered test types of

j 10 activities, put good monitoring and surveillance

! 11 considerations in there. It does not make any sense to

12 put all those things in there and then say, tough, pal,

13 you know, it is going to fail anyhow.

() 14 I think you cannot find a good argument for a
,

15 high probability f ailure of the second division f rom the

16 same event except for perhaps tying it to the loss of

17 off -site power.-

18 MR. EBERSOLEs I can when I have auto transfer
4

19 of a dozen branch circuits.

20 MR. BARANOWSKYa Well, I think if you look at

21 Position 1, it says, keep the systems independent. So

22 auto transfer is an unacceptable design, and therefore,

23 since you do not meet the requirements of Position 1,

24 you must not take credit for the second DC power supply()
25 in Item 4.

O
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1 MR. EBERSOLE: But understand we have some of[
2 these in the field.

3 MR. BARANOWSKYs You were saying earlier that

O 4 our studies were done to show why everything is okay,

5 and I think what we are saying here is, that is not okay.

6 (General laughter.)

7 HR. EBERSOLE Will 0666 be fixed to show the

8 presence of this problem?

9 HR. BARANOWSKY It does not need tt . It is

10 already included in the recommenda tion.

11 HR. EBERSOLE: I think the only thing shown in

12 there is a bus crosstie.

13 MR. BAR ANOWSKY: We looked at a specific

() 14 plant, that is true, but we generalized the analysis to1

15 cover these considerations.

16 MR. EBERSOLE: You covered the auto transfer

17 at the branch circuit level in 06667

18 MR. BARAN0WSKY Would someone like to hand me

19 a copy of the 0666 recommendations, please?

20 Recommendation 1, assure that design and operational

21 features of the DC power supplies used for shutdown

22 cooling do not compromise division independence.

23 MR. EBERSOLEs Right.

24 HR. BARANOWSKY: That is it. It does not say()
25 anything about bus tie breakers. It gives an example of

CJ
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1 bus tie breakers because that is an obvious situation in

2 which plants are tied together on the bus tie basis, but

3 we thought that recommendation in general, after having

4 observed that the compromising of independence of a

5 two-division system is a serious problem when you are

6 talking about reliability of a very necessary power

7 supply.

8 NR. EBERSOLE: Well, 0666 calls out the bus

9 tie breaker and the wrong use of it in a manual

10 fashion. It did not call out explicitly the presence of

11 numerous branch circuit auto transfer devices. Was it

12 supposed to be that 0666 had in fact considered the

13 presence of those and that . within its general

() 14 requirements their presence was all right?

15 MR. BARANOWSKY: No.

16 MR. EBERSOLE: Well, does that mean they have

17 to fix them ?

18 MR. BARANOWSKY: Yes.

19 MR. EBERSOLE: Okay. I an down.

20 (General laughter.)

21 MR. EPLER: I would like to interject

22 something to further confuse this-issue. We are talking

23 about two trains, DC, wherein you lose one train. If

24 you shut the plant down, you go into residual heat '(}
25 removal.with one train remaining. Now, this is in

()
__.
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1 contrast to our perennital ATWS, which we have had nov
s

2 for 14 years, in which we have one system to control the

3 plant, an independent system to take over when you can

O 4 no longer control. We are going to require a second

5 system, that is, three systems, and two of them are-
'

i

6 redundant, for shutting the plant down, yet for cooling

7- the plant after we go to shutdown we have one system
,

8 which is redundant before the plant is shut down but is
.s

9 no longer redundant, simply one train.

10 This is so inconsistent, I do not see how we

11 can tolerate it.

12 MR. RAY: Well, do you want to offer a

f13 response?

() 14 MR. BARANOWSKY: Yes. I think you are talking

|15 there about a design philosophy, and it is a good design

16 philosophy. On the other hand, the NUREG-0666 work was

17 done to address something that is in the field, the real

18 world, and unless you can show other than ideally that

19 there is a payoff, it is hard to justify going back and

20 adding additional DC power supplies.

21 I think comeone mentioned something about the

22 ultimate decay heat removal. task action plan. I suspect

23 that if plants are prone to problems because of two DC |

24 power supplies, they are prone to even more problems(}
'

25 because of two decay heat removal systems or subsystems,
|

(^) ;
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1 and that the fix is probably not to add in a third power
[}

2 supply, but to add in a complete third system for

3 cooling, including the fluid part.

O 4 In fact, you might recall this morning I

5 talked about what happens -- the results for the BWR-6

6 MARK III plants with the HPCS, which is essentially an

7 independent system. It has its own power and has its

8 own cooling water and so forth, and they look pretty

9 gcod. when you are talking about power problems. So,

10 ideally, it looks pretty good on paper, but in the real

11 world you cannot just fix one part of the problem and

12 get a big payoff.

13 MR. EBERSOLEa Aren't you saying in essence a

() 14 DC fix:would just be another of an innumerable set of

15 patches?

16 MR, BARANOWSKY: And the only thing I tried to

17 address in NUREG-0666 is to make sure that there are no t

18 some fairly high likelihood things that are going to get
,

,

19 us while we are discussing putting in the big fixes.

20 NR. RAY: Before you leave, I would like to

21 award some brownie points, because I think you have made
i t

22 Messrs. Ebersole and Epler quite happy in your last

23 several remarks.

| () 24 (General laughter.)

I
25 MR. RAY: And Faust has been patiently waiting

O
i

.
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(~ }
1 for an opportunity. I will give it to you in just a

2 second. I just want to pin down the point that brought

3 you up to the podium, because it is an impressive item.

O
4 You are reducing the contribution to core melt from a DC

5 system from something of the order of 50 percent to 1

6 percent, and I gather when you said not across the board

7 you were pointing out that the analyses tha t set up that

8 50 percent contribution to core melt probability was on

9 the basis of plants that have the minimum required DC

10 system. Is this your point?

11 MR. BARANOWSKY Yes.

12 MR. RAY: So the reduction from 50 to 1

13 percent contribution will apply to only those plants.

) 14* Those that have a more elaborate system or a more

15 reliable system, a more redundant system, the reduction

16 will not be anything like this.

17 MR. BARANOWSKYs That is right. In f act , you

18 could be a little bit flexible on designs that have*

19 three or four power supplies. I do not think the

20 recommendations --

21 MR. RAY: You mean off-site power supplies?

I 22 MR. BARANOWSKY: No, I mean power supplies.at

23 the plant. If there were like f our battery divisions.
i |

(])
124 I think Limerick in fact is coming in with a four-train

|
25 philosophy.

|

()
it
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1 MR. RAYS Yes. Yes. Okay. Now, one last
)

2 point in this area. When we talked about your 0666

3 study, and you first reported it to us, there was some
"

CE) -

4 question as to the prevalency within the systems, within

5 the industry of plants that had no better DC system than

6 the minimal requirements. Do you have any better gauge

7 to tell you as to what percentage of the plants in

8 service are restricted to that level?

9 MR. BARANOWSKYa I think you would have to

10 talk to one of the power systems people to get that

11 spectrum of information.

12 MR. RAYS Okay. So we are not in any more

13 secure position from that viewpoint.

() 14 MR. BARANOWSKYa No. I can tell you that we

15 did select 18 plants to look at in the station blackout

is program, and there is a spectrum of DC power designs in

17 there, and what I will do is try and pull out the DC

18 power assessment from there. We were planning and

19 assuming NUREG-0666 was implemented in performing our

20 analysis, but maybe we enn do something assuming it is

21 not implemen ted. I will ha ve to take a look.

22 dR. RAY: It would be an interesting

23 contribution to the overall perspective if you have the

(]) 24 time to do this, Pat.

|
25 MR. BARANOWSKYa It will not be in a few weeks.

)
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1 MR. RAY: I know. It is a casual

2 requirement. Thank you.

3 And now, Faust, the podium is yours.

O 4 MR. ROSA Faust Rosa, presently ICSB,

4 5 formerly PSB. You all know from my previous appearances

6 here that DC systems have been near and dear to my heart

7 ever since Mr. Epler sicked tne media on me many years

8 ago, and I felt it my duty really to comment critically

9 on the proposed PSB position on DC systems. I believe a

10 copy of my memo was given to you. What I would like to

11 see done, given this opportunity to produce a position

12 on DC power systems, is produce a comprehensive position

13 that addresses all the DC power systems. I do not think

() 14 you can limit yourself to the so-called Class 1E

15 system. You have to address the switchyard DC system.

16 You have to address the in-plant non-Class 1E system as

17 well as the Class 1E system. Furthermore --

16 HR. RAY: Excuse me. Why, Faust?

19 MR. ROSA: Because we have discussed systems

20 interactions and things of that nature, and if your aim

21 is to reduce systems interaction -- and I have to admit

22 that -- every event that involves system interact.i.on

23 increases the probability of something serious

(]) 24 happening. I think it should be an objective to reduce

i

25 systems interaction. Therefore, you have to look at the

| (^)
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| )
1 whole spectrum of DC systems in a power plant.

2 The other thing I think we should do with this

i '

'

[ 3 position is really develop a position for forward fit

()'

4 only and another position for backfit. I do not think

5 you can six the two. There are facets of old designs

6 that really perhaps violate some of the present

7 criteria, that it really is not cost effective to do

8 much about, and given that 0666, the first three

9 recommendations would reduce the probability of core

10 melt due to DC failure from 50 to 1 percent on a basic

11 two division system, I think we can live with that on

12 older plants. On newer plants, I think we should

13 produce a comprehensive system, and I proposed here what

() 14 I think that comprehensive system should encompass.

15 Fi rs t , the Class 1E system, I think the Class

16 1E DC system should be comprised of N divisions where N

17 is the number of protective instrumentation channels.

18 For a two out of four trip system, I think there should

19 be four independent Class 1E divisions. Now, we are

20 getting that on current designs without any published

21 crittria other than the single failure criterion that we

22 have been operating on. I believe the utilities are

23 aware of this, and have implemented this on their own.

(]) 24 In addition to the Class 1E system, then the

25 in-plant non-Class 1E DC system, they are already

()
|
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1 providing that to power the heavy DC motor loads{}
2 associated with the turbine, for one thing, and all the

3 other non-Class 1E DC control loads. I do not know of

() ~

4 one plant that has gone through here in the last three

5 or four years that has not provided that non-Class 1E DC

6 system. Then there is the switchyard system, and for

7 that I would propose for a single unit plant a minimum

8 of one DC system for the switchyard.

9 For a multi-unit site with a common

to switchyard, I would propose as a minimum a two-division

11 DC system. Now, a configuration of DC systems like that

12 would provide the plant designers, the electrical

13 instrumentation and control designers, with a diversity

() 14 of power sources such that they could distribute their

15 controls and instrumentation and reduce to a minimum the

16 systems interaction that might result from the failure

17 of any one of them.

18 Now, we are talking about Position 6 here. I

19 do not believe Position 6 is appropriate for a position

20 on DC systems. I think that a position on DC systems

21 should be composed of deterministic criteria, and DC

22 system design functional requirements, not plant design

23 functional requirements, as this position proposes, but

() 24 I think that if we were to implement this overall system

25 that I just described, we would get in fact this type of

O
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1 a design, a plant design that'would meet these

2 req uirements . In other words, if that plan t, non-Class

3 1E DC system were used to provide control power for the

4 normal heat removal systems, main feedwater, turbine

5 bypass, and so on, what you have in effect is a third

6 heat ren' oval system that is independent of the two

7 redundant systems that you have on a Class 1E system.

8 HR. RAY: Because the DC source is separate.

9 HR. ROSAs Right. Now, that in short is what

10 I would like to see a position on DC systems include.

11 MR. RAYS And this is outlined in detail in

12 your communication?

13 MR. ROSA: Right, it is.

() 14 MR. RAha Well, I do not think that it is

15 reasonable for us to expect to comment on your position

18 today without having had the time to read your document,

17 but it certainly is a stimulating concept.

18 HR. EPLER: It is on the right track.

19 MR. RAYS Yes. Yes. And worthy of real

20 consideration, and I hope the staff is going to give it

21 this.

22 HR. ROSA: Well, for my part, I am going to be

23 on their back to do this, but that is for the future,
j

I

(]) 24 too. Thank you.

25 NR. EBERSOLEa Faust, before you get away, I

O
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1 saw something in the LER news not long ago which I

2 thought I would eventually see you about, and here is a

3 good time. We do type testing of electrical apparatus,

O 4 and among those is seismic competonce of such things as

5 the components of DC battery systems. We do it cell by

6 cell as far as we know. We put them on shake tables and

7 ve shake them up, like we do most of the other

8 electrical apparatus. What this little LER showed was,

9 some of the battery cases are spontaneously cracking.

10 Now, this is in the field, and it turns out that the

11 reason they are spontaneously cracking is, when you take

12 two or more cells and particularly 60 cells and strap

| 13 them all together with rigid copper, you begin to impose

14 structural loads on the pla stic cases, which were not

15 included in that type test, and that leads to the

16 supposition that none of them are any good in a seismic

17 event when you have a new set of stresses not heretofore

18 addressed which will get one or more of the individual

19 cells, whether it is seismically qualified or not, and a
,

20 more general class, are we looking at components and

21 details of design at this level, and then projecting

22 what they look like in the integral assembly to see we

23 have not introduced new load factors which render our

O 24 oriai"- =" ** **"i * =*= 1"' i''

25 MR. ROSAs We in the staff, on the part of the

O
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1 staff, do not get down to that level of detail of design

2 of these systems. I think I am pretty safe in saying

3 that, and I have not doubt but what the things.you

O 4 describe occur and are picked up in the course of

5 surveillance. I would hope that at that point the

6 utility and the plant operators would investigate.

7 NR. EBERSOLEs Extrapolate.

8 MR. ROSAs Yes, extrapolete, and see if in

9 fact the seismicity of the assembly has been degraded.

10 One of my other favorite expressions before this

11 Committee is that at some point you.have to have faith

12 in the utility and the operators of the plant, and this

13 is one of those points, as of right now.

14 MR. EBERSOLE: What does the regulatory

15 process do about it as well as the owner utility?

16 Doesn't it --

.

17 MR. ROSAs The regulatory process takes care

18 of things like this, I believe, by ICE putting out an

19 information notice or a bulletin, and I think that is

20 the proper way to do it myself. I cannot justify in my

21 own mind the staff getting into that sort of detail,

22 redesign, re-evaluation, every time something like this

23 happens.

O 24 MR. EBERS0tE. rhank you.

25 MR. ROSA: I have one other comment that I

O
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|
1 just thought about while I was listening to Jesse. He |(}
2 mentions, he brings up the question of automatic

3 transfer. With regard to the SEP plants, I have looked

O l4 over the systems of two of them, two old plants,

5 Lacrosse and Big Rock Point, and yes, in fact, we did

6 run into some circuits where there was automatic

7 transfer. This was some six years ago, during the ECCS

8 review, Appendix K review, and we, wherever it was

9 possible, we had that eliminated. In some cases where a

10 particular load , a particular load was small and it was

11 important that it ha ve a reliable source of power, we

12 allowed the automatic transfer, keeping in mind tha t

13 with the loads small, the overcurrent protective

) 14 devices, the fuses, if you will, were still there. If

15 you crunched the transfer switch causing a fold,

16 certainly one of the four fuses, two on each side of the

17 circuit, would blow, and isolate at least one DC

18 division from the f a ult.

19 There is something else that I wish this

20 Committee would think about. With regard to systems

21 interaction again, I believe there is justifica tion,

22 particularly if you -- if you implement a DC system like

23 I described with four divisions, Class 1E divisions plus

(]) 24 one non-Class 1E battery and so forth, I believe you can

25 justify allowing auctioneered power sources from two

|
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1 supplies with proper safeguards.
(}

2 I know the Oconee design uses that. Charlie

3 Wiley sold us on it way, way back, where he auctioneered

()2

4 the two supplies from two Class 1E batteries using

5 parallel series combination of diodes such that any one

6 diode shorting out or opening would not defeat either

7 isolation or the supply to the load, and also, it was

8 completely testable. He put switches in the circuits

9 such that he could isolate one diode at a time and test

10 it during operation.

11 Now, I think a system like that, for instance,

12 supplying the plant controller, the non-Class 1E plant

13 controller, would probably increase reliability, and I

14 would suggest that perhaps you think about things like

15 that.

16 MR. EBERSOLE: I will venture something. I am

17 very much sympathetic to it, but I want to qualify it.

18 If you do it, you have to -- well, we sold you Browns

19 Ferry transfers at the 40-volt level when.you did not

20 vant them on the grounds that you specifically
4

21 described. The actual transfer process was supremely

22 monitored and treated with the single f ailure criterion

23 within its own right, so that even if you closed on a

() 24 fault, you had redundant clearing provisions to clear

25 the primary ultimate source. In short, you could

A
V
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1 auctioneer with full protection using the single failure

2 criterion and safety grade equipment to protect what is

3 normally considered a hazardous venture, a hazardous

O
4 nove. You can just treat it like any other problem, and

5 you get then, if it turns out that the source of power

6 is the least reliable of the complex you are looking at,

7 at least a factor of two in reliability increase and a

8 factor of two will get you out of the hole some time,

9 and I think that is what you are saying with respect to

10 control systems. Thank you.
.
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'

{) 1 MR. RAY: Thank you very much. Are there any

2 other comments or questions f rom the panel?

3 (No response.)

O
4 Srini, did you have anything else you wanted

5 to add?

6 MR. SRINIVASAN With regard to further action
.

7 I had for us, we are scheduled to go before the CBGR --

8 that is the Committee for Generic Requirements Review --

9 sometime in October. In the interim period we are going

10 to solicit comments from other NRR offices and also, if

11 possible, get some input from the industry, and go ahead

12 with a composite on enhancing the reliability of the DC

13 power system.

14 I hope to come before the Subcommittee before

15 we go before the CRGR, sometime late in the summer.

18 That is what the schedule looks like at this point.

17 MR. RAY: You said the reactions from the

18 industry or comments from the industry. Will this be in

19 the form of a release for public comment or will it be

20 informal?

21 MB. SRINIVASAN4 I need to check with our
.

22 Generic Issues Branch what their practice is with regard

23 to resolution of generic issues. We will f ollow wha t

() 24 are the practices of the NRR. This is the first one I

25 am taking through, so I am really not sure what the

!
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1 mechanism is to solicit industry comments.
{)

2 MR. RAYS The point I was trying to establish

3 is whether or not you can go to industry for public --

O 4 to the public for comments bef ore review by CRGR.

5 MR. SRINIVASANs No. The process laid out by

6 CRGR is to do your cost-benefit analysis, get industry

7 input, go before them, even before you come to the ACRS

8 for presentation.

9 MR. RAYS But you can go to the industry or

10 the public in the meanwhile.

11 MR. SRINIVASANs Yes, we could go in the

12 meanwhile.

13 MR. RAYS Very interesting. Thank you.

() 14 MR. SRINIVASANs Thank you.

15 MR. RAYS Okay, now we have an item on the

16 agenda for AIF comments on NUREG-0666. Mr. Ed

17 0'Donnell.

18 MR. O'DONNELLs Good afternoon, Dr. Ray and

19 members of the Subcommitte. My name is Ed O'Donnell. I

20 am with Ebasco Services and I am also the Chairman of

21 the AIF Subcommittee on Probabilistic Risk Assessment.

22 Our Subcommittee and the parent Committee on Reactor

23 Licensing and Safety has reviewed NUREG-0666 and has
i

;

24 recently submitted comments on it to the NRC Staff with()
25 a copy to Dr. Ray.

| ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 I do not know if you have seen it or had a

2 chance -- somewhere it is still in the mail system, I

3 believe, then. But this afternoon I will attempt to

O 4 sumarize those comments for you and to give you the
,

5 benefit of our review of 0666.

6 I have a number of vugraphs.

7 (Slide.)

8 In general, our reaction to this document in
i

9 the first instance is positive in that it is -- we

i

10 regard it as a positive first step in attempting to j

11 apply risk assessment techniques to analyzing generic

12 regulatory requirements. This is something that our i

13 committee and the AIF in generr.1 has long supported as a i

14 means of rationalizing the regulatory process and we
|

15 support this type of effort and others like it.
|

16 However, the study as it s' ands is, in our
'

t

17 view, much too limited in nature to be the sole basis

18 for proceeding with modifications of existing

19 regulations, particularly of the extent as recommended ,

20 in the report, and we feel that before that step is !

21 undertaken at least two things have to take place.

'

22 One is that much more realistic studies need
,

i 23 to be done to determine whether the report's conclusions

24 regarding the reliability of DC power systems is valid

25 and, if so, what the corrective actions might be.
,

O
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(} 1 Secondly, that bef ore any changes in regula tions are

2 instituted that the Staff go through a cost-benefit

3 analysis to attempt to quan tif y the risk reductions that

O
4 would be realized by any proposed change and also to try

5 and attempt to quantify the cost impact both to

6 ope ra ting plants and new plants.

er Mr. Srinivasan7 And I am pleased te

8 indicate that that is in f act a part of the NRC's

9 program in going forward with this activity.

10 Dur specific comments on the document f all

11 basically in two areas, one with regard to the

12 methodology used in the study and the second with

13 respect to the recommendations set forth. I will just

14 briefly cover those for you.

15 (Slide.)

16 Our comments on the methodology of the report

17 basically center on the degree of conservatism used in

18 the study and we feel that the study is overly

19 conservative in several areas and I believe the report

20 itself in the very beginning acknowledges the

. 21 conservatism in these areas.

22 NR. EBERCOLE. May I make an observation at'

23 this point? In my memory, 0666 did not express the

() 24 existence of these auto transfers at the branch circuit

I 25 level, so there are some plants in the field which are
|

|

'

(:)
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1 worse than the ones which are in 0666, You do not

2 mention those.

3 MR. O'DONNELLs I have not gotten to that yet,

O 4 Mr. Ebersole. I am not aware that there are any plants

S in the field that in sum total are worse than the

6 configuration in the study.

7 As you know, there was an assumption with

8 respect to the buss configuration in which it was

9 assumed tha t there was basically two divisions of DC

10 power, safety-related DC power, fed by two batteries and

11 two battery chargers and that these two trains were tied

i 12 together or had the potential for being tied together
|

13 with the manual buss transfer.

() 14 It did not address specifically the auto

15 transfer, but I think the conclusions regarding the

16 manual transfer in the study would encompass many of the

17 concerns you have expressed on the auto transfer, but in

18 essence this was in fset what one would consider to be a

19 minimum DC power configuration that, I guess, is

20 permitted or had ever been permitted by the NRC in

21 design of nuclear power plants.

22 There may be plant out there that conform to

23 this minimum configuration, but by and large the

() 24 operating plants and certainly plants currently under

25 design and construction have many features that are far

O
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1 in excess of these minimum requirements. Certainly the{),

2 practice , at least on current plants, is that the use of

3 tie breakers is something that I have not seen in quite
,

(2) |
'

4 a while and, as was noted earlier, many of the plants

5 that are currently in operation and design have more

6 than the minimum two DC trains, in many cases four,

7 corresponding to the four safety channels.

8 So in that regard it is admittedly a I

9 conservative assessment of a mit'. mum DC power system.

10 The second area of conservatism is in the

11 treatment in the event trees in which it was assumed

12 that a loss of DC would lead to directly and without

13 qualification to s loss of core cooling. This again is,

() 14 I think, an extreme conservatism in that many plants do

15 depend on DC power for core cooling, tha t is, f or

16 operational systems such as emergency feedwater or ECCS

17 for initial actuation and for changing position of

18 breakers on loss of offsite power and for monitoring of

19 system opera tion.

20 But I think it is also true that if a system

21 is in operation and has already been initiated a

22 subsequent loss of DC power will not render the system

23 inoperable in many designs, although it may in fact

24 result in loss of ability to directly monitor f rom the()
25 control room the status of the system.

.
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(}
1 But it is clearly, I think, an extreme

2 assumption to make that a loss of DC power will result

3 directly, without qualifica tion, in loss of core

O
4 cooling.

5 MR. EBERSOLEa Let me ask a question in that

6 connection. If you have only two DC power supplies and

7 you only have -- and they serve the balance of plant as

8 well as the critical features, does not total loss of DC

9 power supply set you into areas of drift of parameters

10 from which you must clear -- in short, you are not

11 controlling any more?

| 12 MR. O'DONNELLs It may in fact cause those in

13 some plants, yes.

14 MR. EBERSOLEa So you are eventually going to

15 ask for an AC power trip here or there or whatever. For

18 instance, what is the turbine going to do if you lose

17 DC?

18 MR. O'DONNELLa These things may in fact

19 happen and they may result in transients, but my only

20 comment was that it is not clest that there is a direct

! 21 one-to-one relationship between loss of DC and
|
| 22 inoperability of the core cooling systems.

23 MR. EBERSOLEa If you have transients and the

(]) 24 transients require that you break out the plant into new

! 25 systems, the AC system, for instance, that you now must

|
!
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1 address the breakup of the 1-E system from the non-1-E
(}

2 system. You cannot do it. You no longer have the

3 capacity to cause the breakers to function, and what

O
4 could be a sectionalized plant now is locked subtly

5 together against potential faults.

6 HR. O'DONNELLs That would be true assuming

7 loss of DC power occurred a t that instant.

8 MR. EBERSOLEs What I am saying is it occurs

9 and produces that instant shortly thereaf ter.

10 HR. O'DONNELLs Well, again, we are getting to

11 the details of the study and we feel the assumptions

12 made in the study may be valid for one train, but we do

13 not feel that it is necessarily directly applicable in

() 14 all plants. It may be in certain plants, but again it
,

15 is just an area of conservatism in the study.

16 The final area is with respect to the

17 interpretation of the operating experience, particularly

18 the use of LERs to attempt to quantify probability of*

19 battery failure and common cause failure in the battery

20 system. That was based on somewhat very limited data

21 with respect to occurrences in the system.

22 The numbers reported in the study are far

23 larger than numbers that have been reported both in

(]) 24 WASH-1400 and in more recent PRA studies of plants with

25 respect to the failure mechanisms.

()'
,

I
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1 This again brings us to one of our basic()
2 omments which is that -- and again in any use of PRA we

3 feel that one should attempt to be as realistic as

O
4 possible in order to identify the real concerns,

5 particularly if one is considering putting significant

6 resources towards fixing up pCoblems as a result of this

7 study, and we understand that the Staff.is in fact

8 looking at doing somewhat more detailed realistic

9 studies to get a little deeper into this problem.

10 MR. EBERSOLE4 Concerning Item 2, does AIF

11 intend to look at the fine structure of that?

12 MR. O'DONNELLs In Item 27

13 HR. EBERSOLE: Yes. Up there, assumption of

O 44 neavy dependence.

15 HR. O'DONNELLs We are not commissioning any

16 studies or AIF is not commissioning any studies to

17 address this problem directly. There are a large number

18 of studies, PRA studies, as you know, under way that are

19 looking into this very subject.

20 MR. EBERSOLE: I do not know of any study that

21 is looking into the fine structure of Item 2 and I do
i
' 22 not know of any contemplated. Does the Staff have any

23 contemplated?

() 24 (No response.)

25 I do not think they do. Everybody just made a

O
;

*
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() 1 concession. If you lose DC you are gone, and what you

2 are saying, that may not be true, but I do not see any

3 nove toward clarifying that problem. We may be sitting

O
4 here in the mud indefinitely.

4 5 MR. O'DONNELLs To answer your question, AIF

6 to my knowledge does not intend to do those studies.

7 HR. EBERSOLEs Thank you.

8 HR. O'DONNELLs To turn, then, to the

9 recommendations in the report --

10 MR. RAY: Before you go on, Mr. O'Donnell, I

your last item on11 have to go back to your last remark --

12 rour slide -- I do not need the slide, but you said that

13 more detailed, more realistic studies should be made. I

() 14 an a little bit puzzled in.what sense you think they

15 should be more realistic.

16 Do you mean that they should recognize other

17 configurations of DC systems that exist in the industry,

18 the more reliable systems, for instance?

j 19 MR. O'DONNELLs I think if the outcome of the

20 study is to be a change in the generic regulations they

21 should look at the various systems, including those that

22 are more commonly found in practice. Yes, I guess that!

|

23 is the answer.

() 24 MR. RAYa Thank you.

25 (Slide.)

O
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|({} 1 HR. O'DONNELL: The recommendations set forth

2 in the report cover a number of areas, as I am sure you

3 have discussed this afternoon, including use of tie

O
4 breakers, testing, maintenance provisions and also

5 considerations relating to application of single

6 failures.

7 The recommendations are somewhat broad in

8 nature and they are based, again, on what we feel is a

9 limited study, a conservative study, and really are not

10 -- the recommendations are not justified, in our view,

11 for general applicability because of the limited nature

12 of the study.

13 Just to go down the different recommendations,

14 first of all it is recommended that all tie breakers be

15 eliminated and I think this is a recommendation that

16 industry can agree with for new plants. In fact, it
f

17 reflects current practice in that regard.

18 I think before it would be applied to

19 operating plants it certainly would have to be justified

20 on a cost-benefit basis and we feel if the concern

21 stated in the report is valid, that this potential for

22 latertieing the two busses under adverse conditions can

23 be reduced to a low probability with the use of

. () 24 operating procedures and administrative controls over

| 25 the use of these breakers.
|

| ()
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[}
1 The second and third recommendations regarding

2 testing and maintenance we feel already reflect current

3 practice in the industry and are reflected in the

O
4 standard tech specs.

5 It is the fourth recommendation, I guess, that

6 gives us the most problem and it is really, when read

7 carefully and if it were to be applied to all plants,

8 would result in a radical departure frca existing

9 practice and would be in essence transformation of the

10 time-honored single failure criteria into a double

11 failure criteria.

12 This study is attempting to translate

13 risk-based assessments into deterministic criteria which

) 14 I think is a very tricky exercise and I think the study

15 perhaps has overreached its own conclusions in this

16 fourth recommendation. We have.had discussions with the

17 Staff in which we have attempted to clarify what the

18 intent was here, and it is our understanding that the

19 following clarifications should be placed on this

20 recommendation which certainly would limit the scope and

21 sweep of it.

22 Number or.e is tha t in looking at initiating

23 events for which one is going to require a maintenance

() 24 of redundant capability that based on the study it is

25 the loss of a single DC buss which is the only

O
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(]) 1 initiating event of concern, and this is not considered

2 coincident with any accident -- there should be the word

3 " accident"' inserted on that slide -- or other transient

4 condition.
.

5 That is, it is not necessary to consider

6 things such as small break loss of coolant accidents or

7 even loss of offsite power coincident with this

8 initiating event, which would be the loss of a single DC

9 buss. That certainly reduces the scope of the

to recommendation considerably.

11 The second clarification that is needed is

12 that one need not assume that non-safety systems,

13 including, most significantly, offsite power that are

14 operable prior to the event and are not rendered

15 inoperable by the loss of DC power are rendered

16 inoperable. That is, we do not make the usual

17 assumption that we can only rely on the safety-related

18 systems.
I

19 MR. EBERSOLE: That assumption is
'

20 contradictory to your earlier slide where you say that

21 ve need to know a great deal more about the fine
i

22 structure of performance of the plant when DC is lost.

23 In view of the fact that non-safety systems are operated

() 24 by these systems which have failed, I guess the argument

25 would come back and hit you in the face that you cannot |

(
|

1
'

i
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1 make that assumption without a fine structure of
{}

2 understanding as to what these non-saf ety systems are

3 going to do without DC power.

O
4 MR. O'DONNELL: Let me cla rif y. The wording

5 in the slide is not really complete. What we are saying

6 is that if the initial event -- you would certainly

7 assume that any systems made inoperable by the initial

8 event, that is, a loss of DC power, are non-operable,

9 but it is not necessary to assume that all other

10 systems, including non-safety systems, are not

11 available.

12 MR. EBERSOLE: Not all other systems, only

13 some. .

() 14 MR. O'DONNELLs Whichever ones are not

15 affected by the initiating event, we would assume for

16 doing a single failure analysis, are initially

17 operable.

18 MR. EBERSOLEa In the matter of non-safety

19 systems, is it common practice in these designs to

20 distribute the non-safety loads across the two busses so

21 some fragment of non-safety loads is not influenced by a

22 single buss failure, or are the non-safety loads

23 typically loaded off on one battery?

(]) 24 MR. O'DONNELL: I am sure you will find a

25 variety of designs.

O
|
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1 MR. EBERSOLE: There is no control over it, I(}
2 guess.

3 'UR. O'DONNELL: hithinthetraditionalsingle
) L

4 failure you can design either way.

5 MR. EBERSOLEa Are you saying here that

6 operability of non-safety systems being fed by the

'

7 alternate battery --

8 MR. JELLS Yes, are assumed to be

9 operable.

10 MR. EBERSOLEs But you are not saying that'

11 operability of non-safety systems which are supplied

12 from the failed battery may be failed. You will concede

13 tha t?

( 14 MR. O' DONN ELL 4 He would concede that. If

15 there is a direct effech.
16 MR. EBERSOLE: Right.

MR. O'DONNELL: That the systems would not be17 '

18 operable. '

19 .MR. EBERSOLE: Thank you.

20 'MR. O'DONNELL4 As the Staff noted here, the

21 single failure is an active failure and not a passive

22 failure. I think with these clarifications it certainly ,

23 limits -- reduces the scope of this recommendation. But

() 24 again we are not endorsing .this for general

-25 a pplica bility.
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1 We feel that a lot more study is needed,{}
2 including cost-benefit analyses, before even change of

3 this limited nature are made generically across the

O
4 board.

I 5 MR. DAVISs A question on the last item , Mr.

6 O'Donnell. Is there a clear and unambiguous definition

'
7 of what an active f ailure is that is used by both

8 industry and the NRC7 I have had some problems with

9 that in the past and what is your definition of an

10 active failure?

11 MR. O'DONNELLs Well, I guess --

12 MR. DAVISs Can you refer me to some official

13 definition?

() 14 MR. O'DONNELLa I know'1here is an ANS

' It standard that attempts to deal with that question, but I

16 think what we were concerned with here is that we do not

17 include things like pipe breaks or --

18 MR. DAVIS: How about a check valve that has

19 to open. Is that an active failure?

20 MR. O'DONNELL I think if that valve has to

21 physically move -- there is moving part within the valve

22 that has to change positions -- that would be an active

23 failure.

(]) 24 MR. DAVIS: Okay. I have a lot of problems

25 with this single failure criterion.that I expressed i

O
.
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I

{} 1 earlier and I am still having trouble. You still think,.

2 though, that having thise kind of criterion is adequate [

3 as a deterministic way to approach this problem other !

O
4 than using straight reliability for the other systems?

5 MR. O'DONNELLs We are not endorsing this >

6 specific deterministic criterion or change thereto, but
,

;

7 I think if your question is do we support the use of !

!
'

8 deterministic criteria, I think the answer is yes,
:

9 rather than just reliability criteria. I

f

to MR. DAVIS: My problem is that you ccn have !

11 systems that meet the single failure criteria that are ;

;

12 not reliable and vice versa, I suppose. '

i

13 NR. O'DONNELL4 Well, when you any not
,

() 14 reliable you are assuming -- it is with respect to some
i

15 reliability goal. |
,

16 MR. DAVIS: Yes.

17 MR. O'DONNELLs Again, that has to be

18 considered in the context of an overall plant risk. One

19 system that may be considered unreliable in one plant

20 may be sufficiently reliable in another, given that it

21 has other systems.

22 MR. DAVIS: Yes, that is right, but they both

23 may meet the single failure criterion and I guess that
!

(]) 24 is my problem.

25 MR. O'DONNELLs We are not for throwing away

(1) ;

!

l

i
i
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() I the single f ailure criterion or the existing GDC and

'

2 starting over with safety goals or reliability goals as

3 substitutes. We feel that the existing regulations

O
4 provide a level of safety that is adequate and that

5 changes in those regulations should be undertaken in the

6 manner that Staff is attempting to do here, by doing PRA

7 studies and trying to identify areas of weakness.

8 Our only concern here is that the study in

9 this document is not sufficiently comprehensive or

to realistic to serve that purpose.

11 I think that concludes my rema rks. I would be :

12 glad to answer any questions that the Subcommittee has.

13 MR. EBERSOLE4 Are you aware of any design

14 logic wherein looking at non-safety systems has been an

15 obvious attempt to go to two separate DC sources to ,

16 maintain continuity of a non-safety function? Aren't

!
17 they in the daisy chain configuration normally and

18 therefore if one non-safety function fails it is likely
|

to there may be another in series with it that can also |

20 f ail to work even though it is looking at another DC

21 system.

22 In short, I am not aware of any effort made to

23 spread the DC power supply problem among the non-safety

() 24 systems to increase reliability. If there is such an

i 25 eff ort I do not know about it.
,

O
!
|
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1 MR. O'DONNELLs I am not sure. Are you{}
2 referring to --

3 MR. EBERSOLE: You suggested part of the

O 4 non-safety systems could fail and the rest of them could

5 magically continue to maintain their function because

6 they were all from another DC buss. I am saying I do

7 not know of any effort made in a non-safety system
.

8 design aimed toward that accomplishment.

9 NR. O'DONNELL: Oh, I think the current design

to practice, at least at Ebasco and I think it was referred

11 to earlier by Mr. Faust Rosa is to separate things like

12 switchyard control from turbine control from safety

13 control, and that certainly is a great separation.

14 Offsite power is clearly one of the most

15 important non-safety systems and if your main turbine

16 generating system goes down you would not also want to

17 bring down the other remaining source of non-safety

18 power which is offsite power.

19 I think that is the current practice. That

20 does a lot to address your concern. -

( 21 MR. RAYS I do not have any questions, Mr.

22 0'Donnell, but I do -- I am encouraged with the thought

23 that there f.s more compatibility of viewpoint between

() 24 your stand this afternoon and that which was delineated

25 to us by Messrs. Shrinivasan and Knox. I think it was

()
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{} 1 the second item of the last slide said that the buss tie

2 breaker concerns should be solved by procedures and

3 administrative controls in effect, and that is the stand

O
4 they have taken this afternoon in their indication of

5 intent to implement some of these things. ,

6 So I think when Mr. Srinivasan 's document goes

7 out for public comment you may find more reconcilable,

8 more palatable provisions or requirements in that than
i

9 you have seen in 0666 as it was published.

to MR. O'DONNELLs I distinctly hope so.

11 MR. RAYa I am encouraged by this possibility

12 and it is quite possible that your viewpoints would

13 influence the finalization of that thing.

14 MR. O'DONNELL4 As I said, we have submitted

15 our letter recently to the Staff and we hope that they

16 will consider our comments.

17 MR. RAYa Is this the letter to Mr. Harold

18 Den ton dated March 257

19 MR . O 'DONN ELL s Yes.

20 MR. RAYa We now have copies of it. Thank you

21 very much for coming today. We appreciate your having

22 taken the time and going to the expense and sharing Uith

23 us your viewpoints.

() 24 MR. O'DONNELL Thank you.

25 MR. RAYS We should have as much of this as is

O
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() 1 possible.
,

2 Well, now, we are a little bit ahead of

3 schedule. I would like before we caucus here for a few
(

4 moments to ask if there is anyone left in the audience,

5 either industry representative or general public, who

6 feels impelled to make any comments on today's

7 proceedings.

8 (No response.)4

9 Okay, you have had your opportunity.

10 Gentlemen, I am ready to share your comments or any

11 suggestions you may have that I would be licensed by you |

12 to incorporate into the report I shall make to the'ACRS

13 on Friday.

( 14 MR. EBERSOLEa Jerry, I guess I would like to

15 see a little bit more hard look at the auto transfers at

16 branch circuit level -- where they a re, how many there

17 are, what is the statistical implications of them, have

18 they been covered in 0666 in fact in a general context.

19 Can we drag out some PRA terminology for what they add

20 to the unreliability of the system ?

21 MR. RAY: Well, I think Mr. Shrinivasan should
|

22 iddress himself to the question as to whether or not

23 they have been covered in 0666. My impression is that

() 24 they have not, as it was published.
~

'

25 MR. SRINIVASANs My view is I think it is very'

O
!

*
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() 1 explicitly sta ted there should not be any dependence

2 between the redundant divisions. That is the way the

- 3 recommendation came out, so --

4 MR. RAY: Just a minute. Are you talking

5 about the recommendations as they were listed in 0666 or

6 as they are listed in your present draft of your

7 proposed action?

8 MR. SRINIVASANs The recommendation actually,

9 the way it said you should not have any dependence

10 between the redundant divisions. We looked at some of

11 the operating reactor designs. They got only two

12 battery system. We talked to some of the utilities,

13 tried to find out why the tie is there. We saw some

14 benefits, not while the plant is in operation but while

15 the plan t is shut down.

16 MR. RAYa There is no question about it being

17 beneficial.

18 MR. SRINIV AS AN : But to come back to the

19 automatic transfer feature, I doubt whether you could

20 justify such a design in the light of this study.

21 MR. EBERSOLEs That is what I am getting at,

22 really.

23 MR. SRINIVASANs As I told you, we eliminated

() 24 that kind of design in BWR 3, but I do not know whether '

25 there are any more designs still in operation. Maybe

()
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|
1 through the implementation of the NUREG-0666

2 recommendation we would be able to review them and see

3 what we can do with it.
O-

4 MR. RAY: What you are saying is you have not

5 surveyed the industry to ensure that there are not some

6 plants left that have them, but on the other hand you

7 have made your recommendations on implementation so

8 broad that you are going to forbid them?

9 MR. SRINIVASANs I think it is implied there.

10 ER. RAYS Because they represent interties.

11 MR. SRINIVASAN: Yes. An automatic intertie

12 is much worst. What we are promulgating is how a manual

13 capability of intertie under strict procedures --

14 MR. EBERSOLE: Could you not -- after all,

15 intertie and automatic transfer is just another problem.

16 Could you supervise one of these things to retain its

17 benefits while getting rid of its hazards? I mean, I

18 caa easily see, I believe, that I can so supervise an

G automatic transfer or manual intertie that I am more

20 worried about it than anything else in the plant --

21 uha tever -- interlock, fuse, double breaker, whatever.

22 MR. SRINIVASAN I will leave that to the

23 design people to comment.

24 MR. EBERSOLE: There is a way of dealing with

25 the problem if you qualify it.

O
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(} 1 MR. SRINIVASAN4 Right. |

2 MR. EBERSOLE: Just a blind auto transfer

3 without protective features --7-
V

4 MR. SRINIVASAN I think we should balance the

5 benefit you get out of this versus the risk you take.

6 To my knowledge -- I have not seen the last few years I

7 have been at the Commission where automatic transfer was

8 licensed. BWR 3 ve eliminated the transfer. Mr. Scholl

9 mentioned there are a few plants that may have interties
'

10 at a very lov level and that we need to look at and see

11 where the benefit is in retaining it versus what the

12 risk you take in complementing the independence of the

13 systems.

( 14 MR. EBERSOLEa I think invariably you will

15 find they are highly supervised and protected.

16 MR. SRINIVASAN4 Yes, I agree.

17 MR. RAY: Any residual questions or comments?

18 (No response.)

19 MR. RAY: Okay. Thank you very much,

20 gentlemen, in all categories, and those who participated

21 today. I think there were significant contributions to

| 22 the overall picture. I am going to caucus by mail and

23 telephone the members of the panel for future meetings.

() 24 I would hopefully schedule one in the

25 relatively near future and not wait for the interval

I ()
|
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() I between October and now for the next one because we have

2 gotten some documents here today which we have not had

3 time to give a fair shake to and they could very well

4 stimulate some reasons f or meeting with you again,

5 Srini, and in the course of your review and with your

6 peers and so on there is some evolutionary possibilities

7 there which we might very well influence.

8 So I would expect without having perhaps

9 accomplished any more progress on task action plan A-44

10 or task action plan 30, 0666 being its combination, we

11 vill be discussing it more on an ongoing basis, perhaps

12 with future meetings.

13 And that, gentlemen, with that I would like to

14 ask you to communicate to me -- take the initiative, if

15 you will -- your thoughts on wha t follow-up meetings

16 might very well be justified with all this background

17 available to us now to schedule, let us say, in the next

18 two months, if any.

19 Thank you very much.

20 (Whereupon, at 4:36 o' clock p.m., td'3d

21 Subcommittee adjourned.)

22

23

() 24

25 i

I

| I~h
%i:

l

i

|
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PRELIMINARY GENERIC RESULTS OF ONSITE

AC POWER RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
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PRELIMINARY SUMMARY OF DOMINANT
.p ACCIDENT-SEQUENCE PROBA3ILITIES

0 (Station Blackout) = 2x10-4Case A: TMB

5-hour battery depletion time
!

| Estimated Major Factors Affecting
Design Sequence Probability Sequence Probability,

,

PWR w/l Steam TMQ B 1x10-5 Large pump seal failure probability, AC recovery to make-up systems22Train AFWS
TML B) + TML Q)B) 7x10-6 AFWS unavailability, AC' recovery to electric powered AFWS andj j

make-up system

TML B lx10-6 AFWS - DC interaction, AC recovery to make-up and DC power systems22

BWR w/1 Isolation TMQ 8 2x10-5 Large pump seal failure probability, AC recovery to make-up systems22Condenser
TMQ)B) 2x10-6 Stuck open relief valve probability, AC recovery to make-up systems

TMU)B) lx10-0 Condenser unavailability, AC recovery to alternate RHR systems

BWR w/HPCI-RCIC TMU B 4x10-5 HPCI/RCIC-DC/ ventilation interactions, AC recovery to DC power /22 ventilation systems

TMU B) lx10-6 HPCI/RCIC unavailability, AC recovery to DC power and make-upj
systems

BWR w/r@CS-RCIC TMU 0 2x10-0 HPCS unavailability, RCIC-DC/ ventilation interaction, AC recovery22 to DC power / ventilation systems

TMU B) 2x10-7 HPCS/RCIC unavailability, AC recovery to make-up systemsj
;

,

%

e

_ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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PRELIMINARY CONTAINMENT FAILURE INSIGHTS
|

TIME TO CONTAINMENT FAILURE CONTAINMENT FAILURE
O CONTAINMENT TYPE AFTER ONSET OF CORE MELT MODE

LARGE DRY 9 HR OVERPRESSURE

SMALL DRY 2 HR HYDROGEN BURN, STEAM
SPIKE, OR OVERPRESSU}

ICE CONDENSER 1 HR HYDROGEN BURN, STEAM
SPIKE, OR OVERPRESSU''

NARK I 3-5 HR ELECTRICAL PENETRATIo
FAILURE

5-8 HR OVERPRESSURE'

MARK II 3 5 HR ELECTRICAL PENETRATI
FAILURE

! 5-8 HR OVERPRESSURE

O MARK III 10-15 HR OVERPRESSURE

1 HR HYDROGEN BURN.

.

t |

|O
'

|
|
|

. _ . - .. .-. , _
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STATION BLACK 0UT ISSUES

O

,

ALTERNATIVE POWER SOURCES AND VALUE OF ,

PROCEDURES IN OFFSITE AC RESTORATION

!

ONSITE AC RELIABILITY ASSURANCE
,

[

DC POWNR CAPACITY (BATTERY DEPLETION TIME)|

:
!

REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM INTEGRITY (LEAKAGE)
RESULTING FROM LOSS OF ALL AC POWER-

:
*

e

P

!.

!
i

,

| !
4

3

[
:

C) !
'

:
1

;

1

I
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PRESENTATION ON
i
4

DIESEL GENERATO'R RELI ABILITY'

,

AT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS:

DATA AND PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
|

f
f

,i

:

1O *

RESEARCH PROJECT 1233-1

:

!
-

CONTRACTOR
|

i SCIENCE APPLICATIONS, INC.

PALO ALTO, CA

.

O
.
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r
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1

EPRI RELIABILITY DATA PROGRAM:

O
O ATWS: FREQUENCY OF ANTICIPATED TRANSIENTS

NP-801, NP-2230

0 DIESEL GENERATOR RELIABILITY AT NUCLEAR POWER
PLANTS, DATA AND PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS

0 LOSS OF 0FFSITE POWER AT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS,

DATA AND ANALYSIS NP--2301

0 PWR POWER PLANT PUMP RELIABILITY DATA

0 PWR POWER PLANT VALVE RELIABILITY DATA

O

1
.

O
.

!

DHW: CK |

3/24/82
,
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OBJECTIVES

0 OBTAIN DATA FROM (13) NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS ON

*
NUMBER OF DEMANDS

*
FAILURE TO START

*
j FAILURE TO CONTINUE TO RUN
:

*
REPAIR TIMES,

! -

*
MAINTENANCE OUTAGE TIMES

O
j 0 DEDUCE PROBABILITIES OF FAILURE TO START AND -PROBABILITIES

OF FAILURE TO RUN

.

0 OBTAIN PRELIMINARY COMMON CAUSE FAILURE DATA,

.

O ANALYZE CAUSES OF FAILURES *

,

~

0 DEDUCE REPAIR TIME DISTRIBUTIONS
i

-

,

.s

b
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I

..

|
|

t

O
'

DATA SOURCES
.

!-

i

i

| 0 IEEE IN-PLANT DATA SYSTEM REVIEW OF MAINTENANCE RECORDS

FOR FOUR PLANTS
;

1

|
1

0 PLANT RECORDS AT TWO OTHER PLANTS
i

,

I

l. O UTILITY SUPPLIED DATA -

O1

| 0 LICENSEE EVENT REPORTS (FOR CAUSE BREAKDOWN ONLY)

!
,

i
4

- ,

i

i-
'

s

I

h

!
'

.

1

i O
.

.

4

4

b
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5 O

O FAILURE CRITERI Ao,

i

!

FAILURES TO START INCLUDE

O FAILURES TO RESPOND TO START COMMAND

0 FAILURES TO REACH RATED SPEED AND VOLTAGE WITHIN A

SATISFACTORY PERIOD
.

O FAILURE TO ACCEPT LOAD

OTHER FAILURES ARE CLASSED AS FAILURES TO RUN

.

O
.

.

f

. _ _ - _ .
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,

CHARACTERISTICS OF DATA ANALYSIS

.

O FAILURE TO START EVENTS WERE ALL ASSUMED TO BE

DEMAND RELATED.

O ACCURATE START DEMANDS FOUND FROM DATA NOT FROM ESTIMATES

0 COMMON CAUSE ANALYSIS DERIVED FROM

A) POTENTIAL COMMON CAUSE FAILURES
,

() B) ACTUAL MULTIPLE FAILURE EVENTS

0 REPAIR TIMES FOUND TO BE BEST REPRESENTED BY ,

LOGNORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS

4

O CLASSICAL AND BAYESIAN TREATMENTS ARE GIVEN'

4

b

-
.

!

|

3

L
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DIESEL FAILURE DATA

O
Diesel Single Double Triple

Facility Vendor #DG Years Failures Failures Failures

Beaver Valley W 2 5.3 20 0 -

Browns Ferry
1 ,2, 3 GE 4 25.5 9 0 0

Plant 21 GE
4 18.0 15 1 1

*

Plant Z2 GE ?

Ocok 1 W 2 9.6 2 0 -

Cook 2 W 2 3.3 5 0 -

Crystal River 3 BW 2 7.9 9 1 -

| () Oyster Creek GE 2 22.6 13 0 -

Peach Bottom GE 4 32.9 12 1 0
2&3

Trojan W 2 10.0 10 0 -

Zion 1 & 2 W 5 19.5 18 * *

Plant X - 1 & 2 GE 5 8.4 38 * *

Plant Y W 4 14.9 20 * *

.

Notes:

1) * Multiple failure counts not apparent from utility-supplied data.
I

2) At Plant Z, any of the four diesels may be demanded by either unit.

(i

%
.

4

|

|
.

!
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.

.; DIESEL START DEMAND DATA

i

() Diesel Diesel Demands /
Facility Years Demands Diesel Yr.

Z1&2 18.0 648 36.0

Cook 1 9.6 687 71.5,

Cook 2 3.3 211 63.6

Crystal River 3 7.9 316 39.8

Peach Bottom
2&3 32.9 1965 59.8

Trojan 10.0 473 47.3

Zion 1 & 2 19.5 1558 79.9

X1&2 8.4 432 51.6

() Y 14.9 723 48.5
,

Total 123.5 6910 56.0

.
.

()
.<,

.

|
-
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FAILURE PROBABILITY ESTIMATES AND CONFIDENCE B0UNDS

O e'^ar
' ^ ^Failure to Start
A A.05 A.95(failures / demand)

Z1&2 2.9 x 10-2 1.9 x 10-2 4.3 x 10-2

Cook 1 2.9 x 10-3 5.2 x 10-4 9.1 x 10-3

Cook 2 9.5 x 10-3 1.7 x 10-3 2.9 x 10-2

Crystal River 3 2.2 x 10 1.0 x 10-2 4.1 x 10-2-2

Peach Bottom 2 & 3 4.6 x 10-3 2.4 x 10-3 8.0 x 10-3

Trojan 1.1 x 10-2 4.2 x 10-3 2.2 x 10-2

Zion 1 & 2 1.2 x 10-2 7.5 x 10-3 1.7 x 10-2

X1&2 8.8 x 10-2 6.7 x 10-2 1.1 x 10-1
1 O
| Y 2.8 x 10-2 1.8 x 10-2 4.0 x 10-2

Composi te 1.7 x 10-2
Comparison:

WASH-1400 3.2 x 10-2 1.0 x 10-2 1.0 x 10-1

1

|

FAILURE RATE ESTIMATES AND CONFIDENCE BOUNDS
. 5

iFailure to Continue to run
(failures / hour)

s

Peach Bottom 2 & 3 1.4 x 10-3 5.4 x 10-4 2.9 x 10-3

Trojan 1.5 x 10-2 5.8 x 10-3 3.1 x 10-2 .

|
'

:

.
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COMPARISON OF OIESEL FAILURE RATE ESTIMATES

RESULTS OF(a)THIS STUDY EG&G RESULTS

MONTHLY STARTS WEEKLY STARTS

FAILURES TO START (FAILURES / DEMAND)

.

Z1&2 2.9x10-2 4.9x10-2 1.1x10-2 ,

Cook 1 2.9x10-3 1.4x10-2 3.2x10-3

Cook 2 9.5x10-3 1.0x10-1 2.4x10-2

Crystal River 3 2.2x10-2 1.3x10-I 2.9x10-2

Peach Bottom 2 & 3 4.6x10-3 4.9x10-2 1.1x10-2

Trojan 1.1x10-2 1.4x10-2 3.2x10-3

Zion 1 & 2 1.2x10-2 4.6x10-2(b) 1.1x10-2(b)

X1&2 8.8x10-2 7.4x10-2(C) 1.7x10-2(c)

Y1 2.8x10-2 1.3x10-1 3.1x10-2 ,

Composite: 1.7x10-2 4.4x10-2 1.0x10-2

FAILURE TO CONTINUE TO RUN (FAILURES / HOUR)

Peach Bottom 2 & 3 1.4x10-3 6.9x10-3 1.6x10-3

Trojan 1.5x10-2 1.4x10-2 6.4x10-3

(a) Maximum likelihood estimate derived from plant or utility-supplied
,

data

(b) Estimate for Zion 1 only

(c) Estimate for X 1 only -

'

s .

_ - _ _ . _ _. . . _ _ . . -
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O
DIESEL FAILURES IDENTIFIED FROM REVIEW 0F LERs FOR 23 LWRs

m

M ec.,r of Plant Diesel Single Double Triple
Facility Vendor avsels Years Years Failures Failures Failures

I*)Brunswick-1 GE 3.2
4 18.8 23 2 1

Brunswick-2 GE 4.7

Calvert Cliffs-2 CE IDI+1 3.1 6.2 13I

Cook-1 W 2 4.9 9.8 4 2

Cook-2 W 2 1.8 3.6 4 1

Crystal River-3 B&W 2 2.9 5.8 5

Davis Besse B&W 2 2.3 4.6 6

Dresden-1 GE 1 20.2 20.2 9.

Dresden-2 GE 1+1 9.9 19.8 47

Palisades CE 2 8.6 17.2 10

Peach Bottom-2 GE 6.4
4 25.6 18 1

Peach Bottom-3 GE 5.3

Pilgrim GE 2 6.1 12.2 11

Prairie Island-1 W 2 6.1 12.2 5 2

Prairie Island-2 W 2 5.1 10.2 2 1

; Salem W 3 3.1 9.3 4 1 1

St. Lucie CE' 2 3.1 6.2 10 1

Surry-1 W 1+1 7.5 ~
21.7

.
8

Surry-2 W 1+1 6.7 1

'TitI-1 B&W 2 5.5 11.0 9 1 '
,

,

l
' TMI-2 8&W 2 1.8 3.6 3

Zion-1 W 2+1 6.4 23 2(c)

IC)
'

Zion-2 W 2+1 6.0 7 22 I

(c) -

1 TOTAL 46 132.1 252.0 237 12+3 2

(a)) Indicates all diesels are shared between the plants.

(b)+ 1ndicates dedicated + shared dieseli

ICI Two independent diesel failures

.
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1

'
:

i
<
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<

,

Oi
!

!

CAUSE BREAKDOWN
<

'

.

!
; - ;
'

(
FAILURE EVENTS ARE ANALYZED BY

!:
:
>

0 VENDOR l

i
!

1

'

j 0 SUBSYSTEM I
!

!
,

;Q0 FAILURE MODE
!

! J
>

)
O SUBSYSTEM AND FAILURE MODE !

i
:

i

0 FAILURE CAUSE (RANDOM HARDWARE, HUMAN ERROR, |
!
i

DESIGN / FABRICATION, INSTALLATION, PROCEDURAL DEFICIENCY)
!
I
,

f

!
'

.
*

t

! I

t

.

- |

'
:

'

,

F

'

.
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COMPARISON OF DIESEL GENERATOR FAILURES BY REACTOR VENDOR
(USERS' GROUPS)

O.

Estimated * -

Number of Number Number of Failure Rate
Vendor Diesel Years of Demands Failures (Failures / Demand)

Westinghouse 98.0 5488 29 5.3 x 10-3

General
Electric 99.4 5566 38 6.8 x 10-3

Combustion
Engineering 29.6 1658 8 4.8 x 10~

Babcock &
Wilcox 25.0 1400 5 3.6 x 10~3

6

TOTAL 252.0 14,112 80 5.7 x 10-3
,

* uses average number of demands per diesel year (56.0) derived from data in
Section 3.2 '

i

!

6

*
,

l

O
.

'

.

.

'
. _ _ - - _ - -
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i

FhlLURE EVENT COUNTS BASED ON SUBSYSTEM INVOLVED

NUMBER OF-

ID SUBSYSTEM EVENTS

O --

A Fuel oil transfer system 20

B Starting air, engine exhaust 41

C Cooling system (radiator-service water) 23

D Lube oil system 23

E Air cooler 3

F Control system (speed control-Governor-logic channels) 57

G Engine-Turbo charger 18

H Generator 9

0_ Others/ Unknown 63

TOTAL 257

0

.

G

'

l

O-
. .

k

l

e
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FAILURE COUNTS BASED ON CAUSE CODE

Design /
Independent Human Fabrication / Procedural

Failure Error Installation Error TOTAL

No. of Events 141 44 38 13 236

Percentage 60 19 16 5 100%

_

.

O
Independent

Failure

60%

Procedural
Error 5%

Human Design / Fabrication
Error , Installation

19% 16%
.

.

O
'

Figure 4-1. Pie Chart Diagram Based on Cause Code

3

e
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,

i O
:

REPAIR TIMES

i

:

0 DATA FROM 6 PLANTS

k .0 LOGNORMAL DISTRIBUTION FITS WELL, BETTER THAN EXPONENTI AL
!
:

O PARAMETERS OF LOGNORMAL DISTRIBUTION ARE,

-

f=1,706
2cr = 3.014'

O.

!

; - 0 AGGREGATE MEAN TIME TO REPAIR IS 16,1 HOURS
I

4

I

I

b

4

4

0
.

!

"t
,
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|

DIESEL REPAIR TIMES FROM PLANT RECORDS OF 6 PLANTS

Length of Repair
. Time t (hours) Number of Events Relative Frequency

t11 12 .23

1<t14 6 .11

4<tf8 12 .23

8 < t 1 12 7 .13

12 < t i 16 1 .02

16 < t 1 20 4 .08
1

20 < t i 24 3 .06

t > 24 8 .15

53 1.00

I

i

i,

e

h

O
,

.

e

Ig-II -
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1

,

O
. OUTAGE DATA

0 PROVIDED BY TWO PLANTS

0 EXCLUDES REPAIR AFTER FAILURE

.
2

O INCLUDES TEST AND MAINTENANCE,

,

; O EXCLUDES PERIODS OF COLD SHUTDCWN

! ($)
0 TEST UNAVAILABILITY:

TROJAN 3.8 10-3

j 0 MAINTENANCE UNAVAILABILITY:

TROJAN 1.2 10-2
1

! PLANT Z 1.1 10-2
i

.

.

9

-

A

1

|
,
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.

O
MULTIPLE FAILURE DATA

,

.

!

O AGGREGATE DATA SHOWED ~
'

t

171 SINGLE FAILURES
!

3 DOUBLE FAILURES .

!

1 TRIPLE FAILURE
,

i

i

0 IHIS GIVES =-NMULTIPLES - '

= _ q r

() NMULTIPLES + N SINGLES 175 :

= 0.023 I
;

O IHE FRACTION OF EVENTS WITH CAUSES OTHER THAN INDEPENDENT f
HARDWARE FAILURE IS 0,4 |

'

t

t

!
.

h

,

.

i

] *

,

; .
.

k

{
:
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-
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CONCLUSIONS

O
O MEAN FAILURE TO START PROBABILITIES RANGE OVER A FACTOR

OF 30 DEPENDING ON PLANT.

O IHIS RANGE IS MUCH LARGER THAN CONFIDENCE L:MITS ON ANY PLANT
,

.

O THE RATIOS RANGE FROM A FACTOR 10 BELOW THE WASH 1400

FIGURE (3.2 X 10-2) TO A FACTOR 3 ABOVE

O ONLY ONE PLANT IS ABOVE THE WASH 1400 FIGURE

O
O NUMBER OF DEMANDS PER YEAR AVERAGES AT ABOUT ONE PER

WEEK, NOT 1 PER MONTH

0 MEAN FAILURE TO START PROBABILITY IS INDEPENDENT

OF NSSS VENDOR
.

O MOST FAILURES TO START ORIGINATE IN FAULTY CONTROL

SYSTEMS (29%) AND AIR STARTING SYSTEMS (21%)

O

i ;
'

\

I

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ - _ _ i.. - _ _ . ---_ -
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t

([) CONCLUSIONS CONTINUED
1

0 PRINCIPAL CAUSES OF FAILURE WERE RANDOM INDEPENDENT

HARDWARE FAILURES 60%, FOLLOWED 'IP( HUMAN ERROR (19%)

O POTENTIAL MULTIPLE FAILURE CAUSES WERE COMMON ( 40%

OF FAILURES) BUT MULTIPLE FAILURES WERE FEW ( 2.5DC OF TOTAL)
.

O IEST-AND MAINTENANCE UNAVAILABILITIES ARE 0.01 OR LESS

O
O REPAIR TIMES ARE LOGNORMALLY DISTRIBUTED WITH

A MEAN OF 16.1 HOURS. -

,

4

a

t

t
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THE $@ IS STRUCTURED TO REVIEW OLDER PIMTS AGAINST CURRENT LICENSING CRITERIA.

MJEG-0666 IS NOT A CURRENT LICENSING CRITERI THEREFORE, DE SE DOES NOT !
.

._2

INCLUDE THE REVIEW OFEEfr0666 AS A SPECIFIC TASK. HCMEVER, THERE ARE SOE

SIMILARITIES.
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O NUREG-0666/SEP SIMILARITIES

0666 ECC1tENDATION -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -RF1ATEDSEPTOPIC
- - - --

., . . .

-

_ . _. _ _ . _ _ _- .. __ _

. . . .

.

# 1. _ DIVI.SIONAL INDEPENDENCE -- - -- VI-7.C.1 INDEPENDENCE OF ONSITE POWER
_, _ .. . ._ ._

-#.5BATTERYTESTINGANDMINTlNANCE.VIII-3.A STATION PATTERY CAPACITY IEST

! - REQUIREMENTS ,

#kAREDUNDANCY _ Vll-3 SAFESHUTDOWN

# OPERATINGPROCEbbRE5AND
~~ ~

'~ VI-[.C.1 INDEPEhDENCE OF ONSITE POWER -

/ i
lNSTRUENTATION

-- ~ '

~~ VIIIh3.B DC POWER SYSTEM BUS VOLTAGE
- - -

MoNITORINGANDANNUNCIATION.

_O
- -

- -- : . . . _ :: :2- : : _. ::. : : : . : ::.

.

.

0

|O !

:
.
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e
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NUREG-0666 REONEMMTIONS- . .

NOTCOVERED BY SEP' REVIEWS ~ . -.- . . . . -- . -
.:

;- . .. . . _ . . . _ -..

_ _ _ _

# 1 RECOMMENDATION 1 - Mik%N FACTORS
i

# 2 REC 0ffENDATION 2 - TEST PROCEDURES
i

# 3 REC 0ffENDATION 3 - PILOT CELL READINGS PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

# 14 RECOMENDATION 4s - ISOLATION VALVE POWER SOURCE

.
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SER ISSUE DATES.

FOR EACH $9 PLANT, A S3 HAS BEEN ISSUED ON EACH OF THE FOUR TOPICS

O
11M[ VI-7.C.1 y11-3. VIII-3.A VIII--3.B

PAUSADES 10/14/81 12/31/81 05/22/81 08/05/81

GINd 11/27/81 06/2f/81 07/31/81 ~06/09/811

NRESDEN~2 02/05/82 07/07/81 07/07/81 '06/26/81

- OYSTER CREEK- 06/29/81 07/09/81 06/29/81 06/29/81

MIu. STONE 1 11/02/81 02/01/82 08/26/81 07/23/81 |

SAN ONOFRE 1 - 08/03/81 31/18/81 11/07/79 07/24/81
,

HADDAMNECK 01/11/82 08/28/81 02/16/79 08/28/81
.

YANKEE 09/14/81 02/02/82 11/07/79 08/28/81

O LACROSSE 09/21/81 03/09/82 06/05/79 08/28/81

BIsROCKPOINT 02/22/82 08/19/81 04/22/81 02/22/82

..

'

EACH OF THESE REPORTS HAS BEEN SENT TO THE LICENSEE AND DOCKETED.
I

e

,

e

|.
'
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* ,

|
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O
AN UNUSUAL FEA.TURE OF THE S8 PROGRAM IS THAT LICENSEES HAVE BEEN .

INVITED TO COMENT ON MATTERS OF FACT IN THESE SBS SINCE THERE IS

DIFFICULTY IN OBTAINING AS-BUILT INFORMATION. ACCORDINGLY,: SOE

S 8S mY BE CHANGED TO REFLECT PLANT MODIFICATIONS.
_
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SLINARY OF
'

O See aeview RESut1S

FOR DC SYSIBE . .

-

PL M VI-7.Cil yll-1 VIII-3.A 'VIII-3.B ;

PALISADES OK-1 M f0-3 NO-4 _c CK-2: s -

~

. GINNA OK-2 _ YES to-4 NO . ;
'

DRESDEN2 ND YES-5 NO NO

OYSTERCREEK. NO YES-5 OK ND
,

MILLSTCNE1 ND YES-5 [0
_ .N0 .. _ _ _ _

,

~ SAN ONOFRE 1 OK f YES OK-
. fNO _ J:

~

O HADDAM NECK NO YES-5 NO - to - c -

~

~

Yme M E M W
LACROSSE OK YES OK NO k -

~ ~

BIG ROCK POINr OK YES OK N0 i I
- ;

:

1 - tb BUS TIES
'

2-ALTERNATIVEDESIGNACCEPTED

3 - LOAD STRIPPING REQUIRED
'

4 - HAS AGREED TO CONDUCT SUITABLE IESTS IN THE FUTURE

5 - EXCEPT AS NOTED IN TOPIC VI-7.C.1

O
.

a

S b

$

'
.

. . - . . .
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SEP TOPIC VI-7.C.1

REVIEW CRITERIA
-

:

.
WHEN OPERATING FROM STANDBY SOURCES, REDUIERNT LOAD GROUPS AND REDUNDANT

STANDBY SOURCES SHOULD BE INDEPENDENT OF EACH OTHER AT LEAST TO THE FOL-

LOWING EXTENT. . .

.- - .. .,

_ __

. ...

lhTHESTANDBYSOURCEOFONELOADGROUP"SHOUWNOTAUTOMATICALLYPARALLEU~.
_

WITH E E STANDBY SOURCE OF ANOTHER GROUP UNDER ACCIDENT CONDITIONS,

2) lb PROVISIONS SHOUD EXIST FOR AUTOMATICALLY TRANSFERRING ONE LDAD GROUP

TO ANOTHER LOAD GROUP OR LDADS BETWEEN REDUNDANT POWER SOURCES,

3) IF MEANS EXIST r0R MANUALLY CONN $CTING REDUNDANT LOAD GRdUPS TOGETHER, AT
-

LEAST ONE INTERLOCK SHOULD BE_PROVIDED TO PREVENT AN OPERATOR ERROR EAT
~

WOULD PARALLEL THEIR STANDBY POWER SOURCESJ AND

14 ) EACH DC LOAD GROUP SH0dLD B5 ENERGIZED BY A BATTERY AND BATTERY CHARGER.
'

THE BATTERY-CHARGER C0fSINATION SHOULD HAVE NO AUTOMATIC CONNECTION TO

ANY OWER REDUNDANT DC LOAD GROUP.

.

o

O

.

.
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'

SPECIFICRESLLT5
i

TOPIC VI-7.C.1 -

, ,

,, ,
,

PROTECTIVE RFIAYING ADMINISTRATIVE t'ONTROLSTRANS
''

. MANUAL TIES
,

:: 'i .

' ' '

GINNA AUTO ' YES MEETS SItELE FAILURE CRITERION MEETS SItR E FAILURE CRITERION
'

-
;, ,

DRESDEN2 Auro 'YES NorDESCRIBEDIN' DETAIL INSUFFICIENT,

,

OYSTER CREEK AUTO-1 YES-2 NoTDESCRIBED INSUFFICIENT
'

c,-

MILLSTONE 1 MAN-3 : . ;.' .No- NoT REVIEWED INSUFFICIENT .

HADDAt4 NECK NoNE ,YES-3A NoT REVIEWED INSUFFICIENT

. ' ' , .c','. ,, ., .' . ;
.

-

-

I

1 - PARELLEura POSSIBLI
, ...,,. ,

2 - INTERLOCKED -
,

,

3 - NoT INTERLOCKED , ! j;,; .

II - T00 MANY REDUNDANT LOAI$S CAN BE PLACED ON OriE. BATTERY
!,

'
,

*
. .

i>

1

|:
.

|
.

O

~
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TOPIC VII-3 REVIEW CRITERIA

.

, CURRENT LICENSING CRITERIA FOR SAFE SHllTDOWN IS:

1) IEEF. STANMRD 279-1971,"CRITERIAFORPROTECTIONSYSTEMSFORNUCLEAR.

POWER GENERATING STATIONS'" -
-

,

2) GDC-5, " SHARING OF STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AND COMPONENTS,";-,_ , _

-

,

3)- @C-13, "INSTRlPENTATION AND CONTROL,"

4) GDC-17,"ELECTRICPOWERSYSTEMS,"

5) GDC-19, " CONTROL ROOM,"

6) GDC-26, "REACTIVI1Y CONTROL SYSTEM REDUNDANCY AND CAPABILITY,"

7) GDC-34,"RESIDUALHEATRENVAL,"
~

Q 8) @C-35, "EERGENCY CORE C00LINGj" AND

.

9) GDC-44,"COOLINGWATER."

.

*
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TOPIC VII-3 REVIEW OBJECTIVES

.

THE SYSTEMS REQUIRED FOR SAFE SHlfTDOWN WERE IDENTIFIED BY THE NRC S P STAFF.

] THE SYSTEMS WERE REVIEWED TO ENSURE THE FOLLOWING SAFETY OBJECTIVES ARE NET:

1) ASSURE THE DESIGN ADEQUACY OF THE SAFE SHUTDOWN SYSTEM TO AUTOMATICALLY

-C INITIATE OPERATION OF APPROPRIATE SYSTEMS, INCLUDING REACTIVITY CONTROL

SYSTEMS, SUCH THAT FUEL DESIGN LIMITS ARE NOT EXCEEDED AS A RESULT OF

- OPERATIONAL OCCURRENCES AND POSTULATED ACCIDENTS, AND T0- AUT0 MAT 4CALLY -

_

_

INITIATE SYSTEM REQUIRED TO BRING THE PLANT TO A SAFE SHUTDOWN,

.
. 1

-

2) ASSURE THAT REQUIRED. SYSTEMS, MUIPENT, AND CONTROL TO MAINTAIN THE

UNIT IN A SAFE. CONDITION DURING HOT SHUTDOWN ARE APPROPRIATELY LOCATED

OUTSIDE THE CONTROL ROOM, AND HAVE THE CAPABILITY FOR SUBSEQUE T COLD

SHUTDOWN OF TE-REACTOR USING SUITABLE PROCEDURESJ AND - -

_
-, - , ; ..

_

_ .
. - . .

- ~ ~

3) ASSURE ONLY SAFETY GRADE EQUIPMENT IS REQUIRED TO BRING PRIMARY COOLANT

SYSTEMS FROM A HIGH PRESSURE TO LOW PRESSURE COOLING CONDITION.

l.

|

,

.

. .

|

|
|

.
.
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VII-3 RESULTS
.

O PAUSADES SATISFIES THE REQUIREfENTS OF TOPIC VII-3 EXCEPT FOR THE FACT

THAT LOAD STRIPPING IS REQUIRED IN T.E EVENT OF A PROLDNGED LOSS OF

0FFSITE-POWER. BATTERY CAPACIT( FOR THE SIX HOURS NECESSARY TO ESTABLISH

BACRFEED TIRU MAIN TRANSFORMER IS F%RGINAL'WITHOUT LOAD REDUCTION. ALL

OTHER PLANTS SATISFY. OUR CRITERIA. I

. -

.

'

O
.
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TOPIC'VIII-3.) REVIEW CRITERIA
;

i

O lhTTERY TEST REQUIREMENTS ARE INCLUDED IN IEEE STD. 450-1975, IEEE Sm. 308-1974,
3

BIP ETCSB 6 AND B E " STANDARD TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS.." THEREQUIREDTESTS.

,

'' ^~~ b' ' 2* ~Z- 1 ---- - 2 - - - - -- -ARE AS F M i
.

-

p
,

1)~AT LEAST'OlICE PER3~MONh5, ~DURING 5HUTDOWN, A'EATTERY SERVICE TEST SHOULD

~BE PERFORif_D TO VERIFY THAT BE BATTERY CAPACITY IS eDEQUATE TO SUPPLY AND |.-
I

f%INTAIN'IN ' OPERABLE 5TATUS ALL OF THE ACTUAL EERGENCY WADS FOR 2 HOURS.- i

(IEEE STD. 450-1975 REQUIRES WE TEST LENGE TO CORRESPOND TO THE REQUIRE-
i

~ENTS OF -TE CRITICAL PERIOD OF NEED.) f
- ,

--
. .

|
- - . . -

'
2)I AT LEAST ONCE-PER 60 MONTHS, DURING 5AUTDOWN, A BATTERY DISCHARGE' TEST SHOULD --

BE PERFORED TO VERIF THAT THE BATERY CAPACITY IS AT LEAST 80% OF THE (~~

O - Ea = e^CTURER'S RATING.
- - |

.

. . -. ;
,

i

l
(

.

,

!
!

i

!
/ {

O .

.

t
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SPECIFIC RESULTS
~

|

FORTOPICVIII-3.A i

O. -

.

PIXf SERVICETEST DISOMRGE ' TEST
~

,

LMiu. STONE 1 NONE : ~

HAsr ~
~~

~?-

. . . . = - - -. _.._._

DRESDEN2 - NDE
-

~ tbNE-

HADDAMNECK NONE
~

NONE
~

.

~~ ^ .. ~ . : - . .....
_

- . .

-- - - - . _

s

O<

.

,

|
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i TOPIC VIII-3.B

INSTRifBITATION REQUIRED FOR

NBI PLMS

O
FOR NEW PLANTS, THE STAFF REQUIRES THAT THE FOLLOWING INDICATIONS AND ALARMS

OF T}E CLASS 1E D.C. POWER; SYSTEM STATUS SHALL BE PROVIDED IN THE CONTROL ROOM:

i

~

BATTERV. CURRENT (AffETER-CHARGE / DISCHARGE) T - J ^Z 7 :3~~ C E3 ~~ ~i-

BATTERY CHARGER OUTP.UT. CURRENT-(AtNETER).

'

-

D.C. BUS VOLTAGE (VOLTMETER)
. _ _.- . - _ _..

BATTERY CHARGER OLTTPUT VOLTAGE (VOLTETER) ,

"

BATTERYHIGHDISCHARGERATEALARM
,

D.C.BUSUNDERVOLTAGEANDOVERVOLTAGEALARM

D.C. BUS GROUND ALARM (FOR UNGROUNDED SYSTEM) ..

BATTERYBREAKER(S)ORFUSE(S)OPENALARM

g BATTERY CHARGER OUTPlff BREAKER (S) OR FUSE (S) OPEN ALARM !

BATTERY CHARGER TROUBLE ALARM (ONE ALARM FOR A NtNBER OF ABNORMAL

CONDITIONS WHICH ARE USUALLY INDICATED LOCALLY)
'

i

!
,

t

I
.

i
I

L

O i
,

!

.
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PURPOSE OF SEP REVIEW 0F

DC IfETRlFENTS
_

TO ASSURE THAT.THE DC SYSTEMS SATISFY SECTION 4.20 0F IE STD. 279-1971.

'

SECTION 4.20 STATES:

- "4.20 INFORMATION READ-Olfr. -THE PROTECTION SYSTEM-SHALL-BE ': ~ ; ~ :: I:
-

_

.
-DESIGED TO PROVIDE THE-OPERATOR WI;TH.AqquRATE,4COWLETEr-- .:-

AND TI E LY INFORMATION PERTINENT TO ITS OWN STATUS AND TO

GENERATING STATION SAFE 1Y. THE DESIGN SHALL MINIMIZE 1EE

DEVELOPEENT OF CONDITIONS WHICH WOUD CAUSE ETERS, ANNUN-

CIATORS, RECORDERS, ALARMS, ETC, TO GIVE ANOMALOUS INDICA-

TIONS CONFUSING TO THE OPERATOR."

THE CAPABILITY OF THE BATTERY CHARGER TO SUPPLY THE NORMAL WADS PRECLUDES
,

TIELY DETECTION OF HIGH RESISTANCE CONNECTIONS IN THE BATTERY CIRCUIT.

O
.

m

&

|

|
.

*
-

,
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RESULTS OF SEP TOPIC VIII-3.B REVIEW

O
1. WE FOUND THAT ~ALL DESIGNS PROVIDED BUS OR BATTERY VOLTAGE I.NDICATION IN THE

CONTROL ROOM AND 'LITTLE ELSE.

~ 22 13 '. ?-

2. LACK OF . CONTROL BOARD SPACE _AND_ SEPARATION PROBLEMS ARE!]%JOR OBSTACLES TO BE -O

. OVERCOE WHEN INST LLING ADDITI6NAL INSTRl#ENTATION.
~ '

.
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PALISADES ACEPTARIF ALTERNATIE {
O. ra mC wn-5.s \

PAUSADES HAS INSTAMED LOCAL INSTRUMENT RACKS. AGENERALALARMISPROVIDED
_ ..

:IN THE CONTROL ROOMMEN A PARAETER DEVIATES FROM TFn Ei(PfCTED-NORM? 22 I2: -
- -

- - . - . . . . . . ~ . . . . . - ..
_

- -

. - -
-

. . . .. - . . . . .
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Atomic Industrial Forum,Inc.

7101 Wisconsin Avenue'

Washington.D C 20014*

[
Ig | Telephone (3011654 9260
.

TWX 7108249602 ATOMIC FoR DCgd
'AI
[ - March 25, 1982 .

Mr. Harold Denton
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street
Washington, D.C. 20555

SUBJECT: COMMENTS ON NUREG-0666 "A PROBABILISTIC SAFETY
ANALYSIS OF DC POWER SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS FOR
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS"-

Dear Mr. Denton:

The Atomic Industrial Forum Committee on Reactor Licensing
and Safety has reviewed NUREG-0666 and has the following
Comments.

We consider that the analysis conducted for NUREG-0666 is a
positive first step in determining the adequacy of DC power

Os supply design requirements. This type of probabilistic
analysis conducted on existing regulations has excellent
potential for determining if generic problems may exist in
those regulations. It is, however, only the first step and,
as such, should not be the sole basis for augmenting design
requirements. If problems appear possible in the generic
requirements, as in the case of NUREG-0666, then a more
realistic study should be performed to determine if problems
really do exist.

Our comments are basically split into two categories. The
first category gives details on our suggestions for improving
the report's methodology. The second category provides com-
ments on the recommendations offered in the report for
augmenting the minimum DC requirements.

Comments on Methodology

To properly perform a more realistic study on a generic DC
power supply requirement, the conservatism present in
NUREG-0666 should be analyzed to allow replacement, if

p)s possible, by more realistic information. As stated in the(.
report, the three major areas where conservatism exists are
1) use of a minimum DC Power System configuration, 2) postu-
lating heavy dependence for shutdown cooling on the minimal
DC system and 3) review of operating experience.
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Mr. Harold Denton -2- March 25, 1982' .

,

() - -

Since the objective of this study is to analyze generic
requirements, it may indeed be proper to use the minimum DC
power supply system configuration. However, this tends to

| overestimate the frequency of expected occurrence for loss of
DC power since virtually all plants contain features in,

! excess of the minimum configuration. Further, the postulated
i heavy dependence on DC power for shutdown cooling may be ,

overly conservative, since many components require DC power
for actuation only, and subsequent loss of DC power would not

,

necessarily interrupt function. A more detailed review would '

be necessary to determine the degree to which the loss of
control capability would affect the ability to maintain .

cooling until recovery of the DC system.

The interpretation of the Licensee Event Report (LER) data
also offers an area where considerable conservatism can be
removed. The LER review covered more then 300 years of
reactor operating experience. This gives a good spread of,

(]) data, but also includes the " learning curve" effect involved
with new designs and incidents that occurred before initia-
tion of new requirements. Thus, actual current trends are
weighted down by undesirable events which may no longer occur
with any signigicant likelihood. In interpretatioa of the
LERs, correlations were drawn between the specific LER and a
minimum DC system. However, the undesirable event usually
occurred in a system far different. Also, the criteria used
for interpreting component failures as identified in Table
C-4 of the NUREG may not actually result in total disability
of the system. This is the case for both the battery and
battery charger criteria.

Comments on Recommendations

NUkdG-0666 acknowledges the fact that many nuclear plants
utilize a DC system far more reliable then the minimum
configuration. However, the recommendations specified on

iPage 70-71 of the NUREG for augmenting requirements imply a
generic applicability when in fact only a few plants may
actually have a design comparable to the minimum configu-

(]) ration regarding failure likelihood. If, indeed, recommenda-
tions are to be given, qualifying statements should be made
to ensure applicability only to those plants which employ DC

,

system configurations with reliabilities comparable to those
examined in this study.

:

|

_ . - . ._ _ _- _- - - . . _ _ _ - . - _ _ - - .
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Mr. Harold Denton -3- March 25, 1982
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.

In addition, the first recommendation, which prohibits the '

use of a tie breaker between DC divisions, should be applied l
to new designs only. For operating plants utilizing tie i

breakers, their use should be controlled via plant specific ]
; procedures, but only after further study is conducted to l

determine the potentisi impact of such procedures on plant i

safety. The last recommendation requiring adequate core '

j cooling following loss of one DC bus and a single independent
failure in any other system required for shutdown cooling
also needs clarification. Following discussions between our
Subcommittee en Pr;babilistic Risk Assessment and appropriate

|, NRC Staff members, we understand that this last recommenda-
tion should be interpreted as follows:*

4 o Loss of a DC power bus is considered as the initiating
event, and should not be considered as occurring
coincident with any other accident or anticipated i

; Q transient.

o Operability of non-safety related systems, including
offsite power, not rendered inoperable due to the;

initiating event (loss of a single DC bus) can be
assumed before applying the additional single failure.-

o The single independent failure in any other system
required for shutdown cooling should be assumed as an

1 active failure, not a passive failure.

In our judgment, providing the above clarification on the
'last recommendation in the NUREG would greatly enhance reader

understanding.

Finally, we recommend that any change in regulatory require-
ments which result from implementation of these recommenda-
tions be preceded by NRC cost-benefit analyses of such
changes. The resulting cost-benefit ratio should then be
compared to a cost-benefit goal specifically established as a
decision-making tool to determine if changes in regulatory

(]) requirements are warranted.

In summary, we commend the effort to analyze generic re- ;

quirements but recommend a more realistic treatment of con- '

servatism, clar}fication of the recommendations and the t

performance of cost-benefit analyses prior to augmenting
existing DC system requirements.

,

| |

;

i
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Mr. Harold Denton -4- March 25, 1982.
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i

We would be pleased to meet with members of the NRC Staff to f
discuss these comments.

|,

Very truly yours, j

D. Clark Gib s !
Chairman, Committee on i

Reactor Licensing and Safety |
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cc: W. Dircks i

V. Stello !

J. Ray-ACRS i
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AIF SUBCOMMITTEE ON PRA

GENERAL COMMENTS ON NUREG 0666 j

:

POSITIVE FIRST STEP IN APPLYING PRA TO ;
.

ANALYZING GENERIC REQUIREMENTS.

'

SHOULD NOT BE S0LE BASIS FOR MODIFYING.

EXISTING REGULATIONS.

MORE REALISTIC STUDIES ARE NEEDED T0 i.

Q DETERMINE IF PROBLEMS EXIST.
'

COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS SHOULD BE DONE TO.

JUSTIFY CHANGES IN EXISTING REQUIREMENTS
'

WITH RESPECT TO COST-BENEFIT SAFETY G0AL.
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'

METHODOLOGY

:

!

. STUDY OVERLY CONSERVATIVE

i
'

ASSUMPTION OF MINIMUM DC POWER-

,

'

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

i
ASSUMPTION OF HEAVY DEPENDENCE OFi

-

O
SHUTDOWN COOLING FUNCTION ON DC

l
POWER

INTERPRETATION OF OPERATING1 -

EXPERIENCE INFORMATION (LER's)

MORE DETAILED, REALISTIC STUDIES NEEDED TO.

IDENTIFY PROBLEMS, IF ANY, AND MAKE |

RECOMMENDATIONS.
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COMMENTS ON NUREG 0666

. - RECOMMENDATIONS

O
;

RECOMMENDATIONS NOT JUSTIFIED FOR GENERAL APPLICABILITY,.

.

. RECOMMENDATION ON ELIMINATING TIE BP N'ERS SHOULD APPLY I

TO NEW PLANTS ONLY. OPERATING PLANTS WITH TIE BREAKERS

f SHOULD CONTROL USE WITH PROCEDURES.

RECOMMENDATIONS ON TESTING AND MAINTENANCE REFLECT.

CURRENT PRACTICE PER STANDARD TECH SPECS.
,

i

RECOMMENDATIONS ON REQUIRED REDUNDANCY FOLLOWING LOSS.

OF DC BUS AMOUNT TO TRANSFORMATION OF SINGLE FAILURE

CRITERION TO DOUBLE FAILURE CRITERION. FOLLOWING,

CLARIFICATIONS NEEDED:

LOSS OF DC BUS IS INITIATING EVENT WITH-

NO OTHER COINCIDENT OR TRANSIENT

OPERABILITY OF NON-SAFETY SYSTEMS INCLUDING-

0FFSITE POWER MAY BE ASSUMED,

ADDITIONAL SINGLE FAILURE DOES NOT INCLUDE-

PASSIVE FAILURES.
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